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Message to CHOGM

On the occasion of the Commonwealth Heads of

Third, the South African question itself. Suffice it to state that

Meeting in Harare this month, SAPEM devotes
this issue to an organisation that is undoubtedly one of tbe most
influential in world affairs today. We hail the achievements of
the Commonwealth as we do congratulate in particular the
new Secretary-General, Chief Emeka Anyaoku, not only for
living up to the challenge of such a demanding leadership
position but also for his perceptive reading of the current
South African situation. But amidst all the pageantry (and
even royalty) that usually accompanies such crucial meetings
as those of CHOGM, we hereby wish to make only a modest
contribution by highlighting three issues. This constitutes our
message to the leadership of CHOGM.
First, let us not forget that the Commonwealth idea itself is
not entirely unrelated to a colonial legacy that bequeathed a

the events of the last year, particularly since
Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners,

world divided between the north and the south, between the

the immense pressure being exerted

wealthy minority and the common majority. In particular, it
envisage the Southern Africa that we
know today — not to mention the South African question itself
except in terms of this historical legacy of colonialism and
a related racism that is so inherently British and/or European
in origin. Yet it is the British government, and its allies in
Europe and North America, that continues to complicate

some

Government

would be difficult to

—

rather than facilitate the process

of decolonising South Africa.

only one of the issues about which it would be
difficult to forgive — let alone forget — the recent past that is
the colonial legacy.
Second, the issue of human rights is so fundamental in all
This is but

our

countries of the Commonwealth that it is incumbent upon

CHOGM to address it squarely in terms of at least the
identification of the political and economic foundations of the

regard, the statement (published herein) by the
Development does not assist in
this process and only helps to confuse the issue. Quite apart
from the double standards implicit in a British Africa policy
that has in part aided and abetted amongst tbe most autocratic
regimes on tbe continent, Lynda Cbalker's statement bristles
with misplaced arrogance, reflecting an imperious attitude
that is most offensive, to say the least.
As key factors in the development of the civil society that
represents the quest for democracy in Africa, African scholars
and analysts herein have done well to help expose the
hypocrisy and ignorance of those concerned among the
governments of the north. But coming as it does from a
member state of the Commonwealth, Lynda Chalker’s
statement will have done little to promote the principle, so
malaise. In this

British Minister of Overseas

fundamental to the idea of the Commonwealth, of mutual

respect and equality between all peoples and

the release of
have provided
the pretext so much required by those of the international
community so predisposed towards normalising relations with
the South African regime. The ambivalence of the Liberation
Movement itself, not to mention the confusion within its own
ranks, has invariably been used as but a justification for
policies — including the lifting of sanctions — that would in
turn further weaken the resolve and process towards Black
Majority Rule. Even the hitherto most supportive factors in
the international community, including donor and
non-governmental organisations, appear so bent on the
"normalisation" of relations with South Africa
almost

a

as

to establish

fait accompli. Recently, SADCC has complained at
by some donor states (and

foundations) towards the establishment of contacts

"between SADCC organs and state and private institutions in
South Africa" (see SADCC Annual Report: July 1990-July

1991). On its part, the South African government is trying to
use its own concept of "regional cooperation" as a means of
concealing the current reality that is still apartheid South
Africa; while liberal politicians and analysts will want the
world to believe that the

sum

effect of the "growing" trade and

other contacts between South Africa and the rest of Africa

is

additional evidence that the post-apartheid era

has arrived.
design a policy guideline (for its
members) that goes far beyond diplomatic declarations, if the
damage so far done on the South African issue is to be mended
and a new initiative launched against the apartheid regime. As
such, there is urgent need to confront also those African states,
groups, political parties and individuals, that are involved in
this programme of contacts and dealings with apartheid South
Africa. Besides, if one were to accept the precedent established
durmg the days of UDI Rhodesia, the guidelines are well
known and CHOGM needs only to re-state and re-affirm
them: everything should be done to assist and maintain
contacts with the victims of apartheid; but there should be no
CHOGM will have to

individuals, groups and/or institutions that are
operations associated with the South African

contacts with

in their

government.
The

challenge before CHOGM is immense. But will the

Harare CHOGM live up to the expectations of those who
believe that the Commonwealth has a role to play in

strife-stricken

still
this

sub-region? ♦

nations of the

world.
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HOW COMMON

IÖ THE COMMONWEALTH?.

The Commonwealth: What Role

.V

in the 1990s?

Chief Aleazor Chukwuemeka Anyaoku took over as Commonwealth Secretary-General on July 1,1990. On the eve of the
Commonwealth Heads of State and Government meeting scheduledfor Harare in October, he was interviewed by SAPEM
Editor-in-Chief, Ibbo Mandaza.
Mandaza: What would you say are

the

philosophical bases of the
idea and existence of the Commonwealth?
historical and

made it

possible for the African countries,
sub-

Caribbean and all the countries to join

hegemony.

Anyaoku; The Commonwealth historically evolved from what used to be the unequal
relationship within the British Empire, but
it no longer has any characteristics of the
Empire because it is an association of
sovereign nations, each one totally responsible for its affairs and each one voluntarily

On the British Role

Q. You would say that the British basis
is

.

that the Commonwealth as it is

today is pervaded by British hegemony.
That used to be theca.se until 1965. If 1 may

Before that, the Commonwealth

Com1949.

consisted

only of five white Anglo-Saxon countries:
Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa, the dominions, and they
were

all white and had

so

much in

common

affinity. When India, Pakistan
and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) became independent and decided to join the Commonwealth, they brought a new character to the
Commonwealth. First, the character of

—

natural

non-white countries who wanted to join

Commonwealth. Secondly, some

the
of them

republican countries, in terms of their constitutions, and that set the pattern
Sapem October. 1991

.

Q. Can the Commonwealth exist without
the British basis; and

which

if so, what might he

the nature and content of such an

tion? For example, how

organisarealistic was Presi-

time,
expelled from the
Nyerere's withdrawal

dent Kaunda's as.sertion, once upon a
that Britain had to he

Commonwealth:

or

from the Commonwealth at the time of
Anyaoku

UDl?

suggestion was made some time
I don’t think it is necessary to begin to
recall who made it. But let me say this
because 1 think this is important. In 1966,
for almost a year following UDI in what
A. That

with that. First, 1 do

go even earlier than that, the modern
monwealth truly began to evolve in

fully inde-

sense

might he an implicit contradiction between
the process and logic of decolonisation on
the one hand, and the concept of a Commonwealth which invariably is pervaded by
British hegemony on the other?
agree

longer called the British

nations.

Q. Do you agree with the view that there

not

no

pendent international association was
made. It is only those who live in the past.
It is now simply the Commonwealth of

Singapore
Declaration of Commonwealth Principles
adopted in 1971.

A. No, 1 don't agree

It is

when this transformation to a

of all this is contained in the

*

longer essential?

Commonwealth. It used to be called that

activities that the Commonwealth offers

formal

no

A.

applying to become a member of the Commonwealth. It is a grouping of nations that
find value in international cooperation and
sustaining the relations and the channels of
them. The best definition in a

other countries are important members, but
the Commonwealth is no longer by any
stretch of the imagination, subject to British

ago.

sequently. But Britain continued to be
responsible for coordinating Commonwealth affairs and during that period. I
think it would be fair to say that there was
a fair amount of British management of the
what led to the
demand that the Commonwealth should
Commonwealth. That
have its

own

was

independent Secretariat and

since the establishment of the Commonwealth Secretariat in 1965, the Common-

was

known

as

Southern Rhodesia, Ghana

and Tanzania broke off diplomatic
with Britain
tion but

as a

result of

an

relations

OAU resolu-

they maintained their membership

of the Commonwealth; and in fact, came to
attend a Commonwealth Ministerial meet-

The first

ing here in May 1966 when Commonwealth law ministers were meeting in London. They came in the same way as Cuba

Canadian, the second Shridath

goes to

from

even

wealth has seized to be

managed by Britain,

Secretary-General was a
Ramphal
Guyana, and I am the third, and we

have in the Secretariat a fully independent machinery to coordinate and

now

manage Commonwealth affairs and Britain
is an important member like a number of

the United Nations, in New York,

though it has no diplomatic relations

with the United States. So that confirmed

the international character of the Commonwealth. So the fact that they had broken

diplomatic relations with Britain but

were

3

still able to
sterial

come to

meetings

Commonwealth mini-

Harare. I have been invited

that the Commonwealth is an independent international organisation and that is the basic character of

meeting in Accra. So the Commonwealth relates to all these regional groups
in an effort to provide the
necessary additional linkage in the inter-regional
linkages.

the Commonwealth.
On the

Relationship with other
Groupings

Q. How can we reconcile the idea of the
Commonwealth

Q. What is the relationship hetM’een the
Commonwealth, and the Non-Aligned
Movement? Can it he that the existence
one

of

ofthe other? Likewise, what is the relation-

ship between the Commonwealth and other
regional groups such as OAU, SADCC?
If you may excuse my

common

imagery. When

using

a very

shop
for our requirements there are certain shops
you go to buy clothes, there are other shops
where you go to buy food, there are shops
where you go to buy car spare parts. It
would be quite impractical to exjject you to
just go to one shop and buy all your needs,
particularly in modem times when the local
community is becoming so inter-dependent. What in fact happens is that these
regional groupings have their specific inyou want to

and competence. The Commonwealth has the additional attraction and
terest

asset

mon

organisation of formal states which has in
its membership countries of the north, of
the

south, of the east, of the west, and at

different stages

of economic development.
The major racial groups of the world, of
humanity, are all represented in the Com-

the

various countries

one

hand, and

South?
A, Well, it would be wrong to

the Commonwealth is that it is

within the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth is

a

community in diversity and

what it does is that its various programmes

in the economic field, and in the social

field,

are

all aimed

all aimed at

narrowing the gap. are
assisting the less privileged of
at

its member countries, to raise their

living and their own economic
performance.
How Common is the Commonwealth?

Q. How

common

is the wealth in the

Commonwealth ?

Well, I think 1 would be the first

admit that the wealth is
but the

we

common.

will be realistic in

expecting that

standing. We ought to be able

closely with United Nations
Agencies. The last OAU summit adopted a
resolution for the establishment of a formal

memorandum of

understanding between

the OAU and the Commonwealth. The

secretary-general of the OAU and myself
will .soon be signing that agreement. The
Commonwealth has observer
NAM. I
4

was

at

the summit

status at the

meeting in

gap

will get to a stage

I don’t

where all the member

equal economic
to narrow the

(and this is what troubles me),

to arrest

the deterioration. If 1 told you,
a

hundred years ago, if you

for example,
looked at the

statistics, the difference, the gap of per
capita income between Europe and India
was 2:1, today it is 17:1. So it has been a
question of decline in the south as compared with the countries of the North. I
want to see

that the Commonwealth

plays
in arresting that decline by contributing to the poverty alleviation and the
general development efforts of its developing member countries.
her part

current

North-

problematic? Is it not possible that
the Commonwealth might distort and even
confuse that inteiface between North and
South?
A. Well, the Commonwealth
is

on

with

emphasis
reconciling the interests of the North
those of the South. This is a necessity.

It is not intended to be to the exclusion of

the South-South consultations. Indeed, the

South-South Commission, which was
recently headed by Julius Nyerere, was
very much supported by Commonwealth
countries and by the Commonwealth
Secretariat. I think that the

important thing

here is that the South consolidates its

posiby enhancing the scope of these consaltations and putting its resources together
in the same way as the North is
doing. After
tion

all, the G7 group of countries is able to
consolidate the bargaining for economic
consultation and management of the .seven
rich industrialised countries. But at the end
of the day, if the world is to attain
equality
and to achieve the objective of sustainable

development,

do need to reconcile in-

you

terests of the North with

The Commonwealth

those of the South.

provides a very viable

platform for seeking to promote

consensus

between the North and the South. 1 think
that is the unique duty of the Commonto

the international

community

as a

whole.

common

important thing is that the objective

is not to make the wealth

think

that

not

to

this global-type Com-

can

South

wealth

A,

enhances the

and works

own

standard of

we

mal observer status at the United Nations

seeking to
diversity

reconcile these differences of the

countries would attain

by linking these various regional
groupings. It has formal relationships/agreements with a number of organisations. The Commonwealth has for-

base these

associationships entirely on equality. That
would be impractical. Indeed the virtue of

does, is that it supplements and, in fact,
tions

the

of the Commonwealth,

monwealth and what the Commonwealth

quality of international rela-

on

particularly that between the North and

regions together.
Apart from the United Nations, the Com-

only other international

on

Q,. And how

monwealth relate to the

given to the "com-

cal and economic — that exist between the

in that it links all the

monwealth is the

good"

as one

other, the inherent inequalities ■— histori-

contradicts the objectives and content

A.

the mini-

to

sterial

means

The Main Achievements

Q. What in your view have been the main
achievements or highlights

of the Common-

wealth enterprise ever since its inception—
both economic and political?
.A.

Well, 1 have

so

far done about 23 years

with the Commonwealth in total. 1 think the
first

point I would make on the political
struggle and campaign to
end colonialism derived very substantial
•and effective support from the Commonwealth. You know, being a Zimbabwean
front is that the

your.self, the role of the Commonwealth in
Zimbabwe’s emergence to independence.
It was at the Commonwealth summit in
Lusaka in 1979 that

an

accord

was

reached.

This

paved the way for the Lancaster House
Conference and during the Lancaster
House Conference, there was continuing
consultations among Commonwealth
Sapem OrjoBF.R. 1991

operation of important industrial economic
projects. It is devoted to practical contribu-

a

whole. After the conference, it

the

tion of efforts of member states in the

con-

educational field. On the broader field of

quite a practical and effective part in
strengthening the development of other

tingents that monitored the cease-fire, and

development within the
Commonwealth, we are also running a

Commonwealth Office that

so

was

provided

formed the buffer between the

minority

regime forces and the liberation forces. It
was

the Commonwealth that sent

a team

of

human

resources

number of

training attachments. So the
Commonwealth is a reality.

observers to observe the elections that

detennined who should govern an

UN, OAU and

have not contributed

so on,

member countrie.^, encouraging the application of its declared principles to the
conduct of national affairs in the member
states.

The Commonwealth in the 1990s

On South Africa

inde-

pendent Zimbabwe. So Zimbabwe is an
example. Secondly, the campaign against
apartheid has been most effectively sustained by the Commonwealth. I am not
saying that the other groupings, such as the

Q. On South Africa, what role does the
Commonwealth

see

for it.self in the unfold-

ing scenario? Can it he an arbitrator?
A.

A. The first

1 think the first

Africa has existed
that it will not be

Q. What might he the major issues to be
confronted at CHOGM in Harare?

reality is that South
on its own for so long
easy to inject the third

unique thing about Harare is
provide an opportunity for

that Harare will

Heads of Government them.selves to ap-

praise the future role of the Commonwealth, to write the manifesto for the Com-

after the visit to South Africa of the Com-

.sense in the same way as
in Namibia. So far, the South
Africans have been trying to sort the matter

monwealth Eminent Persons

themselves. The Commonwealth stands

Government

ready to support them in every way possible that they may choose. Perhaps now

review the activities of the Commonwealth

significantly. But remember that it was only
Group in
1986 that the international community, particularly in the North — the United States
and Europe in general — agreed to adopt
sanctions policy against South Africa. The
Commonwealth remained steadfast in

mobilising international support against
apartheid. And also now the emphasis is
shifting to how to assist the negotiation
process and, more importantly, how to assist the majority population of South Africa
to develop human skills required for them
to play effective parts in a democratic South
Africa. We, in the

Commonwealth,

are

mobilising and leading the campaign for
that. We set up an expert group that

produced

has now

a report on how international
be mobilised to support black

resources can

South Africans to

acquire, in the immediate
skills for playing a
part in the transition process. That report
future, the necessary
has sketched out

areas

of South African

industry and government; key areas
wherein

black South Africans should be

enabled to

acquire the necessary skills
through training, through attachments to

other Commonwealth countries, and so on.
We will be

doing that and there are other
things we could do. On the economic front,
the Commonwealth has a very active
programme of technical assistance which is
currently spending about £30 million a
year, sending no less than 200 to 300 technical experts to different parts of the Commonwealth, to assist in the planning and

Sapem October. 1991
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reality. And then I would like to see and
hope that the Commonwealth will play

of the Patriotic
Front, and in support of the conference as a

governments in support

party
was

in

the

a

fomial

case

that the recent revelations have

sown

a

degree of distrust it maybe time when it
may be necessary for them to have friends
who can help them, in the direction of eventual constitutional
bit unwise of

changes. It would be a

prescribe to South
All I can say is that
given the very promising changes that
President de Klerk has begun, there are
me

to

Africa at this stage.

countries in the Commonwealth, there

is

the Secretariat here, which will be very

willing and which is timed already to help
them in any way they think they would find
useful for continuing the process.
Q. Briefly, what are your own e.xpectations as Secretary General and what in
particular is your perception and conception of what the Commonwealth should
look like by the time you leave office?
A. Well 1
become
ests

hope to see the Commonwealth
more directly relevant to the inter-

of its member states and the wider

international

community. 1 want it to make
equality of all the
member groups. The legacy of slavery and
colonialism, however much people .sometimes would want to deny it is still there.
The notion of all races being equal, has

a

greater reality of the

been well established in law and well estab-

lished among the enlightened people. But
there are still masses of people who haven’t

fully appreciated it. 1 hope that the Commonwealth will contribute to
wealth

a

notion of

a

humanity. I hope the Commonwill succeed in making that notion

common

monwealth in the 1990s and
never

had

beyond. We

occasion where Heads of

an

only took themselves to

a view to marking out its future
priorities and concerns. They will be doing
so in Harare and that’s a major opportunity
which 1 hope will be tested. It is one opportunity to review the Commonwealth, re-inforce its capacity for doing things and

with

determine

areas

where it should

con-

its efforts in the

coming years.
Secondly, with South Africa next door and
with the promising developments in South
Africa, I would hope that Harare will provide an opportunity for discussing the ways
in which the Commonwealth can best help
this last lap in getting rid of apartheid.

centrate

Q. What about the question of human
rights and what are your comments on
Lynda Chalker's recent statement in this
regard?
A. I think if you

look at the Common-

wealth declaration,

Singapore Declaration

of 1971,

democracy and human rights were
as among the core values of the

mentioned

Commonwealth. So the Commonwealth
leaders will be

right in discussing the impromoting
human rights in our countries. 1 have not
seen the full text of Lynda Chalker’s state-

portance of Human Rights and

ment.

1 haven’t

.seen

the text

so

I

cannot

comment.

I

the

importance of Human
Rights and stress the importance of what
we are going to do within the Commonwealth in the area of helping governments
to

want to stress

re-inforce institutions that look after

human

rights. ♦
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5. New Foundland

1931

(Withdrew in 1949)

The Commonwealth: An

6. New Zealand

1931

7. Union of South Africa

Economic Profile

1931

(Withdrew in 1961)
8. Pakistan

(Left in 1972)

9. India

Phineas

T

he Commonwealth

estab-

was

(Britain, the Dominions and their de-

pendencies) to meet and consult on a
regular basis with a view to fostering
links, co-ordinating mutual assistance for economic and social developcommon

ment, and

contributing to the restructuring of international economic relations
and the achievement of a more equitable
world community. The basic principles
governing relations within the Commonwealth

were

embodied in the Statute of

Westminster of 1931.
The

composition of the Commonwealth
changed in the past — World War 11
period — largely due to decolonisation and
the consequent attainment of independence
by territories formerly under British jurishas

diction (see Table 1). A new Commonwealth has thus emerged which reflects the

changed needs and roles of its member
countries. Three of the original members no
longer belong to the association. Ireland
withdrew in

1949 and New Foundland

abandoned Dominion status and later became

the 10th

1961

12.

1957

ment

13.

Malaysia
Nigeria

nual intervals. The central

14. Sierra Leone

1961

15. Ttinzania

1961

Meetings which take place at bi-anorganisation for
joint consultation and co-operation is
provided by the Commonwealth
Secretariat which

Bangladesh, its
former province, was recognised by Britain
and other Commonwealth countries

as an

independent state. The objectives and principles of the Commonwealth have undergone some change since its inception in
1931. Presently, relations within the Comare

not
are

co-ordination and

defined in

a

written

established in 1965.

organised in divisions and sections
which reflect the main areas of operation:
international

affairs, economic affairs, food

production and mral development, youth
education, information, applied studies in
government,

technology, health and law.

Multilateral technical assistance for
economic and social

development is

16.

1961

Cyprus

17. Trinidad &
18.

1957

Tobago

1962
1962

Uganda

19. Janiaica

1962

20.

1963

Kenya

21. Malta

1964

22. Zambia

1964

23. Malawi

1964

24.

1965

Singapore

25. Gambia

1965

provided through the Commonwealth Fund

26. Barbados

1966

for Technical

27. Botswana

1966

is

Co-operation (CFTC) which

supported by voluntary contributions by

28.

Guyana

1966

29. Lesotho

1966

role in the fields of economic and financial

30. Mauritius

1968

co-operation and technical assistance

31. Naum

19Ö8

which is meant to lead to the emergence

32. Swaziland

1968

Emphasis has been

33.

1970

education, technical and vocational

34.

member countries. CFTC

a

New Economic Order.

on

plays

a

growing

of

training, scholarships, fellowships, legal
matters, health

ogy,
and

services, science technol-

food production, rural development
youth-related activities.

1970
1970

36.

1972

Bangladesh

37. Bahamas

1973

38. Grenada

1974

40.

Commonwealth Countries

Fiji
Tonga

35. Western Samoa

39.

Characteristics of Some

Papua New Guinea
Seychelles

1975
1976

41. Solomon Islands

1978

42. Dominica

1978

performance of at least two representative

43. Tuvalu

1978

countries from each continent. The reader

44. Kiribati

1979

is asked to refer to Table 1.

45. St Lucia

1979

46. St Vincent & The Grenadines

1979

In this section, we examine the economic

Table 1: Commonwealth Member
States and When

found in consultation,

co-operation procedures

was

It is

whilst

Pakistan left in 1972 after

document but

1957

province of Canada in 1949.

South Africa withdrew in

monwealth

1948

11. Ghana

Kadenge and Allast Mwanza

lished after World War I to provide a forum for members

1947

10. Sri Lanka

Country

they joined
Date of

M/Ship

47. Zimbabwe

1980

48. Vanuatu

1980

49.

1981

Antigua & Barbuda

in

1. Britain

1931

50. Betize

and social fields with

2. Australia

1931

51. Maldives

1982

3. Canada

1931

52. Brunei

1983

1931

53. St

political, economic, financial, technical
special regard to the
needs of less developed members. The
basic guidelines of Commonwealth activities
6

are

laid down at Heads of Govern-

4. Ireland

(Withdrew in 1949)

1981

Christopher Nevis

54. Namibia

1983

1989/90?
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Dependent Territories of
Commonwealth Countries

Anguilla; Bermuda; British Antarctic
Territory; British Indian Ocean Territory;
British

Virgin Islands; Cayman Islands;
Hong Kong;

Falkland Islands; Gibraltar;

Monsterrati’ Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie &

St Helena and St Helena
Dependencies; South Georgia and South

Oeno Islands;

Sandwich Islands; Coral Sea Islands; Turks

Norfolk Island.

and Caicos Islands; and
East Africa

(Kenya and Tanzania)

Kenya was declared a British protectorate

in

1895 and attained its inde-

pcndence on December 12, 1963. It has a
population of 22 097 (XX) whose main Ian-

Swahili and English.
is export-oriented with
agriculture as the main occupation and

guages are

Photo: Calvin Dondo

The economy

source

of income although

manufacturing are increasing in imporAlthough in 1979 the growth rate
was over 6% in real terms, during the
1980s, deteriorating terms of trade led to
balance of payments

deficits, large
resulting in

a

debt .service ratio of 21% of export earn-

ings. Severe drought lowered GDP by
4,1% in
1984/85 due to adequate rains and by 5,7%
in 1986 and 1987 respectively.

0.99% in 1984 but GDP rose by

Tanzania became

a

British protectorate

independence on
December 6, 1961. The economy is largely
in

1890 and achieved

agricultural with very little industrial
development due, in part, to the inefficiency of nationalised industries. Agriculture
contributes 50% to GNP, manufacturing
10%, transport and communications 8%,
construction 5%, mining 1% and others
25%. The main exports are cotton, sisal,
coffee, tea and Zanzibar cloves. Minerals
contribute

a

paltry 5% of exports.

Tanzania is

one

of the world’s 25 least

developed countries. It introduced its first
SAP in 1982.

(Nigeria and Ghana)

colony in 1862
gained its independence in October
1960. It has a population of 106 736 000
and is generously endowed with national
resources. It is the sixth largest producer of
oil in the world with oil exports accounting
for 90% of forex earnings.
NiIberia became

a crown

and

Sapem October. 1991

a grow ing

role in the field of technical training; servicing

electronic equipment

Agriculture is under-developed with
agricultural exports accounting for less
than 10%. Although in 1975/80 GDP grew
by between 6-7% annually, in 1981/83, it
declined by 8.5%, in 1984 by 5,5% and then
ro.se by 1.5% in 1985 and declined by 3,3%
in 1986 inspite of a SAP that was introduced in 1985 to try and revive the
economy.

before

gaining independence on September
a population of 1 146 000.
Although one of the 20 poor countries
when it attained independence, the
development of the mineral sector has contributed go GDP growth. At independence,
it was predominantly a subsistence
economy with government revenue dependent on foreign aid and remittances
30, 1966. It has

Ghana, formerly known as Gold Coast,
attained independence on March 6, 1957

from South Africa.

merged with British Togoland (to
form Ghana). With a population of 13 599
(XX), its economy is primarily based on
agriculture. The single largest activity is
cocoa fanning for export. Inspite of attempts to diversify the economy, the
manufacturing sector has remained underdeveloped and heavily reliant on state subsidies and imported raw materials and com-

GDP

and then

ponents.
The SAP, which was introduced in 1983,
led to some economic recovery. Between
1970-80, real GDP declined by -2%. In

1984,

a

real GDP growth rate

of 87%

was

by 5,3% in 1986 and
then declined to 4.5% in 1987 necessitating
realised and it

West Africa

plays

services and

tance.

decrease in forex reserves

The CFTC

rose

the introduction of a medium-tenn SAP for
1987-90.

The contribution of the mineral sector to

lated

Zambia

and Zimbabwe)

Botswana,
chuanaland,

formerly known
was

a

as

Be-

British Protectorate

from 0% to 33%. This has stimu-

development in finance and in-

frastructure. However, the economy
remains

diamond

overwhelmingly dependent on
mining and export.

Zambia,
became

a

formerly Northern Rhodesia,
in 1889, was

British protectorate

granted independence in 1964. The
economy grew rapidly in the 1960s and
1970s with high and increasing levels of

prices. In the 1970s,
manufacturing contribution to GDP was
the third largest in Africa. Copper prices
fell in 1975 leading to a balance of payments deficit, foreign exchange rationing
and imports falling to a third.
Shortages were experienced and this led

world copper

to

Southern Africa (Botswana,

rose

the emergence

of black/parallel markets.

Copper production fell from 33% to 15%
of GDP between 1970-80 and agricultural
export declined to almost zero. Real income fell by 30%. Consequently, refomis
7

to

revive the economy were

introduced but
date, economic hardships are still being

to

experienced. It has

a

population of 7 196

000.

Zimbabwe, formerly Southern Rhodesia,
first occupied by the British South
Africa Company in 1890. It got its indewas

pendence

April 18, 1980.
It has a population of 9 001 000. Its
economic growth has been uneven since
independence. The performance of the
economy has fluctuated in line with the
effect of drought on agricultural production, with world prices for the main exports
and with changes in government economic
policy.
on

Zimbabwe is, however, endowed with
abundance of resources,

infrastructure and
sector.

a

a

well

an

developed

diversified industrial

It is, nevertheless, like other

developing countries, vulnerable to external shocks, such as droughts and changes
in commodity prices on the world market.
High levels of growth were recorded in
1980 and 1981, 11% and

ly. Exports of crude petroleum and liquified
for 14,5%.
Malaysia was hit hard by the world
recession and the drastic fall of commodity
prices. The government managed to suecessfully diversify the economy with
manufacturing now replacing agriculture
as the largest contributor to GDP; it
grew
by 8,1% in 1988. The private sector is expected by the government to stimulate the
growth of the economy.
gas account

The Caribbean (Jamaica and Bahamas)

Jamaica

gained her independence from
the British on August 6, 1%7. It had a
population of 2 355 lOG in 1987. As an
economy it depends on coffee, sugar,
bananas, citrus, ginger and pirento. The
leading foreign exchange earner is now
tourism following the decline in bauxite
production over the last few years. The
economy has performed poorly over the
past years and the government has introduced incentives to attract foreign investment.

The

13% (in real

Bahamas, with

terms) respectively. GDP, however, stag-

000, comprises some

nated in 1982 and declined

30

1983. In 1984, GDP grew by
of a serious drought. GDP is

by 3,5% in
1% because
estimated to

have risen

by 5% in 1990. All in all, the
economy has not performed as expected
necessitating the implementation of SAP as
from October 1, 1990.

South-East Asia

(Singapore and
Malaysia)

Singapore got its independence from the
Japanese who occupied it after World War
II in 1957. Although Malay is the national
language, the language of administration is
English. It has a "population of 2 610 000
and an annual population growth rate of
2%.
Its economy

has been growing fast, for
example, over the years 1970-87, it has
been growing at an average of 6,8%. Singapore has established industries, shipbuilding, repairing, electronics, chemicals,
etc. Inspite of a high growth rate, a low
level of inflation over the period 1980-87
of 0.8% has been maintained.

Malaysia: Its population stands

at 254
annual rate of 0.3%. Its
economy depiends on the export of primary
commodities and manufactured goods each
accounting for 28.2% and 49% respective¬
(XX) and grows at an

8

an

is

are

population of 241
700 islands of which

inhabited. The

a

population

grows at

annual rate of 2%. The official

language
English. It obtained independence in

1929.

75% of GDP and

over

60% of

India

foreign

Mauritius)

granted independence by the
August 1947. It has a population

of79 060 000 which grows at an

Commonwealth
Citizens

annual rate

of 2,1%. Its main

activity is agriculture and
the main crops are rice, wheat and other
cereals, India has registered GDP growth
rates of an average of 4,8% in the
period
1980-87 and 5,5% in 1988. Over the period
was

8,8%.

Mauritius

granted independence by
a population of 1
042 000 (1987) which grows at an annual
rate of 1%. Although English is
widely
spoken. French is the national language. Its
economy is mainly dependent on the export
of sugar whose price lluctuates on the
was

to

Commonwealth

export

are

than they

were a decade
The crisis in Africa is financial and

ago.

structural. The symptoms

of the crisis inpersistent inflation and unemployment, stagnant or falling GDP, rising
population and the debt crisis. As Table 2
indicates, nearly all sub-Saharan Africa is
gripped by high inflation, declining per
capita incomes and high population growth
rates. However, economic
performance in
elude

Asia and the Caribbean is much better than
that of sub-Saharan Africa. In this section,

examine the

we

experience of a number of

countries in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean.
East Africa: (Kenya and Tanzania) Although the Kenyan economy grew by 3,9%
over the
period 1980-1988, this translated
into only a marginal improvement in living

standards of 0,2%. This

was

that

an even

population grew by

of trade also deteriorated

due to the fact

higher rate
terms

during the 1980s,

leading to serious balance of payments
problems and a high debt service rate of
27%.

During the same period. Tanzania experienced a GDP decline of 1.3% annually.
was

introduced in 1982 but up to now,

it has not revived the economy

significantly. Inflation and unemployment remain
high and population growth is rather rapid.
By 1987, Tanzania’s total external debt was
US$3,67 billion which represented a debt
ratio of 671%. The country
group

remains in the

of the world’s 25 least developed

countries.
West Africa:

80s

the British in 1968. It has

world market. Its contribution

the

much poorer

now

1980-88. the average annual rate of inflation

of

countries, especially those in Africa,

SAP

was

British in

Economic Problems in the

of 4,2%. Furthermore, the countries’

exchange earnings come from tourism and
services. The other important industries are
banking and finance and crude oil from
Free Port, for the period 1980-87, GDP
grew by 4,9% and in 1986, by 4,5%.
Asia (India and

earnings is 75% and to GDP is 40%.
Another important source of foreign exchange is tourism. Currently, efforts are
being made to import substitute and
promote exports mostly to Europe.

was

(Nigeria and Ghana) The

decade of decline for both

a

Nigeria and Ghana although it was worse
for the Nigerians in spite of being generously endowed with natural resources and
being the sixth largest producer of oil in the
world. SAP

was

date it has failed
Ghana. S.AP
led

to some

intmduced in 1985 but

to

revive the economy. In
introduced in 1983 and

to

was

recovery

but conditions

v\or-
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Table 2: Economic Statistics

Per
Total

Annual

Average

Growth

Annual
Rate of

Inflation

Population

Growth

Capita

1982-1988%

COOO)

Rate %

Annual

Capita

Rates %

GNP 1988

GNP

1980-88

US$ million

US$

GNP

Kenya

8,310

360

3,9

0,2

8,7

22 097

4,2

Tanzania

3,780

100

2,2

-1,3

31,7

23 884

3,5

31,770

290

-1

^,3

20,4

106 736

-1,9

Ghana

5,610

400

2

-1,4

44,8

13 599

3,4

Zambia

2,160

290

-1,5

-4,9

37,9

7 196

3,5

Zimbabwe

6,070

660

2,5

10,3

9 001

3,7

Botswana

1,191

1,050

10,2

6,7

9,2

1 146

3,5

271,044

330

5,5

3,3

8,8

79 060

2,1

1,890

1,814

6,1

5,0

-5,2

1 042

1,0

Jamaica

2,610

1,080

-0,7

-2,1

15,8

2 351

1,5

Bahamas

2,611

10,510

4,5

2,4

4,7

241

2,0

Malaysia

31,624

1,870

4

1.3

1.9

16 560

2,7

Singapore

24,010

9,100

7

5,8

0,8

2610

1,1

Country

Nigeria

GNP Per

Population

Asia
India
Mauritius

Caribbean

South-East Asia

'Sr^/t/rc; Commonwealth Year Book 1989 and 1990.
*

Population figures

*

Annual

a

for 1989.

population growth rates

sened thereafter
tion of

are

are

for the period 1980-87.

necessitating the introduc-

medium-term SAP for 1987-90.

Southern Africa: (Botswana, Zambia
and

Zimbabwe) Living standards in

Botswana

rose

impressively during the 80s

largely due to the buoyancy of the mineral
sector

and sound economic

Botswana is

one

Africa where

the other ex-

experienced 15% drop in living

standards
babwe

on

inspite of several SAPs. Zim-

registered

a

2,5% GDP growth

during the 80.s but this did not translate into
an

improvement in living standards

Sapem October. 1991

as

the

increasing at 3,7% annual

1990 in response to
Botswana’s economy

it is

too

dependent

diamond

policies.

living standards improved

was

Zimbabwe had

rate.

to

introduce SAP in

the crisis. However,
is rather fragile, since

on one

major sector —

mining.

Elsewhere in the Commonwealth,

standards in

living

for Africa remain bleak

in

spite of SAPs that seem not to work. We
hope that the Commonwealth will try and
come

up

with

Economic Summit which took
London

place in
(July 1991) ignored the problem of

Third World debt. In

our

view, the

con-

ference should also address the issue of

As of now, the industrial states are still

general improved during the

80s. Two prospects

There is great need to find a viable solution to the debt crisis. The recent G7

adjustment in the industrialised countries.

Summary and Conclusion

of the few countries in

during the 80s. Zambians,
treme,

population

a programme

of action in

Harare that will forestall the 90s from
another lost decade.

being

running highly protected economies.
Under such a trade regime, it is not possible
to

increase trade between the North and the

South. Within the Commonwealth

are

found members of the G7 (UK and

Canada). The Commonwealth should lead
the way in promoting genuine North-South

cooperation. ♦
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Food Subsidies and Structural

Adjustment

Alla St Mwanza

M

ost recent literature advocates

higher agricultural prices
they are perceived to be
below border prices. The objective of
this policy would be to stimulate agricultural production and thus increase the
earnings of the rural poor at the expense
of the urban middle class. The logic of
Structural Adjustment Programmes
(SAPs) has it that there is great and urgent need to reduce government interwhere

vention in the food market in order to
reduce

or

eliminate food subsidies and to

allow market forces to operate more

freely. This would then provide price signals that would improve resource allocation and lead to the necessary economic
restructuring.
However, this argument omits a number
of crucial considerations. First, there are

food consumers in towns and in
the country who need protection from
hunger or malnutrition caused by higher
prices. This is likely to be more severe in
countries with a landless population or
where cash crop production predominates.
In countries with large urban populations,
a rise in fotxi prices would adversely impact on the living conditions of the poor and

many poor

be reduced output

migration. Thirdly, evidence suggests that higher prices alone may not induce adequate supply response but rather
contribute to an inflationary movement as
various social groups agitate for compensatory incomes increases.
Rationale for
In this

Subsidy Removal

of structural

adjustment
it is all too ea.sy to get carried
away by the politics of food subsidisation.
The conventional wisdom of today has it
that any form of subsidy must be eliminated
since it distorts costs and prices. On the
supply side, the real cost of producing a
given commodity will be "hidden" by the
subsidy. On the demand side, the prices of
goods and services are kept artificially low
by subsidy imposition. The argument then
is that the removal of subsidies will help to
get the price right and thus lead to efficient
era

programmes,

resource

allocation. However, there are

dangers associated with the policy of subsidy removal.
The Government and

Agricultural

Producers
The strongest case for the removal of
subsidies rests upon the impact of the sub-

possibly contribute to social unrest.
Secondly, on the supply side, the short-run

sidy

rise in

prices is bound to result in higher
production costs. For instance, a reduction
or elimination of the fertiliser subsidy may
push the price of this input beyond the reach

are

of mostsmall-.scale farmers. The result may

sidies. A clo.ser

10

and increased rural to

urban

on the government budget. Subsidies
always associated with high or rising

deficits. One way of
balanced government budget,

government budget

achieving

a

therefore, is to reduce

or

eliminate sub-

.scrutiny of subsidy outlays

would, however, indicate that removal of
subsidies is

rather complex process

involving different interest groups.
In an economy with price controls, the
subsidy budget inevitably involves most if
not all components of the food chain. The
case of Zambia comes to mind. During the
1960s and 1970s. the policies of price control and unifono pricing led, in part, to
rising subsidy outlays for fotxl consumption. Most of the subsidy was channelled to
agricultural parastatals, such as the National Agricultural Marketing Board (NAMBOARD), the Cold Storage Board (CSB),
the Dairy Produce Board (DPB), the National Milling Company (NMC) and by the
beginning of the 1980s, the Cooperative
Unions (CUs). The largest amount of the
subsidy was ab.sorbed by NAMBOARD,
a

the NMC and

CUs, all of which had the

responsibility of handling maize, the main
food crop.

Agricultural parastatals were to come
under intense criticism for general inef-

ficiency, such

perpetual loss making and
transport maize and other
crops. This inefficiency implied bigger
subsidy outlays and bigger government
budget deficits. Most of this criticism was
not justified. For instance, the Act which .set
up NAMBOARD provided that the
organisation's* operating expenses would
be reimbursed by government if these
could not be covered by its trading operations. The Board was thus designed to be
failure

as

to store or
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inefficient in

of the costs of its

terms

tivities. In 1979,

ac-

agriculture related sub-

sidies reached 19% of total government

spending. The government reacted by
removing NAMBOARD’s monopoly and
in 1980, to hand over to cooperative unions
some of its functions, such as marketing of
crops and agricultural inputs within provinces.

NAMBOARD's

role

new

was to

take

charge of inter-provincial and cross-border
marketing and to manage the food (maize)
reserve.

The Board’s field staff, storage

facilities and other assets

were

taken

over

by provincial cooperatives.
Thus, the government strategy was in
designed to introduce and increase

essence

competition in agricultural marketing. This
move did not, however, significantly
reduce operational costs. For one, the
cooperative unions did not have the necessary experience and financial back-up to
adequately handle maize marketing. As a
result, there was great confusion in the
marketing of maize during the early 1980s
which led to food wastage. By the mid1980s, the government had to reverse its
policy. Thus, in 1986, cooperatives were
instructed to buy only up to a ceiling determined by the millers’ official allocation,
above which they were to act as agents for
NAMBOARD.Thus, the Board re-entered

intra-provincial trade as the buyer of the
from food surplus regions and the
seller of grain to food deficit areas.

excess

However, the.se

moves

did not lead to

significant efficiency gains although maize
marketing became more competitive. Thus
post harvest food losses and late payment
to farmers continued under cooperative
union arrangements. Government attempts
to reduce the subsidy through maize meal
price increase fuelled anti-government
riots in

1986 and 1990. In

an

effort to

reduce the
most

subsidy and to target it to the
needy sections of society, the govern-

introduced a maize meal coupxin sysin 1989. However, the administration

ment

tern

of the system

has several weaknesses. Firstly, like previous policies, the maize meal
subsidy has not declined significantly. As a
result, pressure on the government budget
continues. Secondly, any attempt to target
subsidies

or

transfers

run

the risk of not

and only the poor. In
people are
covered by the coupon system. Indeed, the
economic crisis has brought more
households into vulnerable position. Thirdly, the inefficient and often times corrupt
administration of the coupon system has
benefiting the
Zambia’s

poor

case,

not all poor
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Many farmers have moved
maize

away
on a

from maize-growing in Southern Africa: weeding

communal farm in Zimbabwe

led to public resentment and anger, thus
fuelling anti-government sentiments.
Market Failure?
The main

justification for government

intervention is the doctrine of market

failure. In

agriculture, the market often fails
provide an adequate supply of food at
reasonable prices. As a result, governments
have intervened in order to improve the
food production system. Intervention has
to

taken the form of either government par-

ticipation in production
private sector.
In most of Southern

or support to

the

Africa, the food

or distribution chain consists of
the farmers, the marketing parastatals, the

production

distributors
the

or

millers and
During the colonial era, the

transporters, the

consumers.

settler farmers in Zambia and Zimbabwe

propped up by huge state subsidies.
policy aimed at preventing
Africans from competing with white settler
were

Colonial

farmers. For instance, Africans were

generally paid lower prices for their
products and in some cases, were not allowed to sell their crops. In both countries,
the agricultural parastatals, especially the
Grain Marketing Board (GMB) and the
Dairy Produce Board (DPB) essentially
served settler fanner interests. The market-

ing boards provided a ready-made market
at attractive prices. The subsidies paid to

the farmers

through the parastatals

translated into low

were

prices. In
most cases, it was profitable for the fanner
to sell his entire crop to the Grain Marketing Board and then buy it back. This "buy
back phenomenon", so typical of the farming sector of both Zambia and Zimbabwe,
was in part caused by the badly targeted
consumer

subsidies.
The

marketing boards thus promoted acagriculture by either reducing competition among farmers and assuring a market and channelling state subsidies. However, after independence, in

cumulation in

both Zambia and Zimbabwe, the same

or-

ganisations

came under severe criticism
from commercial farmers. The
main
that the

governments used
marketing boards to control the fanners
and also control food prices. In a large
number of cases, the fanners have argued
that government is not sensitive to rising
production costs and to reduced profit margins. In both Zambia and Zimbabwe, many
farmers have shifted away from maize
growing to production of low volume, high
reason was

new

the

value and non-control led crops.
Who loses" Who Benefits’?

Generally, restructuring of government
spending consists of expenditure reduction
and switching. Expienditure reduction hits
the poor if it is not accompanied by compensatory measures. Some studies indicate
II

that

in

during the 1970s and 1980s, social
expenditures were less vulnerable than

inputs, such

other types

ment

of government expenditure to
expenditure reduction. However, since the
mid-1980s, social expenditures have been
seriously reduced in many countries. Furthermore, other studies indicate that the
food

subsidy

programme

forms

a

small

component of total government recurrent

expenditure. In most cases, subsidies to
industrial parastatals, transport firms and
utilities account for a significant proportion
of government spending.
A further breakdown of the food

budget would indicate that there

subsidy

are many

structure

agriculture includes subsidised
as fertilisers and some equip-

and also low interest credit facilities.

Some amount of the

subsidy is also used to
support food storage. Finally, the consumer
price is still under strict government control. However, as the price of maize meal
continued to increa.se due to producer price
increases, the government introduced a
coupon system in an effort to target the
maize meal

subsidy to

poor

urban

hou.seholds.
It is

becoming increasingly clear that the
withdrawal of food subsidies during structural adjustment is bound to involve losses

input costs have in many countries made
to press for compensating in-

farmers
creases

in

producer prices on

basis. Thus

considered

now

a very

regular

"input-output" price spiral is
to

be

one

of the main

of inflation in countries

undergoing
adjustment.
Economic theory predicts that in the long
run, (however defined!), high prices will
lead to higher output and then to lower
prices. One must, however, add that this
does not necessarily imply a diminished
causes

structural

role of the state in the short

or

medium term.

During the transition from a regime of price
control (or low prices) the government will
be called upon to provide agricultural infrastructure. In other words, the strategy
now' will be to switch expenditure to such
areas as

input supply, research and develop-

infrastructure (roads, etc) institution

ment.

building and infomiation dis.semination.
are the real structural rigidities in
agriculture which should be the target of
elimination by any adjustment programme.
As long as these structural factors have not
been eliminated, a complete subsidy
withdrawal will only mean higher fcxxl
prices and thus an unhealthy population
These

without

a

real and sustained increase in

output.
In rich countries such

as

the EEC and the

USA. the food

Ptioto: Calvin Dondo

Badly targeted subsidies? A GMB silo in Zimbabwe

players in the business. For instance, in
Zambia, transport costs absorb the greatest
amount of the maize meal subsidy. The
Truckers Association of Zambia

(TAZ) and

other transporters have normally resisted
the reduction of the maize subsidy in the

absence of

increase in the

price of that
commcxlity. The (maize) milling industry
has for a long time been subsidised by
government. One of the reasons leading to
the nationalisation of private millers after
food riots in 1986 was the problem of targeting the subsidy. Somehow the governan

ment came to a

conclusion that it

and better to subsidise the

was

easier

parastatal milling fimis. The fanners continue to receive
the subsidy to this day. Thus the incentive
12

for many groups. The generally held view
that food subsidy withdrawal accompanied

by rising food prices will stimulate produconly hold under a set of limiting
assumptions. For one. evidence now indition may
cates

that the withdrawal of the state via

expenditure reduction has in many cases
had an adverse input on agricultural
production. In .some cases, state withdrawal
has been taken to imply the government
change of policy and rechanneling of
resources
some

to other sectors. For

instance, in

countries, the withdrawal of the

has been

state

accompanied by declining output
especially among small producers, increased inequality in rural incomes and
rising food prices! On the other hand, rising

subsidy programme is targeted to both fanners and consumers. Due
to the comprehensive social security systern in those countries, the problems of
hunger and malnutrition have largely been
eliminated. In poor countries, the social
reality would call for the continuation of
food subsidies. However, in order to reduce
the pressure on the government budget and
to

eliminate waste, attention must shift

designing efficient

to

of targeting f(X)d
subsidies. While doing so, one must
remember that one important side effect of
SAPs is the tendency to bring large sections
of society into the ranks of the vulnerable.
As a result, it will be difficult to design
systems that will benefit only the ptxtr.
There will, inevitably, be free riders in any
food subsidy programme; one can only
strive

to

ways

minimise their number. In the tran-

sition

period, the success of the structural
adjustment programmes will be detennined
by how effectively it eliminates the structural rigidities. Unless these rigidities, are
removed, structural adjustment will be very
costly, if not out of reach. ♦
Sapem October. 1991

SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS

Giving Aid to the Third World, With Strings
Attached
‘Western

Money Can Buy Good Government’

Lynda Chalker

s

of

outh Africa has been the bone of

spent to reinforce brutish and self-serving

cumstances

contention at Commonwealth

regimes.

government"

meetings for more years than most

us care

to remember. With the hear-

tening

made in South Africa
over
months and the end of
the Cold War, the forthcoming Comprogress
the past 18

monwealth Heads of Government Meet-

ing (CHOGM) in Harare should open a
new chapter.
While Eastern Europe has thrown aside
the soiled remains of

a

failed and dis-

credited

ideology, so the developing world
is increasingly abandoning its experiments
with socialism and central control. I hope
the Harare meeting will focus on how we
can work together on a new "good government" agenda rather than re-running the
battles of the past.

For 20 years, smart

opinion dubbed any
by Western countries of the politisystems of developing countries as

criticism
cal

"neo-colonialist". Like much of the
ventional wisdom of the

period, this

con-

was

claptrap.
Many people who understand the
economic and moral case for development
aid became profoundly disillusioned
during the 1960s and 1970s. They were
rightly repelled by taxpayers’ money being
Sapem October. 1991

We have re-discovered confidence in the

values which have

long galvanised human
potential in the West. But promotion of
good government is not just a matter of
making aid donors feel better, it is a pre-requirement for effective use of aid. Ministers

in donor countries

owe

it

to

ence to
•

•

jargon
bail them out.
Not that good government necessarily
means replicating Westminster-style institutions. National traditions and cir¬

tasks

com-

petence and accountability of governinstitutions. Ineffective

policies
only be weeded out
if governments are accountable through
the ballot box and a free press. Bad
government can result from inexperience as well as evil intent. So apart
from penalising authoritarian regimes,
we should share expertise in areas such
as training civil servants, the organisation of political parties and the
mechanics of running free elections.
and

authoritarian tendencies in Marxist
super-power to

on

The second fundamental is the

ment

playing

to a

take

prosperity
illiteracy and disease to be tackled and
opportunities to
be created for popular participation.
Arms spending should not exceed what
is needed for legitimate self-defence.

a leading part in shaping
good government.
Errant regimes can no longer cloak their
look

not

should enable poverty,

the debate about

or

policies

best left to others. Greater

effective in the world. Second, that

Britain is

Sound economic and social

Governments should

payers to secure

most

three

racially. I believe "good
best be judged by referguiding principles:
can

which allow free rein to market forces.

their tax-

value for money. That is
why we are focusing increasingly on
countries that, by practising good government, make it possible for our aid to be used
to greatest effect.
Our aid budget is growing steadily. But
just as important as the grand total is the
quality of spending. I take pride in two
facts. First, the assessment of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) that the British aid
programme is among the best targeted and

differ

•

corruption

can

The third

key aspect of good governbe respect for human rights
the mle of law. Entrepreneurs will

ment must

and

not start

businesses,

nor outsiders

invest.
13

if there is

redress against arbitrary Hurd has written to the President of the
corruption.
European Commission to stress this point.
These principles are neither the sole inThe emphasis on good government will
vention of the West nor the only product of mean aid being more effectively spent. But
the collapse of socialism in Eastern Europe, the developed world must practise openThere has also been a growing realisation in ness through strengthening the free-trade
many developing countries that the key to system. It is on open access to Western
prosperity lies largely in their own hands.
no

confiscation

or

No amount of aid

central control

or

countries such

some

j|^g countries will depend. ♦
Lynda Chalker is the British Minister for
Overseas Development.

can

produce the investment in productive
economic activity on which advancement
depends.
In Africa,

markets, as well as good government at
home, that long-term prospects of develop-

a

Double Standards in British Human

Botswana have followed such

policies since
independence. They tend now to be among
the most prosperous and stable countries in
the continent. Not all developing countries
have yet embraced good government with
the

enthusiasm. Some have set their

same

faces

aid cannot be unaffected. We

looking for at least

a

trend towards better

some

where

we

cases,

it has reached the point

have had to cut off ail except

humanitarian relief. It would be

quite wrong
to punish those existing on the very edge of
survival for the failings of their governments. But. with the exception of such help,
we have stopped all bilateral aid to, for
example, Sudan, Somalia and Burma.
Some urge us to gallop down the road
cutting more countries off with a penny,
Kenya is a frequent target for such bluster.
But cutting off aid is a counsel of last resort.
Not only is Kenya’s human rights record
better than that of many other developing
countries, but so is the openness of its
society. It has met specific criticism by
releasing political detainees and re-establishing security of tenure for the judiciary.
The promotion of good government is as
much about carrots as sticks. We shall spend
some £29 million bilaterally this year
specifically to foster good government.
Over the

next year, we

intend to commit

a

further £50 million. The type

of projects we
supporting include developing local
government structures in central Zambia,
civil service refonns in Ghana, public administration training in India, providing
judges in East Africa and police training in
are

Namibia.

growing proportion of our aid is given
multilaterally. We are anxious that this, too,
should reflect the tyf)e of good government
criteria that we were pioneering. Douglas
J4

I

article in the London

Sunday

persi.st with repressive policies, with

August 8, 1991, Lynda
Chalker, the Minister for Overseas

corrupt management, or with waste-

n

are

government.

A

Rakiya Omaar

against change. In such circumstan-

ces, our

In

Rights Policy

an

Times

on

fid and discredited economic systems
should not e.vpect us to support their
folly with .scarce aid re.sources.

Development, announced that the
British Government
to

conditioning aid

was now

on

committed

"good

govern-

If the British government means

ment", respect for human rights and

says,

"sound economic

to create

policies which allow

free rein to market forces". The

com-

placent tone of Mrs Chalker’s article is
misplaced. Britain has a particularly
poor record of paying any attention to
the human rights record of aid recipients
in Africa, except in the obvious cases
mentioned by Mrs Chalker herself,
Certainly, there has never been a suggesstringent conditions she articulates should be applied in countries where
Britain has vested interests. She betrayed
tion that the

her real intentions when she

wrote

that

regimes

can no longer cloak their
authoritarian tendencies in Marxist jar-

gon". It is not only Marxist regimes that
have abused human rights and shown themselves incompetent and corrupt.
Mrs Chalker is largely echoing a highly
publici.sed speech in June 1990 by Douglas
Hurd, the British Foreign Secretary, in
which he stated that;

a

But

a

tending

towards

what it
significant opportunity

not at

the moment exist

meaningful mechanism for the
promotion of human rights with strong
political support and institutional commitment.

selective

policy that leaves out

countries where Britain has strong

interests

protect, such as Kenya, South Africa and
Malawi, is a disservice to the cause of

to

rights.

If the British government is tmly distressed by the denial of human rights in

Africa, turning its attention to the unremittingly grim situation in Malawi would be a
good start. Except for some degree of adherence to "market principles", Malawi
fails Hurd’s test on all counts. Margaret
Thatcher, who regularly condemned the
"excesses" of the former Eastern European
regimes made no references to human
rights when she visited Malawi in 1989.
The only occasion when the British government made such a public comment was in
1983 after opposition leaders Orton and
Vera Chirwa

Countries

a

what does

in Britain:

human

Sudan and Somalia.

"errant

this presents

For

were

.sentenced to death.

nearly three decades, Malawi has

pluralism, public accountability,

been

the rule of law. human
rights and market principles should
be encouraged. Governments who

doubt with other countries in mind, called

respect for

a

classic

"a brutish and
not news to

case

of what Mrs Chalker,

no

self-serving regime". This is
or to experienced

Malawians
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Malawi watchers, but it has been over-

by the West because of President
Banda’s support for Western policy in
Southern Africa, in particular his longstanding diplomatic and commercial relations with South Africa and his promotion
of capitalist policies. In addition, Malawi’s
regular food surplus was regarded in the
looked

West

African model of the

as an

success

of

capitalist policies in agriculture. No attention has been paid to the high cost of human
lives of this "success", such as

forced

appalling life expectancy and
infant mortality rates in rural areas. (According to a UNICEF report, "Only
Ethiopia, a land of ecological depletion and
frequent drought, has levels of child malnutrition comparable to those in Malawi.")
In Malawi, the United Kingdom is closely identified with the repressive policies of
labour and

President Banda’s government. Successive
British governments have done little to

Germany withdrew its
financing for a proposed new medical
school costing some K6 million and persuaded another major donor to the project,

surrections. About 1 000

Canada, to do likewise. Britain, however,

than 10 years. By then, the dissident ministers had tied into exile and any public

his detention,

continued to

provide

some

funding. In

1990, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland, refu.sed to finance a major educational
programme because of human rights considerations. The Swedi.sh Education Minister

refu.sed to meet his Malawian counter-

visiting Europe. In contrast,
August 1989, after the sacking and arrest

part who was
in

of northerners from the civil service and
education system,

Britain announced

Most

were to

health declines, power is increasingly
wielded by his hostess, Kadzamira and her

uncle, John Tembo, both of them deeply

US$16 million in balance of payments sup-

unpopular.

port to Malawi to finance imports from the
UK. Denmark, which funds irrigation and

After the initial period of political earthscorching. Banda has had nearly three
decades to build a highly autocratic prrlitical structure. He himself was provided the
best description of this system:

telecommunications

projects in Malawi,

has let it be known that because of human

rights considerations, these projects may be

well to learn from these initiatives.

tern

position to encourage real
change in policy and practice.
By virtue of its colonial past. Britain has
the closest relationship with Malawi of any
foreign state. President Banda is fanatically
pro-British and makes frequent private
visits in Britain, as recently as in June 1991.
Britain is Malawi’s main trading partner,
accounting for about a quarter of Malawi’s
exports and a fifth of its imports. British
firms occupy the leading place among
foreign companies operating in Malawi.

Pluralism of any kind is, non-existent
Malawi. Malawi is a personal despotism

then it's

Britain is also Malawi’s second largest
bilateral aid donor, with a total of US$40,8
million in 1987, about

a

fifth of the total.

(Japan is Malawi’s leading bilateral aid
donor.) Malawi also receives military and

police training from Britain.
high moral ground. Several members of the
European Community (EC), particularly
the Netherlands,

Denmark and in the

of Malawi, Germany,

outspoken

on

in
in
of the state is

which the apparatus
answerable to one man. The result is
climate of fear

Africa,

case

have been far more

human rights issues than

Britain. Until recently, Gemiany had been
reluctant to raise human rights concerns in
Malawi. That

changed three years ago, perhaps coinciding with the appointment of a

even

a

unparalleled anywhere in
in countries racked by

violence.

activists belonging to the
spearheading the fight for inde-

In 1957. young
movement

pendence, the Nyasaland African Congress, such as Henry Chipembere, Orton
Chirwa and Kanyama Chiume, decided
that an older person with greater experience
was needed to lead the country to independence. They invited Dr Hastings
Kamuzu Banda to return to the country he
had left
soon

It is ironic for Mrs Chalker to take the

more

than 40 years ago.

He

was

disappoint their hopes that his role
be largely ceremonial.

to

would

On

July 6, 1964, Malawi became independent with Banda as Prime Minister. Immediately afterwards, he set about consolidating power in his hands. In September
1964, he expelled four ministers, including
Chirwa and Chiume, from the Cabinet for

disagreeing with some of his domestic and
foreign policies. Three others, including
Chipembere, resigned in sympathy.

Lilongwe. Gennany
pressing Malawi on the im-

Clashes between different factions in the

prisonment in February 1989 of the
country's only neurosurgeon. Dr George
Mtafu, who trained in Gennany, To protest

fomier ministers being forced into exile. In
early 1965, followers of some of the fonner
ministers attempted two unsuccessful in-

new

was

ambassador in
active in

Sapem October. 1991

more

government’s conduct permanently prohibited. In 1966, Malawi became a republic, with Banda as President
and was formally transformed into a oneparty state. In 1971, Banda became President-for-Life. As the 92-year-old Banda’s

founded. This is unfortunate because the

strong

remain in detention for

criticism of the

demonstrate that such an association is un-

a

sup-

tions

discontinued when they come up for
renewal in the near future. Britain would do

UK is in

opposition

imprisoned under new regulaproviding for detention without trial.

porters were

party followed, with many supporters of the

The Malawi system,

likes it
to

the Malawi sysit's that, and
finished. Whether anyone

is that Kamuzu says

or

not.

that is how it's fioiiif;

he here.

He maintains

ministers

tight control over his
by dissolving and re-forming the
a

government annually.

He himself currently

holds the

portfolios of Agriculture, Public
Works, Justice and foreign Affairs, as well
as the Presidency. Parliament does not
question either Banda’s policies or leadership. There were no parliamentary elections between independence and 1977 and
since then, the single candidates are
.selected by the President himself. In addition to the 60 constituency members, there
are an additional 15 chosen directly by the
President.
Political life is non-existent outside the

omnipotent ruling party, the Malawi Congress Party (MCP) to which individual
Malawians are forced to make compulsory
financial contributions. The right to board
a bus or enter a market is often dependent
on the possession of a party card. Membership of the single political party is the precondition for advancement in the

public
and thugs belonging to
the paramilitary Malawi Young Pioneers,
who have powers of arrést, act as a nationwide intelligence network, as well.as intimidating potential opponents.
service. The party

15

Nor is dissent

possible within the party.
early as 1963, the MCP adopted the
following rule:
Any member of the Party guilty of dis-

consideration in British

security agents in December 1981 when

As

they visited eastern Zambia.
If the rule of law is to be

important
foreign aid,
an

loyalty, rumour-mongering, deliberate

Malawi will

manufacture of destructive stories, in-

Banda has introduced

vidious whisper campaigns, loose talk and
character assassination against any mem-

which have resulted in the virtual elimination of

Party or the Party itself shall be
dealt with in such manner as the President
The President has

that discretion in

an

not

to use

manner.

the

on

source

Photo:

Margaret Waller

Successive British governments have
been associated with repression in
Malawi: Thatcher in Africa in 1989

The

country’s only daily and weekly
along with the radio station
and the news agency are all governmentcontrolled. The "news" is largely confined
to providing details about Banda’s ac-

terised by

explanations for several years include the
country’s only neurosurgeon and Malawi’s
foremost poet. Jack Mapanje.
The government has made a gesture of
relenting in the case of some cases, but
many others still remain in detention.
Munthali is the longest serving political

charge

prisoner in Malawi and since Nelson

tivities and pronouncements.
Malawi’s human

rights record is characprolonged detention without
trial, torture, deaths in custody,

or
dismal conditions of

impri.sonment, some
instances of political killings and systematic discrimination against people öf
northern origin. Detention without trial,
widely used by British colonial powers in
Nyasaland, has been equally important to
Banda as a means of maintaining political
control. Over the years,

hundreds of

Malawians, real and imaginary opponents
of the

regime, have languished in filthy
pri.sons, without explanation, without the
need to show that genuine reasons of public
security justify the arbitrary deprivation of
their liberty, without access to a lawyer or
to

their loved

ones.

The authorities

obliged to acknowledge

are not

person’s detention and there are no provisions for either a
judicial review of the detention or any procedures for the government itself to review
a

the detention.

Under international pressure, 88 political prisoners were released between

January and May 1991. Among those who
had been held without charge or official
16

guaran-

nothing to do with traditional
legal practices and concepts of
justice and everything with Banda’s wish to
use the judiciary as a
political tool. The
judges are appointed and answerable only
to Banda who generally makes clear, in
public, the verdict that he expects in an
important case. There is no assumption that
a person is innocent until
proven guilty. The
accu.sed are denied legal representation and
on occasion, even the
right to call defence
witnesses may depend on the court. The
right of appeal is only granted at the discretion of the Minister of Justice who happens
Malawian

Banda’s death.

newspapers,

internationally recognised

of due process

have

of

potential challengers. Reluctant to face the prospect of
his own mortality, Banda has been particularly vigilant against the incumbents of
the post of Secretary-General of the MCP,
who would become the interim president
as

measures

so-called "traditional courts". These courts

In the

last 15 years, Banda has increasingly mled
over the heads of the party,
regarding it with
distrust

series of

—

think fit.

hesitated

absolute

a

of law and of a fair trial
in politically sensitive cases. Important
criminal cases
including all those with
any political implications — are heard by
tees

ber of the

in his absolute discretion may

certainly not score any points.

Mandela’s release in Africa. He has been in
detention since 1965, arrested for his al-

leged role in armed opposition. Goodluck
Mhango, an apolitical veterinary surgeon,
was arrested in September 1987 after his
exiled brother, Mkwapatira Mhango, published

a

critical article about the CCAM.

Goodluck

was
severely beaten and his ear
damaged. Ms Sikwese is the sister of Fred

Sikwese,

a

former official of the Ministry

of

Foreign Affairs who died in custody
shortly after his arrest in February 1989. He
was apparently suspected of
leaking sensitive information about Malawi’s close

diplomatic relations with South Africa. Her
continued detention is

thought to be related
opposition figures Vera and Orton Chirwa will
have spent 10 years behind bars. If Life
to

her brother’s

case.

In December,

President Kamuzu Banda had

not

bowed to

to

be President Banda. At every stage, pro-

cedures

are

manipulated in favour of the

prosecution.
Uncritical

praise of Malawi’s capitalist

economic system has served Banda’s personal interests extremely well. Ordinary
Malawians are obliged to make regular
financial and other contributions, such as

food, to be President’s coffers, for example,
when he makes his annual crop inspection
tour

of the country.

many private
the President

salaries

In the civil service and
companies, contributions to

are

at source.

deducted from wages or
But the bulk of Banda’s

personal fortune

was accumulated through
his control the two most important com-

panics in the country, the Agricultural
Development and Marketing Corporation,
ADMARC and Press Holding (now Press
Group). Press Group is involved in every
aspect of the national economy; agricullure, retailing, manufacture, food processing and tourism. Of the company’s 5 000
shares, 4 999 are said to be held by Banda
"in

trust

for the nation". He and other mem-

bers of the

ruling elite have benefited particularly from large unsecured loans from
ADMARC, subsided by the low prices AD-

international pressure,

MARC pays to peasant

been executed in 1983. After 17 years

Those who have had the courage to
criticise corruption and financial mis-

exile, they were

they would have
in
abducted by Malawian

farmers.
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management have suffered harsh reprisals.
William Masiku, the executive chairman of
ADM ARC

was

detained between 1987 and

1991, apparently because of his criticism of
Banda’s business

practices. Cecilia Kadcorruption in
her capacity as head of the national
women’s organisation. Rural women make
zamira has been accused of

handicrafts which

are

resold i urban

They are not paid for this work.
Margaret Marango Banda, the northern
chairperson of CCAM apparently criticised
the manner in which the proceeds were
being siphoned off for personal use. The

centres.

government is aid to have been particularly
incensed

by the analogy that Mkwapatira
Mhango, an exiled journalists, drew between the unpaid work of rural women for
the CCAM and thangata — the hated
colonial system of forced labour.
Mkwapatira was murdered, along with is
two
a

wives and

a

number of his children, in

firebomb attack

on

their home in October

1989 in Lusaka.
Mrs Chalker claims that "Britain is

play-

leading part in shaping the debate
good government". Beyond the
rhetoric of debate, Britain has consistently

failed

to use her economic, military and
political clout to bring abut real change in
Malawi, Kenya and in many other
countries, specifics are needed to give substance

to

Mrs Chalker’s

new

found

en-

thusiasm for human

rights. Most important
ability to act
effectively unless it abandons the selectivity which has so far coloured its approach. Finally, Judging by its record so far,
of all, Britain will forfeit its

Britain

must

do

more

and claim less. ♦

ing

a
about

Rakiya Omaar is Executive Director of
the human rights organisation Africa
Watch.

Britain’s

Foreign Policy Towards

Kenya
Japhet Stamala

I

t is

reported in the August 18, 1991
Sunday Times of Britain

issue of The
that

Douglas Hurd, Britain’s
Foreign Secretary, has written to the
European Commission urging it to cut
aid to Third World governments that
violate human rights and reject
democracy. The letter, supported by
.lohn Major the British Prime Minister,
is part of a strong British campaign to
commitment to good government
condition of future Western aid. This is

make
a

a

welcome

to those

struggling for
democracy in the Third World.
Hurd identifies three principles of good
government in the Third World:
•

news

Respect for human rights and the rule of
law;

•

•

ac-

and the rooting

Pursuit of sound social and economic

policies.
Lynda Chalker, Britain’s Minister for
Overseas Development, underlining
Hurd’s position, argues that errant regimes
in Africa can i;o longer cloak their
authoritarian tendencies in Marxist Jargon
or look to a super-power to bail them out.
Thus, Sudan, Somalia and Burma have al-

ready lost bilateral aid from Britain for
Sapem October, 1991

Linda Chalker.

According to an Africa Watch Report
published recently on the Human Rights
situation in Kenya, Linda Chalker’s
apologia is indeed very regrettable. For a
woman who gets her uterus punctured by
an iron object pushed into her private parts
while under police custody; for a family
which loses

Movement towards democratic and
countable government
out of corruption; and

failing to democratise and respect human
rights.
After noting areas where good government has gone hand-in-hand with satisfactory economic development as in
Botswana, Linda Chalker quickly makes an
exception for Kenya. Not only is Kenya’s
human rights record better than that of
many other developing countries, but so is
the openness of its society, thus argues

a

bread-winner when the

man

disappears into the forest never to be heard
of after being tortured by security forces;
for a young man released from detention
without trial and banned from getting any
employment because the government
won’t "clear him"

for all these

Kenyans,
Lynda Chalker’s apology for the Moi
regime makes no sense. The point is not to
...

be better than other African countries; the

point is to do better than we have ever done
before. Human beings strive for development and not retrogression.

Lynda Chalker reminds us of those who
apartheid because the South
African government, was, in any case,
treating her black population better than
they were treated in independent African
used to defend

countries. We

were

often reminded that in

South Africa, blacks ate better, lived in
better houses etc. Were the world to listen
to these

arguments, apartheid would never

have been

pushed to a point of surrender. In
like manner, Britain is telling Kenyans that

the Moi
in

regime is better than its counterpart
Equatorial Guinea; likewise, it is perhaps

also better than Banda’s Malawi. This
means

that, Britain must choose the easy

option where her vital interests are concerned, rather than push Kenya to surpass
Botswana and Senegal.
It is an exercise in hypocrisy for the
British Government to proclaim a foreign
policy that is ba.sed on universal principles
but which, in practical application, is
weakened by creating exceptions which
cannot be supported by reason. It is equally
futile to think that democracy can exist in a
one-party regime. Well before Stalinist
regimes started coming down in Eastern
Europe, Africans had started rejecting the
one-party system. That explains the viciousness with which opposition politics
have been put down in Africa. That ex17

plains why, in 1982, the KANU governchanged the constitution to make
Kenya a file jure one-party state, hence stopping the registration of other opposition
parties. At that point in time, Britain never
said a word in defence of democracy in

ment

Kenya.
it may,

time has come for
and for the
Conservative government to speak straight
to the Kenyan people. Since we are no
longer a colony, we would hate to be treated
with kid gloves. Democracy is democracy
whether those who practice it are black or
white. Human rights is violated whether
thousands of people are murdered in a footBe that

Britain

to

as

amend her old ways

ball stadium in Chile

or

four

score

are

gunned down while demonstrating in
Nairobi. People have a right to elect and
remove by the ballot box, those who govern
them whether they are Britons or Kenyans.
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No

successor

Any set of laws that give a government
the power to arbitrarily arrest its citizens,

Linda Chalker’s

detain them without trial, refuse them free

current

and democratic elections, perpetuate the
rule of a few individuals when the majority

political change cannot he tolerated
day and age as being a semblance of
democracy. Britain wants to treat Kenya
with kid gloves and lie to the world that
things are better here than they are in neighbouring Tanzania or Zambia.
want

in this

While the United States of America has

played its foreign policy towards Kenya
very much over board, the British High
Commission in Nairobi has always insisted
that hey have a different type of diplomacy.
Their’s quiet diplomacy. In other words
they believe in speaking to the Kenyan
authorities quietly, thereby convincing
them that democratic changes must be
adopted. But the Kenyan people do not
know how effective this quiet diplomacy is
and what results it is achieving. What the
Kenyans know is that, under High Commissioner John Johnson, the quiet
diplomacy was self-serving. Mr Johnson
had the ambition of coming back to Kenya
advisor to the President, hence he

prevarication. Under the
regime, British investments in Kenya have prospered
tremendously. Barclays Bank, for example,
has grown in leaps and bounds; British
multinationals in agriculture and industry
have little reason to complain. But Britain
is also overly cautious about the Asian
population in Kenya. There is always the
fear that a nationalist government, with
strong popular support, may come with
radical Africanisation policies which may
lead to

authoritarian

an

exodus of Asians to Britain.

What Britain

forgets is that the inherent
instability in an authoritarian regime is a
thousand times more dangerous to her interests than the stability and political openness'that is bound to accompany a more
democratic and popular government in

Kenya. Moreover, political changes in
regimes are always unpredictable, sometimes bloody and more often
than not herbingers of chaos. When there is
an organised social force (or forces), led by
well-intentioned and popular individuals
and having the support of the widest crosssection of the intelligentsia, then a situation
authoritarian

exists for transition from authoritarianism

open atmosphere for political organisation.
Once this atmosphere exists, it will be very

est at

At

best.
a

wider scheme of thins,

Kenyans

policy towards Kenya in general, hence
18

Moi inspects

quite sure whether this conflict of interdoes not adversely affect British foreign

anything that
could upset the apple cart. Conflict of inter-

not

arap

are

would not have dared say

est

sight:

democracy. The midwife that may be
lacking in the delivery of democracy under
such circumstances is an open atmosphere
for political organisation.
What is currently lacking in Kenya is an

an

as

in

to

easy to

know what the different political

a

guard of honour in Zimbabwe

configurations are in Kenya. This atmosphere must be created and created urgently.
This can only be done by repealing Section
2A of the Kenyan Constitution, granting
amnesty to all those in political exile,
releasing all political prisoners, guaranteeing the free movement of Kenyans in and
out of the country, opening up the press and
mass media to all shades of opinion and
stopping the use of the security forces in
denying Kenyans the exercise of their
human and civic rights.
We understand that the British Government

is worried about who Moi’s

successor

will be. It is

interesting that democrats
should think in such particularistic terms.
In other words, although democratic standards are being set for determining "good
government" in Kenya, there is still yet
another feeling that stability can only be
guaranteed by A Strong Man.
One would have thought that the emphasis should be on A Strong Civil Society
such as being stmggled for by the independent magazines in Nairobi, the Church,
the professional societies and the Forum for
the Restoration of Democracy (FORD). It
is this process of strengthening civil society
in an open political process which will
determine which social force, not in-

dividual, succeeds Moi. The social forces
will, no doubt, have their leaders. But these
leaders cannot be identified a priori.

Let the

openness allow the people identify their
leaders. Let the leaders not be imported,
once

again, from Whitehall. ♦
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Memo to the EEC

on

Kenya

Japheth Stamala, James Orengo, Mavth Nyoka, Raila Odinga and Sitohu Imanyara
democracy. In defence of authoritarian
"stability", the EEC diplomats would rather
deny Kenyans their right to elect into power
a government of their choice.

he diplomatic missions represeating the European Economic
Community (EEC) countries in
Kenya have prepared a secret memorandum to be circulated among their
governments as a Policy Document on
the transition to democracy in Kenya.
The document, in essence, represents the
position of the British High Commission
in Nairobi and can, in no way, be supported by European social democrats.
While claiming to speak with authority
on Kenyan politics, the mistakes in the
document show quite clearly that it was
prepared by a novice on Kenyan politics:
grave factual errors are made, interpreta-

T

tions

based

are

there is

on

official statements and

self-serving defence of the status
quo. The Kenya African Democratic Union
(KADU), for example, was never led by
a

Moi; the leader
R. G.
1972.

was

the urbane intellectual

Ngala, who died mysteriously in
The Kenya People’s Union (KPU)

was not

formed in 1964: it

was

formed in

1966 and its support came

from all over
Kenya as Chery Gertzel’s study of The
Little General Election of 1866 has shown.
As if the Cold War
document

was

still with us, the

only summarise the conOginga Odinga in the
same words as his adversaries in the Kenya
can

tribution of Jaramogi

To argue

intellectual elite is not to make any case

are

those who recoiled into their ethnic

shells in the

of

Majimboism. Those
claiming to defend Kenya’s
unity are the same ones who sided with the
conservative elements among the white settiers in an attempt to dismember Kenya
when national unity was crucial in the fight
for independence.
If to fight for democracy and human
right is to be a Marxist, then there are many
more Marxists in Kenya than Oginga Odinga. But let it be noted that there are Marxists
who

who

name

are now

are

social democrats, but not all social

democrats

are

Marxists.
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Odinga is

a

social

against the democratic character of this
nor its support among the
Kenyan people. All political parties and
social movements have always been led by
members of the intelligentsia, including the
movement for independence in Kenya. The
only difference between the Moi regime
and its colonial predecessor is that while
the latter allowed Africans space for political organisation, the Moi regime has shrank
the political arena leaving only the President and those who are loyal to him in the

movement
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Standing against multi-party
democracy: arap Moi
democrat and not

a

Marxist. Those who

have cared to read Not Yet Uhuru. The

Wananchi Declaration (the Manifesto of
the KPU)) will, no doubt, judge him from

knowledgeable position. It is sad that the
EEC document, important as it is, should
have been so poorly researched, so bereft
of history and so weak in its analysis. It is,
perhaps, a good indication of the intellectual calibre of the EEC diplomatic missions
in Kenya.
What, then, are the major points that this
a

EEC document makes? And
are

to

what extent

they valid?

Multi-Partyism

African National Union (KANU) so that

Kenyatta could be released to assume his
rightful place in Kenyan politics. Those
who are now claiming to be "nationalists"

that the leaders of the multi-

party movement in Kenya are mainly the

The most

important message that comes
Kenya is still largely a
tribal society, it is not yet ready for multiparty politics. The best that the EEC can do
across

is that since

is to curb the

excesses

of the authoritarian

regime, not get rid of it. Without conducting any referendum or having access to any
opinion poll, this is the conclusion that the
European diplomats have come to. Yet it
was quite clear from the KANU Review
Committee that the people of Kenya want
multi-partyism. Church leaders have called
for it, letters to the editors of the dailies and
the

monthly magazines advocate
pluralism and even the Special

democratic

Branch receives

numerous

letters from

Kenyans wanting the restoration of

centre

stage.

It is difficult to

envisage a democrat who
popular participation in
politics because of political crimes commined by non-democrats in other societies.
Since Kenya is a multi-ethnic society, it is
assumed that political parties will be
formed along conflictual ethnic lines and
this should be avoided. This is the position
of the EEC on Kenya. Could they say the
same thing for Ireland, Yugoslavia and the
Soviet Union? Should India, for example,
resort to one-party dictatorship to resolve
her ethnic problems or should the solution
lie in greater democratic governance? Were
ethnic conflicts exacerbated by multi-party
democracy in Somalia and Liberia or does
history tell us a different story? There is
ample evidence that tribalism has become
more serious in Kenya under the single
party regime than when the ruling party
was under the watchdog of a genuine parliamentary opposition.
fears

to

defend

The EEC ambassadors

peculiar position

seem

to

hold

a

Kenya’s human rights
record. First, whatever abuses exist, they
are not very serious; they only affect a few
people and sufficient pressure can be
brought on the government to keep them at
that level. Second, they only become
on

serious when

they affect Kenya's Image

Ahmad. Some of

us

have been

The authorities have been

Russell

to

ensure

Square in London. Somewhere, within the
wards of the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, lies a man who was
once

a

generation of
Kenya’s technocrats. He disagreed with the
Moi regime, was one of the architects of the
multi-party movement and, for his courage,
earned a year’s detention without trial in the
Kenyan gaols. It is within the precincts of
these gaols that this health deteriorated,
necessitating a delicate brain surgery from
which he is only recovering by God’s grace.
This

is called Kenneth Matiba and if

man

the one-party system remains unchanged,
he may be confined to what the EEC docu■

calls

ment

"political limbo" all his life and

both the EEC ambassadors and KANU will

regard him as "a political failure", just as
they have dabbed Oginga Odinga since he
parted ways with authoritarianism. But
these

are

the heroes of the

common man

in

Kenya.
Human
The

case

Detained
Raila

at

Rights Abused

of Charles Rubia is

the

same

Odinga, he

no

better.

time with Matiba and

released only to be
flow to London for a major chest operation.
A robust businessman in perfect health
when he

was

was

detained, Rubia has not

recovered his normal life since that horrendous
to

be

operation. The younger Odinga’s plea
given his passport to fly to London for

health

reasons

has met with

a

wall of deaf-

from the government. Maybe, according to the EEC, Jesus had no reason to .seek
for the hundredth sheep when the other 99
were already safe in the manger!
ness

Somewhere in Western
a woman

buried her

son

Kenya, in 1986,
who

was

in his

early twenties. Titus,Adungosi has been a
student leader at the University of Nairobi.
He had led students to make certain

democratic demands on the

regime. He was
arrested and imprisoned, and, as with most
political prisoners, tortured. He suffered
injuries from which he never recovered. He
went

back

to

his home enca.sed in

a

small

box.

According to the EEC diplomats, the
the people of Kenya, Kenneth
Matiba’s family and the parents of Titus
Adungosi, is simple and clear;
mes.sage to
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imprisoned and

kept in conditions
though harsh, are not in-

which,

are

humane.

mountain climber, a successful

businessman and the first

that (those

detained)

careful to

Both the

Amnesty International Report
Kenya for 1991 and the Africa Watch
Report entitled Kenya: Taking Liberties
on

have documented thousands of
human

cases

of

rights abuses in Kenya. Perhaps the

people thus abused and the society thus
morally and socially raped need not seek
for fundamental changes in their government until gross atrocities are committed.
This is a history the British are familiar with
since they treated Hitler with kid gloves for
a long time while he was
nurturing the
Third Reich.
was forced to resign
Kenya judiciary when he was

removed from

a case

in which he had

or-

dered the Director of the Criminal Inves-

tigation Department (CID) to produce the
body of Stephen Karanja, a Kiambu
businessman who had disappeared in
police custody on April 8, 1987. The body,
buried in

an

of the Forum for the Restoration of

Democracy in Kenya (FORD).
Linda Chalker recently argued that
Britain will urge

EEC members to support

democratic institutions in the Third World

Justice Schofield
from the

anybody else since natives can only be
compared with natives) is hardly a free
press as such. But the little freedom that the
press enjoys is more the result of the struggle of the Kenyan people to assert this
freedom than the generosity of the Moi
regime. It is known that orders have been
given to the editors of the dailies not to
report the activities of the opposition. The
EEC does not condemn the embargo that
the dailies put on the formation of the NDP,
its manifesto and its support from the
public. Much more recently, the papers
were directed not to publish the activities

undisclosed location,

was

produced. A judiciary which is wellcorruption and total obedience
to the Executive Branch of government, is
commended by the EEC document for its
independence. Even Hitler’s judiciary had
superlatives poured on it by those who were
never

known for

beneficiaries of fascism.

Anybody w'ho followed the case of
George Anyona, Edward Akong’o Oyugi,
Ng’otho wa Kariuku and Augustus Njeru
Kathanga would have realised that judgements delivered in the Kenyan courts have
very little to do with the merit of any case
where politics are involved. People who are
known as critics of the government have
been slandered through trumped up charges
in the courts. The case of Gitobu Imanyara,
falsely accused and imprisoned for "stealing a client’s money", is repeated in the
EEC document without any further reference to the background facts. The judiciary
has become a tool of political repression
and only the removal of this repressive
regime will ever lead to the restoration of
justice in Kenya.
The Kenyan press, which the secret
document describes as relatively free
"when compared to the press in the rest of
Africa" (we can never be compared with

and the

building of democratic political
seems as if, in the Kenyan case,
tendency is to reinforce the staying

cultures. It

the

of the authoritarian system.

power

Demanding Change
In conclusion, it should be noted that the

opposition to authoritarianism in Kenya is
not by i.solated individuals and institutions
as

the EEC document

seems to

indicate.

Individuals and institutions are representatives of social forces. Under fascism
and rabid authoritarianism, it is not

always
for social movements to expose themselves in toto in the political arena. This
would be sheer suicide as the repressive
character of such regimes would annihilate
them before gathering the right momentum
for an open and conclusive confrontation.
easy

Such

movements

must

have what the

French cz\\ fortes

paroles, literally "speaking doors". Apparently, the EEC diplomats
cannot usefully borrow from their own
political cultures albeit the recent history of
Hungary has so much similarity to the current situation in Kenya.

Speaking from within the womb of the
people as it were, we are convinced that
Kenya is ripe for multi-party democracy.
Standing against this is the incumbent
regime and its supporters, internal and extemal. Demanding change are the Kenyan
masses

and those who

ashamed

to

are

neither afraid

nor

speak openly for them. The

one-party system, as the case in the Soviet
Union has shown, can neither be
democratised from within

nor can

it accept
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the full democrat!sation of

society while it

holds the reins of state power.

It must itself

be abolished.

The immediate cessation of

hostility

towards the Kenyan people by the EEC
diplomatic community in Nairobi;
•

The clear and

unequivocal renunciation

by the EEC governments of this

the transition to

democracy that Kenyas

release of all

political prisoners, a
supervised amnesty for political exiles,
normalisation of the domestic political

ate

atmosphere through a genuine freedom
of the press and respect for human and
civic rights and the convocation of a
national convention to discuss

abominable document;
•

The EEC adherence to the timetable for

have demanded which includes immedi-

We, therefore, demand the following:
•

•

unambiguous support of the EEC
of democratisation in
Kenya;

The

for the process

a new

The EEC will

only be acting contrary to
Kenyan people and
global democratic forces if it refuses to
listen to the voice of reason by dubiously
defending the incumbent regime in Kenya.
We realise that the EEC is planning for its
future interests in Africa, and is not only
planning about what happens today. To
plan is to choose; let us all choose to go
forward by building a viable democratic
the interests of the

society in Kenya. ♦

constitution for democratic governance
in

Kenya.
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COUNTRY FOCUS

Zambia: Election

Line-Up

Battle lines for the October 31, 1991 elections have been drawn up

finally

Chisanga Kahwe Tiyaonse

T

HE

Republican Presidency

—

Daily Mail. September 21,1991). The SDP

Zambia's hottest seat will, for the

will have 10 candidates. NADA has 19

first time in 27 years,

the

be contested by more than one candidate.
Those vying for the seat are not many
though. A good number of parties have
openly confessed that they neither have
the resources nor the popularity to field
Presidential candidates. These

are:

the

National Democratic Alliance (NADA),
The National Democratic Party (NDP),
the Social Democratic

Party (SDP) and
Party (DPS).
parties are silent on the

the Democratic Socialist

Other small

issue.

line-up. More

are

on

expected to Join the

(Times of Zambia, September 16,
1991). The NDP will parade 52 candidates
(Times of Zambia, September 19, 1991).
race

The

major parties — MMD and UNIP
have full squads of a 150 candidates each.
The DSP’s only candidate is Harry Hangombe (Chililabombwe constituency). His
two

Chiluba (Movement for

are

Fredrick

Multi-Party

Democracy (MMD) and Kenneth Kaunda
(United National Independence Party
(UNIP)).
Chiluba is

a

trade unionist-turned

politician. He is a popular household name
all over the country. A formidable opponent
and long-standing critic of President Kaunda. He is the leader of MMD
most

—

Zambia’s

popular opposition party with enough

stamina

Kaunda
UNlP’s

UNIP from power.
the incumbent President — is

to unseat
—

political heavy weight. He has vast
political experience and enormous resources at his disposal. He is capable of making
better moves than any other candidate even
in these dying minutes of his almost three
decades of reign. He enjoys popular support among vote-wielding middle-aged
women all over the country. His other advantage is that he is a compromise candidate among those obsessed by
ethinicism, owing mainly to his Malawian
background and to some extent, his party's
policy of tribal balancing.
The Parliamentary race is likely to be
more heavily contested. So far, six parties
have indicated their intention to participate.
The SDP is fielding one candidate {Zambia
22

candidate.
V. J.

Mwaanga (Roan constituency)

Kaunda’s

good boy for many years. Acquired vast experience and credibility in
foreign affairs under the UNIP government. He was once considered
by the
Western world

as

Zambia’s

next

President

opponents are Paul Kabuswe (UNIP),

after Kaunda. He

widely known as Sikota Wina (MMD) and
Godfrey Le,sa (NADA),
The SDP’s top-brass candidates include
the party’s Chairman — Dr Owen Sichone
a lecturer at the University of Zambia
who is likely to contest Lusaka’s Munali
constituency. His adversaries are the incumbent Member of Parliament Rupia

Chairman for International Relations. He

—

The two obvious candidates

MMD. Now the party’s extremely
respected ordinary member. He is standing
against little known John Miyota a Unit

Banda

Gedion

(UNIP), Ronald Penze (MMD) and

Mpande (NADA).

Leading candidates in NADA include
the

party’s vice-president Yonah Phiri. He
is vying for his former seat in Lusaka’s
Mandevu constituency. He will complete
with Teddy Sakala (UNIP) and Dr Roger
Chongwe (MMD).
The NDP president Tentani Mwanza, a
Lusaka-based businessman,

an

intellectual

will compete

now

serves

with Moses Mwachindalo

Akashambatwa Mbikusita Lewanika

(Mongu constituency). He is an intellectual, youthful and leftist inclined. He is a
member of the Lozi royal establishment
standing in his home area. His opponent is
old Munukayumbwa Sipalo an incumbent
MP for many years standing who has stuck
to

his UNIP ticket.

Fredrick Hapunda (Sinazongwe constituency). A Member of Parliament for
over a decade. A long-standing minister in
the UNIP government. An intelligent and

reliable leader who fell

allegedly for supporting political
pluralism. He will have an easy battle
against Dod.son Siyatalimi
didate.

(MMD).

Strong candidates in MMD include Levi
Mwanawasa (Chifubu constituency) and
MMD Vice President. His opponent

Dinesh Sharma

standing

on a

a

no

is

walk-over Asian

UNIP ticket.

of Kaunda’s

out

favour

tions, will be

Sakala

as

(UNIP) and Lameek Chilonge (NADA).

and Pan-Africanist with Nkrumaist inclina-

standing in an undisclosed
constituency. A prominent member of the
party, Dick Nankulo, former Bwacha
branch chairman in Kabwe. is standing in
Bwacha constituency. His fellow contestants are Richard Band (UNIP) and Wendy

MMD

Lt. Col. Chanda Sosala

UNIP

can-

(Kafue

con-

a

stituency). Popular and outspoken, axed by
UNIP from the previous parliamentary race
allegedly for differing with Kaunda on the
controversial Chiyawa land issue. His opponent is Joel Shabusale (UNIP).
Emmanuel Ka.sonde (Malole constituen-

cy). Extremely wealthy, soft spoken,
modest and friendly. Well respected in his

constituency for his generosity and humble
character,

a rare

Arthur Wina (Kalabo constituency.
Former UNIP leader of many years stand-

Chikonkolo has

ing. Founder member and first leader of

of him.

combination in most of the

so-called rich. His UNIP opponent
an

Remmy
impossible task ahead
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Michael

Chilufya Sata alias King Cobra
(Kabwata constituency). A big mouthed
politician with an ear to the ground. He
masters every situation. He is capable of
making sense out of nonsense and viceversa. His opponents Lt. Col. Henry
Muyoba (UNIP) and George Kankulu

people believed that he would defect to

(N ADA) have to master a lot of wit to derail
him from the seat he has held for almost a

pendent.

decade

MMD

or

least contest the UNIP

presidency. He has since dispelled both
rumours. His opponents are a relatively
known as Peter Munga (MMD) and Daniel
Lisulo, another former Prime Minister and
now

member of MMD

The rest of the

standing as

line-up is

as

an

inde-

follows:

now.

Political notables in UNIP include the

following: Kennedy Shepande (Mwembeshi constituency). Long-standing Member of Parliament in the

Has held

area.

positions of Junior Minister in the government. He is youthful and well educated. He
faces Edward Shimwandwe,

unknown

an

MMD candidate.
Enoch Kavidele (Chingola constituency). A presidential candidate within UNIP.
Turned jocker of the year with his stunning
last-minute withdrawal from the

race

at

Mulungushi rtx;k

near Kabwe. He is an
incumbent Member of Parliament. A mil-

lionaire who has used

some

of his

own

money to bring social .services to the people
of his constituency. He stands with DrLud-

win Sondashi,

a

former leader in UNIP,

turned academician and

now

back into

politics under MMD.
Professor Patrick Mvunga (Chipata constituency). Educated, youthful and
vigorous. He was the Chairman of the
Commission appointed by President Kaunda to gather evidence on the Republican
Constitution for the Third Republic. His
opponent is little known Andrew Banda an
MMD candidate.
Rabbson

Chongo (Chilubi constituency)

Zambia’s Minister of Finance after the late
Gibbson

Chigaga. He is

young

and

ex-

tremely popular among the no-nonsense
people of Chilubi Island. Earlier, he was
unanimously chosen by them to succeed
their late Member of Parliament and Mini-

Remmy Chisupa. His opponent is little
known as Edward Chitingulu (MMD).
Waza Kaunda (Chinsali constituency).
ster

He is President Kaunda’s

son.

He is said to

have

impressed his electorate by bringing a
lot of developments to his constituency
within his short reign as Member of Parliament for the area. He is standing against an
unknown female candidate Katongo Maine
(MMD).Kebby Musikotwane (Livingstone
constituency). Young, intelligent and forceful. The only other person apart from the
late Nalumino Mundia, to have made

grade

at

as

a

Zambia’s Prime Minister. Many
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CENTRAL PROVINCE
Chisamba: Robison
M.

Mununga ((UNIP),

Musakabantu

(MMD). Watiiha:
Richard Kasanda (UNIP), Gilbert Mululu
(MMD). Kaemhe: Kingsley Chinkuli
(UNIP), Saul Chipwaya (MMD). Kahwe:
Andrew

Abraham Mukola (MMD). Ndola Centre:
Pat Puta (UNIP), Eric Silwamba

(MMD).and Evans Silungwe (NADA).
EASTERN PROVINCE
Chadiza: Shati Banda (UNIP) and Ben
Shawa (MMD). Viihwi: Anderson Mwale

(UNIP) and Ferdinand Jere (MMD).
Lywell Sibale^UNIP) and
Clifford Lameck Nkata (MMD). Chama
Chama North:

South: Cuthbert

Nguni (UNIP) and Dr
Harry Mtonga (MMD). Chipangali: Ger-

shorn Nkoma

(UNIP) and James Mazoka
(MMD). Kasenengwa: Kenneth Ngondo
(UNIP) and Zulu (MMD). Luangeni: Jostone Jere (UNIP) and MMD candidate not
known. Katete: John Mbewe (UNIP) and

Dingwali (UNIP), Paul Tembo

MMD candidate not known. Milanzi:

(MMD), Lasford Nkonde (NADA). Kapiri

Japhet Mbewe (UNIP) and Eric Wightman

Mposhi: Kingsley Phiri (UNIP) and

(MMD). Sinda: Mutusalemu Phiri (UNIP)
and Saka (MMD). Chasefu: Bhutelezi Phiri
(UNIP) and Gilbert Zimbabwe (MMD).

Gabriel Maka (MMD). MkushiNorth: Ben

Lupashi (UNIP) and Obby Lubwesha
(MMD). Mkushi South: Gabriel Kalunga
(UNIP) and F. W. Machiko (MMD).
Mumhwa: Joel Chivwema (UNIP),
Stamford Hlazo (MMD). Nangoma: Willard Ntalasha (UNIP) and K. L. Lupiya
(MMD). Chitamho: Justin Mukando
(UNIP) and Nangalashi Chisenga (MMD).

Muchinga: Musonda Chunga (UNIP) and
Hamid Hamir (MMD). Serenje: Chibale
Chime (UNIP) and S. D. Mpamba (MMD).

Lundazi:
Lt.

Boniface Kawimbe (MMD). Kalulushi:
Winston

Kamwana

(UNIP), Sekwila

(MMD) and Kenny Matavu (NADA).
Chinwemwe: Julias Kakusu (UNIP) and
Stan Kristafor (MMD). Kanfinsa: Noah
Manase (UNIP) and Lemmy Chipili
(MMD). Kwaeha: Chanda Kasule (UNIP)
and Newstead Zimba (MMD). Wusakile:

Dennis Katilungu (UNIP) and Chitalu
Sampa (MMD). Nkana: Noel Mvula

(UNIP) and MMD candidate unknown.

Luanshya: Leonard Mpundu (UNIP) and
Benny Mwila (MMD). Kankova: Darlington Kopolo (UNIP) and Kangwe
Nseluka (MMD). Kantanashi: David
Nkata (UNIP) and Elias Chipimo (MMD).

Mufulira: Mary Chsala (UNIP) and Fabian
Kaonde

(MMD). LujM'anyama: Jason

Kaunda

(UNIP) and

Whiteson Banda (MMD). Nyimha: Chief
Ndake (UNIP) and Rosalyn Tembo

(MMD). Kapoche: Rev Ben Zulu(UNlP)
and Alfred Chioza (MMD). Msanzala:
Levison Mtimba (UNIP) and Edward
Banda (MMD). Petauke: Lavu Mulimba
(UNIP) and Clems Mwanza (MMD).
LUAPULA PROVINCE
Kawambwa: Johnstone Kabwe
and

(UNIP)

Joseph Musonde (MMD). Mwan-

sahombwe: Peter Chansi (UNIP), Edward

Muonga (MMD). Pambashh Francis
Kapansa (UMIP), Dr. Mushota (MMD).
Bahati: Simon Kalaba

(UNIP), Valentine

Kayope (MMD). Chembe: Fanwel
Chilufya (UNIP), Dalton Sokontwe
(MMD). Mansa\ Simon Mwewa (UNIP),
Edward Chisha (MMD). Chipili: Enock
Mwewa (UNIP), Nondo Chindoloma
(MMD). Mwense: Kunda Kalifungwa
(UNIP), Norman Chibamba (MMD).

Bangweidu: Joseph Kasongo (UNIP),
Bishop Dan Pule (MMD). Chifunabuii:
Anthony Ndalama (UNIP), Ernest Mwansa
(MMD). Ncheienge: Mulenga Kainga
(UNIP), Mutobola Ngosa (MMD).
Luapula: Chanda Katotobwe (UNIP), Dr.
Pter Machungwa (MMD).

Balashi (UNIP) and Chobela Mulilo

(MMD). Kafulafuta: George Mpono
(UNIP) and Matutu (MMD). Masaiti: Alex

Dingiswayo Banda (UNIP) and
Bizway Nkunika (MMD).

Mamhwe: Wezi

COPPERBELT PROVINCE

Nchanga: John Mupeta (UNIP) and Dr

Col.

LUSAKA PROVINCE
Feira:

Stanslaus

Nyamukandeka

Mpengule (UNIP) and Stanslaus Chilele

(UNIP), Joseph Mulekwa (MMD). Chilan-

(MMD). Bwana Mkubwa: Lawrence Phiri
(UNIP) and Andrew Kashita (MMD).
Kahushi: Levi Mbulo (UNIP) and

ga:

P. Kangombe (UNIP), Colins
Himananjolo (MMD), Chongwe: Elizabeth
Mulenje (UNIP), MMD candidate not
23

known.

Mwinilunga West: Alina Nyikosa (UNIP),
E.N. Kamuyuwa (MMD). Solwezi Central:

Moomba: Jemiah

(NADA).Chawama: Donald Chilufya
(UNIP), Lt. Gen. Christon Tembo (MMD).

Melian Sebente Akuffo (UNIP).

UNIP candidate not known. Dr. John

Kanyania: Godwin Mumba (UNIP), Pein-

Solwezi fflit.Philimon

Sam

cess

Rufuiisa: B. Seyama (UNIP), Dr.

Chipungu (MMD), Patrick Banda

Nakatindi (MMD), Bandawe Pin-

dimukani Banda (SDP). Matero: reymond
Handau (UNIP), Samuel Miyanda (MMD).
Lusaka Central: James Bwezani Banda

(UNIP), Dipak Partel (MMD).

Koshita

Shengamo (MMD). Solwezi West:
Kafupi Kaliye (MMD).
Zambezi East: Jones Makyi (UNIP), Paul
Kapini (MMD). Zambezi West: Roy Siviye
(UNIP), Roger Sakuhuka (MMD).
SOUTHERN PROVINCE
Choma: Daniel Munkombwe (UNIP),
Dr.

(NADA). Isoka West: Winter Siame
(UNIP), Edith Nawakwi (MMD). Cham-

Syamujaye (MMD). Mbabala: Dux
Halubobya (UNIP), Alfeyo Hambai
(MMD). Pemba: Johnm Chidyaka (UNIP),
Aaaron Muyovwe (MMD). Gwembe:
Chief Munyumbwe (UNIP), Kantina

bamilonga:

(MMD)

East: Eliwell Muwowo

(UNIP), Robert

Sichinga (MMD), Chitundu Siame

Godwin

Chimbilimbili

Shimaponda (MMD).

Kaipe (UNIP),
WESTERN PROVINCE

J. Katambi (UNIP).

NORTHEN PROVINCE

Shiwang’andu: Moses Musowa (UNIP),
Major Kalistino Chibamba (MMD). Isoka

Humprey

Mulemba (MMD), S. Chitoneka (NADA).

Chijikwa (UNIP),
Fitspatrick Chuulu (MMD) Itezhi-Tezhi:

Dundumwezi:

Jonathan

(UNIP), S. Mukupa (MMD). Kaputa:

Sing’ombe (UNIP), Myers Maingaila

Kingfred Chikalipa (UNIP), Lanstone
kapisha (MMD). Kasama: Sanfolosa
(UNIP), Daniel Kapapa (MMD),
Lukashya: Francis Mwamba (UNIP), Dr.

(MMD). Kalomo: Redson Khumalo
(UNIP), Elias Mpundu Miyanda (MMD).
Katombora: Goliath Sikute (UNIP), Mathew Sikiti (MMD). Mapatizya: UNIP can-

John Mulwila

didate not known. Ackson

Liuwa: Namushi Namuchana
Amuusa Mwanamwamba
go:

(UNIP),
(MMD). Sikon-

Mbambo Sianga (UNIP), Joe Sikongo

(MMD). Kaoma: Domonic Mbangu
(UNIP), Gordon Madani (MMD). Luampa:
Kenneth

Musangu (UNIP), S. Manjata

(MMD). Mangango: Dominic Shipimbi
(UNIP), Tumbila (MMD). Lukuiu East:
Alex Luhila (UNIP), Alfred Lienda
Kwalombota (MMD). Lukuiu West: Godwin Saputa (UNIP), Simon Ngombo
(MMD). Luwena: Crispin Yiyi Sibeta
(UNIP), Siyoto Kunyanda (MMD). Nalikwanda: Alex Situmbeko (UNIP), Mufaya
Mumbuna (MMD). Nalolo: Njekwa
Anamela (UNIP), Henry Kabika (MMD).
Senanga: Likando Kalaluka (UNIP), Dr.

Inonge M Lewanika (MMD). Sinjembela:
Dr. Andrew Nambota (UNIP), Kelly

Kaenda (NADA). Lubansenshi:

Chihankata:

Senjani (MMD).
Hulupepe Chiputa (UNIP),
Joshua Lumina (MMD). Mugove: Franklin

Walubita )MMD). Mulobezi: Patricia
Muzala Chanda (UNlP),Leonald Sibulwa

(UNIP), Lt. Mwamba Luchembe (MMD).
Mbala: Howard Sibanda (UNIP), Derric

Malawo (UNIP), Patterson Haamane
(MMD). Mazabuka: Evans Tom Sichone
(UNIP), Bennie W. Mwinga (MMD),

(MMD). Mwandi: Andrew Inyambo Yeta
(UNIP), Sefulo Kakoma (MMD). Sesheke:
Wachila Manze (UNIP), Richard Ngangan-

Chitala (MMD).

Bwengwa: Maungila Cheelo (UNIP),

(MMD), Elisa Mwamba

Eugene
Mulenga (UNIP), Paul Chapuswike
(MMD). Lupososhi: Atanasio Kabaso

Mpulungu: Laivis Maluti

(UNIP), Dean Mungamba (MMD). Senga
Hill: Anderson

Simwinga (UNIP), Dr.
Mathias Musonda Mpande (MMD), Joseph
Kasonde (NADA). Kanchibiya: Bessie
Kanksa (UNIP), Newton Nguni (MMD).
Mfuwe: Fredrick Chomba (UNIP), Paul
Lumbi (MMD). Mpika: EvarostO Mutale
(UNIP), Dr. Guy Scott (MMD). Lute:
Michael Kambole (UNIP), Chilufya Kapwepwe (MMD). Mporokosa: Chief
Mporokoso (UNIP), Stafford Chanda

Baldwin Nkumbula (MMD). Monze:

Joseph Sichinga (UNIP), Surresh Desai

UNIP. Both

(MMD). Namwala: Biggie Nkumbula
(UNIP), Dr. Chuula Kalima (MMD).

to say

Chavuma: Bernard Fumbelo (UNIP),
William Chipango (MMD). Kabompo
East: Musole

Kanyungulu (UNIP), Rev.
Chipawa (MMD). Kabompo West:
Mathews Makayi (UNIP), Jacob Chikwenda (MMD) Kasempa: Benson Mushitala

Mwinilunga East: Fines Bulawayo
(UNIP), David Kambilumbilu (MMD).
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after October.

govern-

Only time will tell. ♦

Pravel

CENTRUST (PVT.) LTD. ZIIVIBABWE

Vi

ATAJ

Contact Centrust's

friendly team of
experts for in-depth advice on exotic
destinations

Anoshi

(UNIP), Lt. Col. Kafumumokache Patrick
(MMD). Mufumbwe: Mulondwe Muzungu
(UNIP), Matiya Ngalande (MMD).

ment

parties are strong. It is difficult

which of the two will form

Centrust

(MMD).
NORTH WESTERN PROVINCE

ganga (MMD).
The real battle is betweeen MMD and

BU LAWAYO:

47 Fort St/3rd. Ave
P.O. Box 697

Bulawayo

HARARE:

Pockets

Building
Moyo Ave

50 Jason

Tel.: 61995

P.O. Box 1593 Harare

Telex: 33356 ZW

Tel.: 704314 Telex 24756

Fax: 704318
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Soviet
Hosea

T

Coup Not End of History

Jajfe

hose who, unlike

hunt and the destruction of this and

dam

similar monuments (at
Russian Parliament on

Ghaddaffi, SadHussein, the Palestine

Liberation

Organisation, China,
author, supported
Yeltsin, North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and the European
Economic Community (EEC) against
the Emergency Committee during the
events in the USSR of August 19-21,
1991, have to take responsibility for the
results now engulfing the USSR and
threatening peace and democracy in the
world. To date, these include/mean
India and the present

•

that Bush, The US President, via his

collaborator, Yeltsin, nominates the
main ministers of Gorbachev, President

of USSR i.e. the USSR becomes
cal
•

a

politi-

neo-colony for the USA.

multi-party system in the USSR
now means that communist parties are
banned and illegal, their property confiscated by the stated and their members
hunted down and imprisoned in a fascist-like witch-hunt in the Baltic states

by

a

Stalin-like persecution in Rus-

sia.
•

his speech to the

August 23).

that Bush,

Major and EEC Heads of
black-mailing Gorbachev to
dismantle the USSR Federation by effectively recognising the Baltic states as
"independent" (i.e. as NATO-EEC dependencies);
State

are

determined

to

recognise Croatia and

Slovenia and intervene, even with arms,

destroy the socialist federation of
Jugoslavia.
to

that anti-socialist/communist reaction is

rampant in the European part of the
USSR and the West, with attacks on a

(e.g. anti-"Asiatic") scale spread-

ing.
the Red

Flag has been replaced by the
Flag.

ex-Czarist

Racist Euro-Russianism has been rein-

forced with Yeltsin’s demand that the
President of the USSR be

a

Russian,

with Gorbachev’s amendment that the

that the Russian Parliament, "defender

Vice-President be "Asiatic".

of

democracy" on the night of August
19, has a majority view that communism

Russian Pan-Slavism, characteristic of

is like fascism and that anti-communism

Czarism and of Stalinism, has been in-

is like anti-fascism, in a country whose
"real communism" saved itself, Europe

stitutionalised.

and the world from Nazism and Fa.scism
in 1943-5.
•

that

an

offi-

cial creed of Russia.
•

that

on

was

overthrown in Moldavid Sverdlov’s

August 23, the statue of Lenin

and Lenin’s

name

Mosacow and Marx’s

defiled in Moscow work defiled in other

capitals. This was not anti-Stalinism, but
explicit anti-Leninism.
•

Freedom of the press has been abolished
for PRAVDA and other major
newspapers

McCarthyism has become

that the status of Lenin’s

appointee to
head the CECA, Djerdjinsky, was hurled
off its pedestal by supporters of Yeltsin’s
Stalin-like anti-communist Secret
Police
witch-hunters,
despite
Gorbachev’s

appeal against

Sapem October. 1991

a

witch-

ported the Yeltsin Junta — dehiand the
huge USSR debt to
Italy, her second imperialist exploiter
today).
(This list is incomplete and growing almost daily. The effect to date is that the
failure of the "coup" has had worse results
for the world than its success could possibly
cancellation of the

have had.)

Was There A

that the EEC-NATO powers are more

racist

that the

and

o

and journals.

Coup?

On

August 23, the Russian Parliament
Gorbachev a document supposed to
unpublished and private minute of the
meeting of the USSR Cabinet/Government
on August 19, the day of the "coup". According to this document, as read out by
Gorbachev (to a half-empty. Inattentive and
rude hall of Russian deputies), almost ALL
the members of gorbachev’s Cabinet either
supported the Emergency Committee of 8,
led nominally by Janajev or did not oppose
their project to use the Red Anriy to defend
the national economy and the USSR
Federation (which would be gravely
weakened by the Treaty due to be signed on
August 20), to declare an Emergency and
to task Gorbachev to agree or stand down
temporarily. The only known dissident was
gave
be an

Gorbachev himself (but Shervednaze and
Gorbachev’s old friend, Yakvlev were not

of this, in statements made

on August
project by an overwhelming Government majority be called a coup
sure

10 and 22. Can

a

d'etat?

The Real

Coup D’Etat Was Yeltsin’s

Europeanism — the most reactionary
politic in the world, has become the
dominant ideology in the USSR,

down of Pravda for the first time since the

Zionism, Israel, Gulf-war-ism have been

revolution and of all

strengthened in the Middle East and the
Palestinian cause (for the replacement of
Israel by a secular, multi-religious state
of Palestine). Libya and Iraq are more
exposed than before.

witch-hunt

The restoration of the Czarist Russian

Fag, the banning of the CPSU, the closing

the virtual
Marxism
and

major papers, the
against communists of all kinds,
illegalisation of Leninism and of

(in July Marxism was condemned
be

replaced by "Social
Democracy" — speech of Gorbachev, carrying out Yeltsin’s Restorationist policy
was

to

The Soviet debt of 60 billion will grow

before the so-called State Committee

rapidly and with it economic chaos and
dependency (No Leftist party — all sup-

Emergency), the pro-Europe foreign
To page
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1992 PROGRAMME SCHEDULE LIST
Scheduled

Scheduled

Activity Description

Duration

Venue

to start

to finish

Aviation Economics & Plan.

5
5
6
4
2

Arusha
Arusha
Arusha
Arusha

Jan.13

Feb. 14
Feb. 14

Mgnt. Dev. Prog, for Ex. Asst.
TOT

(Faculty Skills Dev.)
Agribusiness Management
Striving for Excel, in Mgn. Dev.
Man. Lib.cen. in Mgn. Dev.
Managemenent of govt. Budgets
Road Maint. Plan & Mgnt
TOT for Entrep. Dev.
Snr Mgnt. Dev. Programme
Auditing for Internal Aud.
Mgnt. Information Systems
Database Mgnt. Systems
Health Sector Econ. & Fin.

W/shop

on Negotiation Skills
Personnel Mgnt. African Pers.
Bus. Mgnt. for Small/Med Scale
Stock Control & Warehouse

Assessing Imp. of Mgnt. Trg.
Mgnt. Info. Res. Shar. & Netw.
Acct/Fin. for Non. Fin. Mgrs
Top Ex. Seminar on MIS
Seminar on Perf. Appraisal
Assessing Imp. of Mgnt Trg.
MIS Dev. & Operations
Construction Mgnt.
Transport Mgnt. Prog.
Adv. Mgnt. Skills for Women
Human Res. Mgnt. & Dev.
Aud. of Comp, based Fin. Aect.
Fin. Analysis of Ext. Aid/loan
Mngt. & Mark, of Inf. Services
Mgnt. Dev. Prog, for Ex. Assts.
Adv. Issues in Fin. Mgnt
Sem. for heads of Pub./Civ.
Trans. Policy and Plan in SSA

3
4

5
5
3
6
2
4

wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks

4
2 wks
4 wks
3 wks
4 wks
1 wk
2 wks
4 wks
2 wks
4 wks
1 wk

4 wks

Micro. Com. Based DBMS

4 wks

Investment

5 wks
4 wks
6 wks
4 wks

Fin.
26

Planning & Control

Kampala
Victoria
Arusha
Arusha

Gaborone
Arusha
Gaborone

Seychelles

wks
wks
wks
wks
4 wks
4 wks
5 wks

4 wks

Mgnt. African Persp.

Kampala
Windhoek
Arusha

3
2
6
3

Budg. & Budgetary Control

Pers.

Lilongwe
Zanzibar
Arusha
Arusha
Arusha
Arusha

Lilongwe

Aviation Ex. Dev.'

Plan & Fin. of SSES

Arusha
Nairobi

2 wks
5 wks

1 wk
5 wks
4 wks

Appraisal
Open Maint. of Road Trs. FI.

Kampala
Arusha

4 wks

Mbabane

Arusha
Arusha
Arusha
Arusha
Arusha
Mbabane
Arusha
Vietoria
Arusha
Lusaka
Arusha
Arusha
Arusha

Maputo
Arusha
Mombasa
Arusha

Jan.13
Jan. 13
Jan. 13.
Jan.27
Jan. 20

Jaji. 27
Feb. 3
Feb. 3
Feb. 10

Feb. 7
Feb.17
Feb. 24
Feb. 24
Feb. 24
Feb. 24
March 2
March 2
March 2
March 2
March 9
March 15
March 23
March 23
March 30

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

6
6
6
6
20
20
27
27
27
27
May 4
May 4
may 4
May 25

Feb. 21
Feb. 7
Feb. 7
Feb. 7

Feb. 21
March 6

March 6
Feb. 28
March 27
March 27
March 20
March 20
March 26
March 20
March 20
March 27
March 6
March 13

April 3
March 27

April 17
March 27

April 10
May 8
April 24
April 17
May 15
May 8
May 15
May 22
may 29
May 22
May 1
June 5

May 29
may 29
June 19

June 1
June 1
June 1

July 3

June 1
June 1

June 28
June 28

June 28

July 10
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Activity Description

Managing Comittee Work (1)
Fin. Mgnt. Programme
TOT (Family Plan Logistics)
Mgnt. Trg. Function

I

Duration

Venue

Scheduled

Scheduled

to start

to finish

3 wks

Arusha

June 8

June 28

4 wks

Harare

June 16

3 wks

Arusha

June 16

July 10
July 10
July 10
July 24
July 24
July 31
August 7
July 31
August 7
August 28
August 28
August 28
August 28
September
August 28
September
September
August 28
September

25

September
September
September
September

18
25
25
25

3 wks

Arusha

June 22

Rural Trans. Invest. Plan.

4 wks

Arusha

June 29

Dev.

Mgnt. Prog, for Govt, and NGO
Aircraft and Ground Equip. Maint.
Struc. Sys. Analysis & Design

4 wks

Lusaka

Kune 29

4 wks

Dar

5 wks

Harare

Prod. & Plant Maint.

4 wks

Arusha

Aud. for Snr. Govt. Auditors

4 wks

Arusha

Logistics and Physical Distr.
Public Exp. Prog. & Mgnt
Workshop; Mgnt Labour Rel.
Project Proc. & Contract
Human Resources Mgnt. & Dev.
Records Management
Mgnt. Dev. Pro. for Ex. Assts.
Inf. Sys. Dev. for End users
Striving for Excellency II

5 wks

Arusha

4 wks

Arusha

July 6
July 6
July 6
July 13
July 27
August 3
August 3
August 3
August 3
August 3
August 10
August 17
August 17
August 17
August 24
August 31
August 31
September 7

es

Salaam

4 wks

Kampala

4 wks

Arusha

6 wks

Arusha

4 wks

Lusaka

5 wks

Livingstone

4 wks

Arusha

2 wks

Arusha

Aud. for Internal Auditors

7 wks

Windhoek

Basic Aviation

4 wks

Arusha

Stock Control & W/house Mgnt.
Advanced Issues in Sys. Dev.

4 wks

Arusha

4 wks

Arusha

Mgng. Committee Work II
Adv. Mgnt. for Women Entr.
Health Serv. Mgnt. & Admin.
Design Mgnt. of Road Safety
Human Res. Planning
Adv. Issues in Micro Comp. Sys.
Fin. Mngt. of Donor Funded Pro.
ESAMI/UNCT W/shop on Int. Agr.
Road Maint. Plan. & Mgnt. II
Fin. Mgnt. in Pub. Sector
Int. Trade Prom. & Fac. Mgnt.
Plan. Mgnt. of Tourism
Advanced Managericil Acctg.
Mgng. Trg. Function
Primary Health Care/Fam. Plan.
Mngt. Dev. for Exec. Assts.
Ex. Skills Dev. for Women Mgrs.
Records Mgnt. for Eff. Dec. Mkng.
Adv. Issues in Auditing
Pers. Mgnt.: African Persp.
Improv. Rail Mgnt. Perf.
Structured Sys. Dev.
Advanced Fin. Acctg.
Transportation Mgnt. Prog.
Mgnt. Dev. for Ex. Assistants
Mgnt. of ongoing Projects
Health Serv. Mgnt. & Admin, for

3 wks

Maseru

4 wks

Mbabane

5 wks

Maputo

3 wks

Windhoek

4 wks

Arusha

4 wks

Arusha

4 wks

Lilongwe
Kampala

September 28

October 23

4 wks

October 5

October 30

Mgnt.

Snr Pers.

Mgnt. Dev. Prog, for Snr. Pers. E/Exit
Computer Security
Sapem October. 1991

September
September
September
September
September

7
7
7
7
21

11
11
11

October 2

October 18

September 25
October 2

October 18
,

5 wks

Arusha

October 5

November 5

4 wks

Mbabane

October 5

October 30

3 wks

Arusha

October 12

October 30

4 wks

Arusha

October 12

November 5

4 wks

Arusha

October 26

November 20

3 wks

Arusha

October 26

November 13

2 wks

Arusha

October 26

November 27

5 wks

Nairobi

October 26

November 27

3 wks

Harare

November 2

November 20

3 wks

Arusha

November 8

November 27

3 wks

Nairobi

November 2

November 20

4 wks

Arusha

November 8

December 4

4 wks

Arusha

November 16

December 11

4 wks

Arusha

November 16

December 11

4 wks

Arusha

November 16

December 11

3 wks

Harare

November 16

December 4

4 wks

Arusha

November 16

December 11

4 wks

Arusha

November 16

December 11

4 wks

Arusha

November 23

December 18

2 wks

Arusha

November 30

December 11

2 wks

Windhoek

November 30

December 11
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policy, the sacrifice of the federal Soviet
Union

to

USA-EEC demands that the Bal-

tics secede (on

August 23 Germany and
Denmark recognised their "independence"), the replacement of social by
private property in the Russian Constitution, a multi-party system legalising racist
capitalist parties and illegalising communist parties — this policy of the Yeltsin
junta, backed by Stalinistic populism
amounts to nothing less than a Restorationist Coup D'Etat.
Could the Anti-Yeltsin

Emergency

Have Been Worse?

Every lie is used by the Yeltsin junta to
justify its counter-revolution. The Emergency Committee was accused of endangering world peace with a nuclear threat
and persisted in this propaganda even after
Bush,

on

23rd, had declared:

In the 60 hours

(of the so-called
coup), there was no danger of a
nuclear menace hy the Soviet Union.
Nor did NATO dare to confront the

"coup" with even a threat of military action
NATO knows what

happened to
when he came to liberate
the Russian peasants and to Hitler when he
invaded the USSR. The "coup" menaced no
more than the end of the in-any-casephoney "Cold War". If anything, its success
would have strengthened the Red Army in
the eyes of NATO and not disaggregated it
as the Yeltsin junta,
acting in open and
—

Napoleon,

even

secret consort

with Bush and Khol, has

Euro-democracy (paid for by neocolonialism in America. Asia. Africa), the

ready to invade in defence of "the right to

racist dream (a

Croatia.

Asia) of

nightmare for Africa and
the "common hou.se of

enter-

secede" of German-anned Slovenia and

But the

capitalist restoration into which
Gemiany,
Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary, fervently marched, is meeting prolonged

Europe" (where the "Asiatic" Russians will
be in the kitchen or back-yard), all this and
more Europism divided and weakened the
resolve of the Emergency State Committee
and led to its defeat. Europism united

countries. And there

Yeltsin's forces and the bureaucrats,

ba.sed

workers, peasants and students who helped

manent

him crush the

(bloodless) "coup". These

social forces had been rapidly Euro-bourgeoisified with the fall of the Wall in Berlin
and since by the capitalist restoration in
Central Europe. But this Europeanism was
already active in Stalin’s policy of "catching up" with Europe and strengthened by
the influence

Bresnev’s Kremlin of

on

Euro-Communism

(waving the weak tail of
Euro-"Trotskism"). Their support for the
pro-Western anti-Communist (not just antiStalinist) uprisings in Berlin 1953, Hungary 1956, Czechoslovakia 1%8, Poland
1980, were previews of the antisocialist/communist pro-capitalist "revolutions" in Hungary, E. Germany, Poland and
Czechoslovakia, the Baltics, Croatia,
Slovenia and now Russia, in 1989-91. The
W.

European Euro-Communists were the
first Restorationists. E. Europe and Russia
followed their example. And, in both cases,
the basic cause and reason was Europism,

europeanism. Euro-centrism, all of which
are

forms, in fact,

as

South Africans know

better.

done, this

Europism is the ideology of European

the "advanced countries", E.

resistance from the "backward" Balkan

on

the

are

similar

grounds.

Lenin-Trotsky theory of Per-

Revolution,

hope for a similar
non-European republics
comprising 25% of the USSR and "backward peoples" in Russia itself. Nor is it
likely that the G7 imperialists will succeed
where Napoleon and Hitler failed. Even
after two years of restoration in Eastern
Europe, the accumulation crisis of
capitalism has obstructed a "Kondratieff
upturn; 1917 is being overthrown before
our eyes. Lenin's
body will soon be burnt,
and the Czarist flag will fly again. But we
are very far from the "end of
history" and
capitalism will continue to dig its own
grave. As long as we don’t fall into this
grave with the Yeltsins and "Intemationals", we live in hope.
Since capitalism is inherently colonialisto

resistance in the

tic, its restoration in the still-at-the-moment
so-called USSR takes the form of

splitting
imperialist "centre",
in which case a demographic Russian
majority and a semi-colonial mainly."NonEuropean" minority, but including Georgia
and Armenia (both anti-Azerbejani and
pro-Christian-European). There will inevitably be a resistance to restoration by the
non-European republics/peoples and also
among the "backward peoples" inside Russia. This resistance is the first stage of a
prolonged anti-imperialist struggle within
the federation into

an

weakening of the Red Army is an
to NATO to apply the lessons of
the Iraq war on to Russian soil should the
occasion arise. The "coup" was less
dangerous for the security of the USSR
than the Yeltsin counter-coup, which has
militarily, politically and economically increased the supremacy of the Western
powers vis-a-vis not only the USSR but all

"Europe" has fulfilled
Napoleon’s and Hitler’s dream: the conversion of Russia into a European semi-

the ex-USSR itself.

colonial hinterland. The Yeltsinist anti-

crisis" is restoration in the ex-USSR. But

socialist and Third World countries.

communist counter-revolution

this

invitation

Why Did The Army-KGB-CPSU Fail
and Yeltsin Succeed?
The Yeltsin reaction and its social base is

Europtean. The change from Leningrad to
Petersburg, Czar Peter’s "window on
Europe", Yeltsin’s close contact with the
St

EEC and the Euramerican racists. Bush,

colonialism,

now

organised into the multi-

imperialist EEC. Europe was never anything but the creature of capitalist
colonialism

—

and did not exist before

"1492". Now

(supported,
willy-nilly by ALL who opposed the Red
Army "coup" of August 19-20) is achieving
what Hitler’s invasion failed to do, namely
to restore capitalism in Russia. The USSR
is splitting into an imperialist majority and
a semi-colonial minority. Russia is the imperialist centre). Therefore half of the
USSR population is in Ukraine, Byelo-

Kohl, Thatcher, the magnetism of "Europe"

Russia, Noldavia and, of course, the Baltic

and "1992" (500 years

states.

of the colonialist
myth of ‘European civilisation’) and of
28

is

The next

possible victim of Europe
Yugoslavia, where Germany and Italy are

The greatest success
tion of

of the reconstrucas the "world

capitalism known

success

remains

sour

for the West

as

long as Cuba, in particular, remains Castroist, despite the 30-year US blockade and
Yeltsin’s racist threat

to

halt all "aid" to

Cuba (the sugar deal was never aid, since
Russia paid the proper price, not the "une-

qual exchange" price). In addition, the
Balkans remain unrestored,

as

well

as vast

China and also N. Korea, Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia. Even the restoration of

European Russia is unlikely to become a
triumph. The West has a long struggle
Sapem October. 1991
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ahead to

turn

the Ukraine into the semi-

colony dreamt of by Kaiser Wilhelm and
Hitler. "Asiatic" Russia will continue to

resist capitalist restoration.

Without the collaboration of an imperialist European-Russia, expressed today by Yeltsin (whom
Sacharov’s widow, Elena Bonner, accused

of turning

the clock back to the "triad Czar,
Church and People" on September 1) the
West will assuredly fail, as Napoleon and
Hitler failed before. The addition of

one-

sixth of the world may yet turn out to

be

a

weight greater than the effort needed to turn
this weight into a "mechanical advantage".
Despite its immense victory in the exUSSR ("the fall of communist"), capitalism
will continue to stagnate.

of

history",

It is not the "end

US-Japanese pseudo
philosopher has written. But it has
postponed for an indetenninable period the
victory of anti-impterialism, which is idenas a

tical with the

victory of socialism/com-

munist. The defeat of Marx, Lenin (and

Trotsky) and of communism in the

ex-

USSR is a terrible blow also for Africa. This
blow is the
for

price also Africa is going to pay
listening at all to the voice of the 2nd,

3rd and also 4th "Internationals", whose

Europeanism is co-responsible for the Restoration. ♦
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GUEST ESSAY

Development and Rapid Population
Growth
A

new

look to the future of Africa

I

Claude Meillassoux
emographic problems, especially those associated with rapid
growth, have wide emotional implications and the empirical manner in
which they are viewed is not without
prejudice. In relation to this a certain
number of paradoxes appear which are
perhaps indicative of a process of dis-

:

D

sociation to which
well

as

the

we

politics

submit the facts

we are

-

'v’

as

applying to

them.
It is not the least paradox that rapid
growth should raise problems in Africa
while the continent is plagued by fatal
scourges such as famine, war and disease.
If the forecasts for the mortality rate are as
accurate as those concerning growth,
shouldn't they cancel each other out in the
coming years? This is a paradox which, as
with many others relative to the subject,
rai.ses a number of serious questions.
In spite of the biblical encouragement to
"go and multiply", demographic development

has been, since the Industrial Revolu-

I
Photo: AM Ferhat Momade

All the

tion, increasingly regarded in the Christian
West
to

as a

threatening

scourge.

According

Malthus, "the populace, which is

generally made from the excess part of a
population spurred on by suffering, is, of all
mon.sters, the most fomiidable enemy of
freedom". From which point two apocalyptic visions of demography, quantitative and
perjorative, developed Jointly: the fear of
being swallowed up by endlessly mounting
masses and that of being contaminated by
poverty.
More than

a

century after Malthus, the

demographic monster was described by the
Spanish philosopher Ortega y Gasset as "a
vertical eruption of barbarians", bom from
within the very womb of the nation. This
30

major environmental problems are caused by people: harvesting thatching
grass in Mozambique

how the

European elite of the 30s
proletariat: a foreign and a
threatening race emerging from under their
feet. They forgot that the population of the
urban slums came largely from rural areas
and that they were "their" own peasants, the
very same ones that artists idealised in their
novels and paintings with all their rustic
charms. These peasants were, of course,
unrecognisable once turned into industrial
workers in factories where they were paid
of alcohol and rags. The description of this
demographic growth (which confused mral
exodus and high birth rate) as "a vertical
eruption of barbarians" is significant: it
was

considered the

overlooks both the national and rural

origins of the proletariat to reject it into
total extraneousness, hence to

belonging to

a state

where

civilisation was denied to
them. The class relationship was obvious,
tried and expressed: the proletariat was
granted its "cultural identity", that of a
foreign "race".
The deep fear of demographic growth is
still with
far away

a

us even

though it is taking place

from home. It is instillated during

childhood. J. L. Simon

gives the following

example taken from an album for American
children:
Sapem October. 1991

Can the Earth support so many

people

If the population explosion

...

continues (sic), many

will die from
All the major environmental problems can he traced to
people, more specifically, to too
many people.
hunger

.

.

..

He recalls that in 1927, Ro.ss had

already
published a work entitled Standing Room
Only, while another author, Harrison
Brown,

worried that the human

was

race

would continue to grow

until "the Earth is
covered completely and to a considerable
depth with a writing mass of human beings,

economics, but distinct in that it carried the

much

ignorant.

as

a

dead

is covered with

cow

pulsating mass of maggots".
Today, the barbarians no longer rise

a

intention to

act

the most

on

Let

in

an

authoritarian

private life of the

manner

poor

and

recalled that

heads of the whites. Here, in France, we

demographic growth
accompanied by grain
shortages. Despite the improvement of
British agriculture and the wishes of British
farmers to keep the national grain market
for themselves, it was necessary, in order to
feed a growing industrial population, to
resort to the free-trade Act and buy foreign
cereals at prices which would not threaten
the profit of the industrialist employers.
Without these imports, the proletariat could

speak of "invasion", of "being over-run", of

not

"occupation" and even, coming from tho.se
who understand the topic of "overdo.se".

Dupaquier noted for France:

from under

out

feet,

nor

up

from unknown

depths. Their origins are clearly foreign.
However, this does nothing to calm the fear
and even the hatred that they inspire. In
South Africa, the fear of a "vertical eruption" had long given way to the fear of "the
black tide", ever
the black

ready to surge forth from
townships over the land and the

However, this extraneous suggests a
solution: force

repatriation. If these aliens,
coming from our rural areas
come from far off lands, they can be sent
back there. Therefore, the immigration
which was formerly definitive, is now
precarious. The slums which housed our
great-grandfathers have become dormitory
towns; whatever the family status, it is
reduced de facto to celibacy; the
immigrant’s condition is frozen into that of
a foreigner who cannot be integrated, and
without rights.
Learning from the demographers, that
fertility rates in Third World countries
(where so many immigrants come from!),
are the highest on Earth, from the ethnologists, that the fertility rates are the
instead of

1

though simplistic, is it not a fact that these
reactions are already inspring Malthusian
policies in the Third World?
Reflections of demographic growth
remind us that during the 19th century, the
phenomenon had, on a lesser scale, a precedent in industrial Europe, particularly in
Great Britain and Germany. As Malthus
shows, if population growth generated
widespread fear, it also inspired what could
be called "liberal" demography: a discipline closely linked to "liberal"

result of social conditions and from the

economists, that they hinder growth, it has
seemed to many

ference"

was

that the "right of inter-

overdue.

Demographic growth fosters prejudice
rejection so easily that we have to
beware that irrational reactions, hostility or
demagogy do not penneate the debate. Al¬
and
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us

in Great Britain

was

have reached the size that it did. As

Demographic growth was accompanied. ami to a point supported, hy
the rise of agriculture and the increase

in

production which

stimulated

was

partition and that this prolific
proletariat is no longer to be found at the
heart of the most developed nations. Such
that, paradoxically, rapid growth which is
the product of industrialisation is no longer
a phenomenon characteristic of industrialised countries, but of the less
ones.

Differing also from this earlier example,
migrations of labour between the countries
of origin to the employment zones are
today subjected to police controls and
regulations, through national borders, allowing for immigration restrictions and institutional segregation which put migrant
workers in a precarious and revertible position. On this account, demographic and
different in

areas

the

places of origin of migrant

concerned, here, too,

are some

Sub-Saharan Africa, which has the

highest fertility rate of all the five continents, supplies part of the immigrants in
Europe. Does this mean that the continent
is overflowing? That it is suffering an uncontrollable and harmful "demorrhage"?
We know that, compared with the other
continents, demographic growth in Africa
was a delayed process and it could be said
that they are just filling the gap. However,
the difficulty is that the catching up is not
being achieved from within, but rather as a
result of outside influences.
The

regions which produce the apparent
surplus of population are generally not
among the most densely populated. In fact,
it is well established that there is

no

obvious

correlation between

population density and
emigration. A country like Nigeria, one of
the most den.sely populated in Africa, comparatively more industrialised than its
neighbours and far from being a country of
emigration, attract immigrants by the million. To such a point that it is obliged to turn
them away, albeit with little success. It is
al.so one of the countries 'R'ith comparatively low imports of foodstuffs.
densely populated

(but with

cial

are

as

are

misconceptions.

the most

hy that growth.

economic trends

As far

workers

Burundi and Ruanda, which are among

itself

Recalling the past also shows us that
since then, our world has undertaken a so-

'advanced’

weight of their children, others fear that the
latter will disperse with the a.shes of their
elderly.

of

emigration and of immigration: while some
foresee the collapse of the former under the

a

areas

in Africa

low level of industrialisation),

countries noted for their

emigration
for political reasons. They
import very little foodstuffs. Still no local
‘over-population’ seems to provoke an ex-

are

not

either except

odus.

By contrast, the Soninke land, in Mali,
come a large proportion of the
African immigrant workers in France, is
situated in a semi-desertic area with only a
few market towns and an average population density of six to eight inhabitants per
square kilometre. Despite the harsh
climatic conditions and recurrent droughts
which hit the region, there is no exodus, on
the contrary. The inhabitants are very attached to their land. Emigrants’ families
remain .settled in their villages. Though the
land is not able to sustain a high yield, there
is enough of it. If the food crop agriculture
is deteriorating, it is more due to emigration
from whence

than to excessive

deforestation is

cultivation; and if

intensifying it is to supply
31

the

big cities rather than local needs. But

dead in West Africa. It

because it is isolated and road and rail links

wait until the

are poor, the inhabitants have nothing to
offer the market but their labour power.

demographic growth.

Emigration here is due to neither to overpopulation nor to desertion, but rather to
marginalisation.
What typifies these quartered populations where men are absent for long periods
is the dissociation between paid productive
activities carried out by the men but ‘elsewhere’, and the reproduction which continues ‘at home’

what may,

increasingly under the responsibility of the
women. Harassed by the addition of
agricultural tasks, women must assure as
come

well the household duties and the education
of their children who will

time

an

replace in their

older brother in exile. Such separa-

The Sahel
Sahara with

was

1930s for

area
an

a

necessary to
renewal of

(the southern band of the

average

rainfall of about

4(X)mm) which I studied later, confirms the
subordination

of

the

indigenous

demographic regime to the local food crop
agricultural production. The historical research of M. Chastanet (to

be released)

shows that climatic variations allow

on

good year in three. First vieshortage are the children and
other non-productive members of the community, as it is the active adults who must
first be fed in order to safeguard the immeaverage one
tims of any

diate future. The birth

rate was,

therefore,

high

so that there would always be sufficient children who could benefit from an

tion, physically unfavourable to procreation, is also what encourages a strengthening of families able to manage this imposed

upturn in agricultural production. Left to
their own resources, these populations

dissociation by extending from one country

either.

to

another their network of

tween

kins and

solidarity be-

generations.

If the field does show evidence of

sur-

population, it raises questions.
The first African

population that 1

studied, the Guro of Ivory Coast, have
known forced labour

during colonisation.
Now, according to the official records, the
colonial inspectorate, though wishing to
mobilise the maximum number of native

workers, had to temper the enthusiasm of
its district officers and admit, after com-

putation, that no more than 5% of the total
population could be recruited at any one
time without

a

risk of famine. Thus, it

established that in the

case

was

was

necessary to

simultaneously, it
control and supervise,

through police and administration, a total
population of 76 255 inhabitants, that is 31
times the number". Such

was

the estimated

required demographic volume for an almost derisory recruited labour force, if the
population was to ensure the indispensable
minimum of agricultural activity for survival. The demography showed no signs of
rapid growth.
The colonial period was a time of
demographic decline, made worse by the
effects of

war

World War

and recruitment. The First
followed

by famine and
epidemic which left hundreds of thousand
32

was

piric verification of the weakness of the
productivity of agricultural labour in these
societies, of the extreme fragility of their
subsistence economy and of its incapacity
of feeding a large non-agricultural population.
What governs

the growth of this type of
agricultural society based on human energy, more than an almost perpetually
saturated birth rate, is the labour productivity of the food crop farming, which affects the numbers of children a generation
of adults can feed until they reach maturity.
After the war, the colonial

demographic

situation, which threatened the very existof certain

people, was completely
changed, this, despite th§L stagnation of
food crop agriculture.
ence

In Guroland, which had
tion of

an

ancient tradi-

self-sustenance, I observed that all

the efforts of the extension services

concentrated

on

cash crops

were

for export.

In contrast, for reasons which relied less
on

traditionalism than

on a

combination of

circumstances which I have tried to

explain

elsewhere, as far as subsistence farming is
concerned, there has been no increase in
labour

productivity since the pre-colonial
that this situation is
widespread in Sub-Saharan Africa.

era.

food crop agriculture is no
capable of sustaining rapid population growth than it was under colonisation.
Some have tried to explain the stagnation
of food crop agriculture by putting it down
peasant conservatism. But the modern
methods introduced with cash crops,
to

though new for the African peasants, were
adopted everywhere. By contrast, as far as
food crop agriculture is concerned,
development projects are nearly always
concentrated on raising land yield rather
than labour productivity, often even at the
expense
effect.

of the latter and

And it appears

so

with negative

Therefore, failing a considerable improvement of the labour productivity of the
African peasant in food crop agriculture,
the

demographic growth observed since the
only be sustained by massive
importation of foodstuffs.
Between 1950 and 1990, the population

50s could

of the African continent is said

by 400 million. But

The above-mentioned report of the
colonial inspectorate was, therefore, an em-

of the Guro, "to

put 2 450 men to work

rapid demographic growth

never came near

The peasant

more

as

to

have risen

this population in-

creased. African food production per capita
decreased.
The

physical existence of this important

African population is, nevertheless, proof
that it had access to the means to reach such
a

size i.e.

to

the material

or

monetary means

of

getting the necessary food supplies. Its
growth results from a definite economic
and social conjuncture, without precedent
on

the continent, which

are

linked to its

history.
This growth — and the food situation
which goes along — is related to a period
recent

of industrialisation and urbanisation which
lasted from the 195()s
which is followed
It is the result of

to

the 1980s and

by a deep recession.
high demand for labour

now

a

which brought into existence an urban

proletariat, accompanied necessarily by a
proportional food supply.
The notion of "proletariat" seems quite
appropriate here; the "peoletarius" being
that which, in Rome, had no riches but its
own

offsprings; that is to say,

what resulted from its

own

no wealth but
labour power

and that of its progeny. As its name
cates and as we observe in reality,

indiit is
"prolific". The term, with social, economic
and demographic echoes, is entirely
relevant to our problem.
Rural exodus, as wage-earning (unless it
is seasonal) deprives the hinterland of
farmers and creates a more-than-proporSapem October, 1991

which is sold

directly

indirectly on the
depreciates food
produce (and thus the domestic economy)
market and

on

or
the other

has had, considerable social, economic and

demographic implications. Urbanisation
was related to this
gap in productivity
which is beneath rural exodus and, to

a

large degree, rapid growth.
Wage-earning in a conjuncture which allowed

more regular access to a monetary
income, in addition to a regularly supplied
food market, withdrew the population from

the hazards of domestic

farming, subject to
periodically took
their toll of infant deaths. Wage-earners
were more capable to feed their children in
continuity and to feed them to maturity
with a much lower mortality rate.
The spreading of wage-earning into
cities provisioned with comparatively inexpensive imported foodstuffs has been a
decisive factor in the growth of the African
population.
climatic variations which

Medicine indeed, which is also

more ac-

cessible in the cities than it is in the country,
has played its part, but it could have had no

effect had it

not been accompanied by food
supplies capable of feeding the population

which medical

care

contributed to increase.

Between the year 1950 and
about two generations have

Photo: Cavin Dondo

No increase in labour

productivity since the colonial

tionate increase in the number of urban
consumers.

Added to this ratio, the sub-

stitution of cash crops to

food crops can
only create a deficit in the food supply. The
promotion of more productive plants such
as cassava, or the settlements of growers in
the outskirts of the big cities are only palliatives; only mechanised food crop fanning can cope with the needs created by
major urbanisation.
But the transition from self-sustaining
domestic farming to food crop market
farming represents a qualitative leap.
Monetary exchanges expose the low
productivity of the domestic community
and the consequently high commercial cost
of the produce, which generates in turn a
rise in food prices and, therefore, in wages
as

well.
Such

a

transformation would

only have

been

possible with time, progressively,
under the protection of an efficient price
policy and of support to production.
Whereas in this situation, where manpower

Sapem October. 1991

era:

mending shoes

was in urgent demand, the opposite was
practised in African cities. Food prices had
to be low in order to prevent wage rises at
the expen.se of business profits. In fact, the
competition of massive imports of foreign
produce from highly productive and heavily subsidised fanners within the internationally compelling framework of free
trade, has prevented modern subsistence
agriculture from starting up in Africa.
Thus, around 30% of the African population. which corresponds roughly to the
population of the main cities, to which is
added progressively a proportion of the
rural population dedicated to cash cropping, has been growing on relatively inexpensive, imported foodstuffs.
Relatively inexpensive indeed, for the
stagnation of the food crop agriculture due
to its low productivity, made paid labour
and the purchase of imported food, more
attractive than spending time on food cul-

tivation.
This
one

productivity differential, which

side adds value

to

on
the labour power

1977/80,
reached
maturity, born in the fertile conditions of
the domestic community, fed by expanding
capitalism, but doomed to a recession of
wages and prices.
A large part of the progress accomplished under the influence of a market
economy has. in fact, contributed to the
fonning of this population.
The large-scale importation of food and
the pricing policy have contributed not only
to the creation of an urban proletariat but
also to its rapid growth and configuration.
This growth, which was a response to the
demand of the labour market, was achieved

by economic means which were put at the
disposal of the African populations without
them having to change their customary behaviour. It remained for them

to

confront

the economic and social

repercussions.
Wage-earning, if it brought an improvement and relative stability of income, in the
short-term, did not bring economic
security.
In Africa, as was long the case in Europe,
only rural domestic communities could ensure

this.

Urban

growth tended, during this phase,
accompanied on a smaller scale by
rural growth, in-so-far as this serves as a
place of retreat and the locus of reproduction for a large part of the population from
to

be
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the cities

or

abroad. Under these cir-

cumstances, it is the entire extended

which

family

participated to the post-war urban
its exiled

industrial economy and not only
members. It is the family which

is left to
fulfil the essential functions of suppliers of
labour force and of social security. But
functions which are accomplished on
private initiative, on a family scale and
from a family outlook, in a non-market
economy and according to the family’s
policy and rules. Yet this policy is, within
these more than ever changing circumstances, to ensure its strength and permanence
as an
organism and an institution, by supplying itself with a secure demographic
base, hence large and stable.
The African family, still vested with the
same functions of reproduction and
security, tries to find support, in order to
perpetuate this task, on the morals and
means inherited from its rural
origins.
The process of growth is less due to the
demographic initiatives of the Africans
than the economic and social policies to
which they have been exposed: at best,
development and at worst, the exploitation
and fragmentation of families.
However, while the emigration of single
men to some far off place, saved the mral
community for a time and preserved its
demographic behaviour, conjugal emigration into the cities precipitated a break with
the hinterland, made it assume its demography in a different way.
One could have expected, in fact, that
with urbanisation would come a drop in
fecondity, independently of any material
improvement in living conditions. The
smaller family unit, by detaching itself
from the larger family, in time, faces a
break in the procreative process. Far away
from the extended family, it is not possible
to have children late in life; the system of

a

result of the

tion which

deteriorating economic situatriggered it, than of internal

causes.

Today, it is realised that the industrialisation of Africa was, in fact,

‘delocalised’,
circumstantial, built on transitory capital in
search of unskilled
the

concern

ture or

of

cheap labour, without
establishing a lasting struc-

infrastructure.

The precarious nature of the process of
industrialisation could only be passed on to
these

populations which it had given rise.
Practically no measures were taken which
give them social or economic
stability. The reversal of the situation left
this growing proletariat to its own devices.
Comparative anthropology teaches us
that the growth and configuration of a
population would differ depending on the
systems and the social classes. These differences depend less on automatisms and
even lesser on "nature" than on
‘policies’
dictated by conditions of life and economic
constraints.
The process of capturing a population in
market economy has laws which act on
its size and social structure making it una

dergo painful transformation.
In the industrial economy,

the value and
capital exert an effect on the
quantity and the quality of employment,
the return

on

therefore,

on

the volume of labour in rela-

tion to the total

population and on its composition. In a market economy, competition
and profit shape, according to the conjuncture, the nature and the size of the invest-

If

they reduce employment, thus
creating a relative population surplus, the
policy of such an economy must, and can
only be to adjust the population to the
production and not the opposite. This adjustment starts at company level which, by
laying people off, rids itself of the cost of
ments.

an

extra

labour force which it thus renders

economically inactive and inefficient,
though still living and able-bodied and so

longer operates; polygamy, the
rejuvenator of the mother class, declines.
But these objective family reductive factors suffered setback, particularly from the

in need.

moment

of the ‘crisis’, under the effect of

unemployment and the shortening of incomes.

At the turn of the 1980s, the

expansion
by a period of withdrawal of
industries abandoning a growing population which today no longer corresponds to
the demand of labour of the previous phase.
The present demographic situation is more
was
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followed

geographic division between the
and reproduction make
this possible. Yet once again it only transfers the problem to the poorest countries,
which thus endure growing economic and
demographic hardship.
Yet. in these countries, the general trend
is adhered to by trying to reject the urban
unemployed workers to the rural areas from
whence they are supposed to have come.

But

laying-off is only a solution for busiwhich simply throws its own
problems back at society. How can this
population surplus be completely
eliminated, as healthy management of the
economy requires, if, as some theoricians
believe the State must be managed just like
a business? It is this problem which is
pardaily resolved thanks to the system of international migrations. It is sad to "add
flexibility to the labour market", by allowness,

ing to send immigrant workers back
"home".

of production

Innumerable ‘return

deportations which

to

the land’ exercises,

are

often inhuman and

brutal have been undertaken to this end.

would

collateral succession, which allows for the
children to be continuously taken charge of,
no

The

zones

Thus, two distinct but dependent social
and

demographic

reconstructed from
the other. Was

not

areas are continuously
one end of the world to

apartheid

a

model of the

permanent institutionalisation of such territorial division?

Simultaneously, the returning of immigrants to their "home" worsens the already marked distinction between the areas
of skilled and unskilled employment. This
aggravation creates in the poorer countries
a

rise in the number of unskilled tasks avail-

able and thus to

employment of ever
cheaper labour. At the same time, the
withdrawal of foreign businesses leads to a
reduction in the total amount of capital and
so a weakening and general
lowering of
labour productivity. The poorer the return
on capital — as is the case when sub-contracting is stretched almost indefinitely as
in many African cities — the less the work
force can be paid the less it is skilled, the
less it is protected, the more it suffers accidents and illness and the

more

often it

must

be renewed.

The demand which is

practised at this
in these countries is for cheap,
compliant and unskilled labour which can
be easily and quickly replaced.
critical stage

It is children who best fulfill these
demands and for whom

employment is
growing. We have seen that they are
employed on cash crops at the expense of
formal education, in the fields of the family
farm. But it is mostly in the cities and
mining areas of the under-developed
countries that they constitute a second-rate
labour force for a lawless sub-capitalist
system. Supposingly supported by their
families (though the opposite often occurs),
children either work for their board
receive

a

minimal wage

computed

complement of income rather than

or

as a

as a

fair

and deserved retribution. Under control of
both the

family and the boss, they are unlikely to be demanding. Demographically,
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their age group

is plentiful and being

young, it can be replenished more quickly;
their large number and their low retribution
make recruitment

easier and replacement

structure of morals and discipline which,
perhaps more in African than elsewhere,
delays delinquency and the other social ills

which

physical strength.

Yet, as Marx in his time observed, "the
substitution of children for adults is a real

procreation" which, in turn, inagain their number and their cheap-

bonus for
creases
ness.

changes for temporal patfamily. Children are no longer

Child labour
of the

tern
seen

as

the future supporters

of the older

generation but as immediate support for

for whom the future is less
pressing than day-to-day hardship. Wageearning for very young children thus,
paradoxically, augers the abandonment and
impoverishment of the aged.
Such employment contributes to the intheir parents,

which it
subjects to premature mortality or
professional diseases and casualties, at the
same time cutting into future adult generations. The age pyramid flattens out. The
population grows but does not age. Yet, as
conditions of supply and demand on the

crease

of the youngest age group

then

labour market

are

in them.se Ives unable to

controlling the use of child
labour, it would be surprising that any

restrict

or

measures

would be taken that would

deprive businesses of the advantages that
the use of children represents in the face of
international competition.
In the towns, where unemployment has
increased, there is no longer any need to
lower food prices in order to keep urban
wages down; the law of supply and demand
the labour market

on

.sees to

that.

a decline in employment and
contributes to a dangerous social
degeneration. It favours first, the employment of women who are under paid, at the
expense of their husbands, then the use of
children, under paid still, at the expense of

Thus,

wages

i'

country

social breakdown of its

side the usual

nomis

moral effects have

of which the social and
some

Since 1975/80,

unemployment and the

diminishes the latter and leads to the increased

use

of children forfarm work, at the

expense of their schooling. As is the case in
the towns, the economic situation in areas

cropping can be a bonus for
procreation.
The effects of unemployment and the
high cost of living trigger a return to the
rural areas, indeed! But it is slow and very
reluctant. Even though the capacity for reabsorption by the African countryside may
still be greater than that of other continents
tlue to the continued existence of the large
collateral family, this return is limited by
the difficulties, of social re-integration
brought about by too long an absence, the
problems associated with re-cultivating
abandoned land and the re-learning of
agricultural methods. But on all account,
the return to the village represents an
economic regression in so far as the productivity of food crop farming is still much

its

lie in gangs. The breakdown

prolixity, is also the disappearance of a
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ing, education, job security and .social insurance on a

industries

or ser-

still the main, if not the

of money

only,
income. Within a continu-

ing free trade structure, a restoration of
production, contrary to some
forecasts, is not possible.
Behind the phenomenon of rapid growth

food

there is, therefore, a

national

or

conflict between the

international authorities who

impose a restrictive demographic
policy and, on the field, the only private
institution capable of implementing
reproduction, the family. At its own level,
the family manages reproduction to its own
want to

national scale.

Demographic growth is less, sometimes
even negative, in societies where conditions of upkeep and the physical reproduction of the individual

ar

the future material needs
Yet the

of cash

source

large family which is reproached for

demographers have
improvement in living

Since Condorcet,
observed that the

conditions all round; diet, sanitation, hous-

crops

tually break up the family fabric; the men
unemployed or obliged to do dangerous or
unhealthy ta.sks disappear from the home;
the women having to find paid employment
and, harassed by housework, cannot tend to
the new-born correctly, and even less to the
unproductive aged. The children, obliged
to take up work and prematurely assume
their parents to

which warrant examination.

emigrants, or from cultivating
for export. Unemployment among
emigrants reduces the former. The lowering
of agricultural prices paid to producers
transfer of

re

of this

succeeds too
responding to the labour market’s
demand by procreating too many little
proletarians to sacrifice to its needs, there
were, consequently the official policy of
family control, should it exist, founders,
people fall prey to terrible suffering, induced by other policies with economic
pretentions, applied unifonnly on a continental scale, the demographic effects of
well in

standards is accompanied, in time, by a
drop in the fertility rate. This means better

depending

resources,

most urban

leave

constantly threaten its existence.

Yet, where family policy

on the region
the incomes come from

In the country,
and local

vices which

come to

worrying

breakdown of wages have had different
effects in the cities and the countryside.

lower* than

‘bread-winner’,

very

aspects.

their mothers. Such circumstances even-

the role of

—

which leads in the area of the
proletariat — this
process is already well under way. IIlegitimate births, themselves the product of
illegitimates have, for some time, signalled
a wild demography which is occurring outa

crises which this transformation entails and
which

in modem cities.

In certain Bantustans in South Africa

quicker, which partially compensates for
their relative lack of

occur

own perspectives, overcoming, come what may, the successive

ends, within its

measures

the best or where
are best assured.

imposed by the inter-

national financial institutions in countries

rapidly growing population are
going, paradoxically, in strictly the opposite direction.
Here, we are facing a phenomenon, with
serious implications, of disjunction in the
understanding of the social problems and of
their political .solutions.

with

It

a

seems

that the dissociation of the facts

linked to the economic division of the
world is

which the

contaminating the
problem is thought.

in

manner

The international division of labour,
which has been the order of the

day since
in

World War II, resulted, as we have .seen

partition which doubles as a
demographic division. The
proletariat in Europe is largely diminishing
while it is growing out of proportion in the
dependent countries. Rotating migrations

a

territorial

social and

of labour

on one

hand, delocalisation and

nordisation of international business

other,
or

are

on

the

ceaselessly creating, abandoning

displacing this proletariat in various

world.
global social division is worsened
by national political separations which tend
to reject the proletariat and thus unemployment, to the least developed states. A

parts of the
The

‘solution’ which crushes the latter and further

deplete the demography of the former.
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Economic

development of the Western
formerly carried on, for each
them, within their respective national

nations

of

were

boundaries. It is inside this space that the
social classes were constituted. Their direct

confrontation within the heart of the nation
had the advantage of forcing solutions. It

rise to workers’ organisations and the
founding of a social policy. Today, because
the global social division, the revolt of the
most exploited confines itself to the
poor
countries. It is less likely to confront the
largely absentee, dominant international
gave

class than repressive governments,
deprived of the economic means necessary
for the implementation of local or interna-

tional solutions.

straight off severe restrictive measures on
everything that contribute to the maintenance of life; particularly the
suppression
of subsidies

on

foodstuffs, restriction

on

and do not allow for

savings. On the other

hand, luxury or military spending were not
found to be ‘unproductive’ until very

recently

nor

fraudulent and .sometimes

wages, drastic cut of public expenditure on
health and social welfare. Are the objective

massive exports of capital have attracted
.sanctions. Convertedly, the implementa-

of such a policy strictly economic? Can its
demographic impact be ignored? Says

tion of international rules

Chasteland:
The interventions aimed

initially at
restoring major economic equilihrium cannotfail to have an impact
in the demographic domain.
For

purely financial

reasons,

the cutting

of low wages is strongly recommended,
since at this level, incomes are fully spent

This socio-territorial and

on

labour condi-

tions, particularly in relation to children, or
those relating to human rights, has never
been laid down

as a

strict condition for the

obtaining of credit: such measures would
run the risk of
upsetting the holders of
"savings", the only people able, according
to liberal economics, of
increasing investments

and therefore who

must

be assisted

increa.se their fortune. In many cases,
such bizarre "savings", which derive from

to

political disupholds an obvious demographic differential. It corresponds to the dissociation of functions of
sociation

on a

production on

world scale

one

side and of reproduction

the other, dissociation also of their

on

respective profits and costs. If one is
profitable, it is because it gathers the fruits
of the other which does not share the
benefits of its demographic participation in

the

development of the wealthy countries.
as our disciplines are concerned,
production is ascribed to economics and
reproduction to demography. As for
anthropology and sociology, we have noted
that they are more interested with one or the
other end of the territorial partition than
with their relationships. No discipline
As far

covers

closes

a

on

field of determination which
itself. This specialisation, how-

tends to perpetuate itself in so far as
the dissociation of functions and places

ever,

give each discipline a domain
exclusively its own.
Hence, there is a disjunction of disciplines, problematics and policies, as there
seems

to

which would be

is

a

-Tv.

dissociation between the worker and his

family, betw'een the

movement of capital
populations, between the
productive operations of business and the
reproductive functions of society.
These are indications, maybe, which invite the redeployment of human sciences
according to a problematic bound to reconcile the historic and anthropological conditions of physical production to those of the
reproduction of life, for, as it is, this disjunction of disciplines spills over into the
conception of policies on under-developing
and that of

countries.
The quasi-uniform programme applied
by the international financial institutions to
the under-developed countries imposes
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Dangerous social degeneration: squatting in Harare, Zimbabwe
Sapem October. 1991

loans,

are

often re-exported in complacent

international banks

more

often than

they

invested

locally. Similarly, the tax relief
allowed to foreign investment exempts
them from participating in the infrastructures and no penalties are provided for in
the case of untimely or inopportune
are

"delocalisation."

policy creates

a huge difference
distribution which contributes

come

inas

much to

aggravating unemployment in the
are productive
than over-exploitation of labour in the
others. The generalisation of the export
policy which is practised by all countries
towards partners who all seek to protect
where investments

.sectors

uniform monetarist

policy repeatedly applied for a quarter of a century has
foundered. The gap widen. The report of
The World Bank in 1990 agrees with this.
The situation of the poorer countries

(L.D.C.) is deteriorating everywhere. Behind each

Applied to under developing countries
this

repayment. Yet it is obvious that the

reputable position balance sheet

there is another one, the result of the social
effects

always worsened by this policy.
warnings of UNICEF, of UNDP of
ILO, of the WHO and the other agencies
are

The

concerned with the harmful effects of this
orthodox accountancy, on

the fact that the financial institutions,

the social and
sanitary conditions of populations, have
been ignored. Research studies undertaken
by UNDP, the CICREC, the FAO and the
UNFPA on the integration of demographic
data in development planning, which has
the advantage to consider the long term,
appear to be inactive. (Chasteland, 1990).
Today, even the populations of the Third
World are worried about the exploitation
(the papal expression) which populations
of the Third World are subjected to, or by
the fact that the proletariat of 1848 is again
at our doors:, (Cardianal Lustiger, /'Expansion, 23.05.1991). Worsening living
conditions, the rising death rate, growing
morbidity, the spreading of pandemics due
to the worsening sanitary infrastructure, the
agricultural disasters due to the spreading
of pandemics due to the worsening sanitary
infrastructure, the agricultural disasters due
to the interruption of certain pest control
programmes, the cultivation of illegal
crops brought about by the continually falling prices of agricultural products, all these

(which

are

their

own

stocks,

domestic markets, increase

cau.ses

stagnation, lowers the return

investments which then have to be

on

replaced earlier with other
mant ones,

and

perfor-

more

so create even more

lay-off

which lower the solvent demand etc. On the
other hand, the

neglect of working condi-

tions and sanitations hinders the future of
those countries who submit to this

dangerous lack of foresight.
The spreading poverty and famines
which debilitates future generations, and
that of epidemics which assume continental
proportions, is preparing a future of decay
whose contours are already obvious. This
contradictory and catastrophic policy, certainly protects the wealthy "saver" but
gradually deteriorates all the other strata of
the population. The paradox is that this is
made possible in a world of democracy, by
are

public because of the origin of

their funds but who

resentative bodies

are

as

answerable to repin the case of the

United Nations’

agencies) work on an archaic principle by which votes are proportional to wealth. It is conceivable that they
should be more concerned for the banking
interests of the wealthier countries than the

population of the poorest

What is
more, these institutions, so internationally
unrepre.sentative, are the only ones among
the international organi.sation who have the
most effective means at their disposal-of
applying pressure on governments, money.
They alone, and until now without any
ones.

other international intervention, can decide
the allocation of

on

to

States,

ment,

the

special funds

or

loans

the national policies to implethe economic programmes to fulfil,
on

projects to be carried, out, the condi-

tions

to

be adhered to and the
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means

of

the setbacks of ill-considered programand the short term view of the interna-

before the International Labour Conference of the ILO

It would therefore be

paradoxical demographic effect of
this policy is that it produces a simultaneous increase of the population in the
poorest material and moral conditions and
a sordid worsening of morbidity and mortality.
Indeed, the 1990 report of the World
Bank (p. 103), made reference to the concerns of "several observers", but only in
relation

to measures to

tise short

tenn

be taken "to

co.sts", and not to

a

demographic, problems,
was made by this conference that the policies a,ssigned to the
governments by these institutions, were
worked out by representatives of all the
international agencies and countries cona

recommendation

cerned, in order to take account of all the
data

relating to the problem (a simple basic
procedure).
Demographic phenomena are too sensitive to be treated as by-products of an
economic sub- discipline.
Let us also keep in mind that the irritational, prejudices to which demography
provokes call for even greater vigilance
with regard to certain "solutions" direct or
indirect, to which entire social classes
could be

subjected under the pretext of
or financial orthodoxy. It is a
question of the lives of millions of human
beings.
economic

And in relation

this statement?

This

proletarian class at the edge of

subsistence, there

for the first time in

history of the institution

he

..

no
.

question

The most

staunch liberals, the most "Dar-

winian:, dare not follow Adam Smith
in his cautions
appearance

orthodoxy" accompanied
(Meeting IMF-WB of

auto-critique, acknowledges these problems in deciding to speak

can

of exterminating it

change

however in his

this I would recall this

seems to me of
prime importance today, and which is bequeathed to us by a renowned humanist
who is justly honoured by the French
School of Demography:

amor-

29/30/04.1991). The Director of the IMF

to

warning which

of orientation. Hasn’t the recommendation
of "an increased

considerable ad-

consideration and

solemn

The

a

if, following on from this late opening of the monetary institutions to social

vance

mes

tional financial institutions.

(June 1991), where he

deplored unproductive expenditure. But
locked up into the narrow problematic area
of a sub-discipline, the IMF experts have
found no remedy yet to the ills they trigger
that a doubling of the medicine. It is clear
that our colleagues have reached the limits
of their imagination and that they need
assistance with a task which is beyond them
in order that they come to understand the
scope of that which is called in Orwellian
language "the structural adjustment", and
of which they hardly seem to have clearly
judged the ineadequacy and the terrible
impact.

sugge,stion of the dis-

of the weak in favour of

the vital balance.
Let it be that Alfred

Sauxy will not be
tempted to
yield in the least and by any means, to such
bellied and that

a

no one

will be

"finality". ♦
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SOUTH AFRICA FILE

South Africa: Violence Cannot

Stop the Process to

Majority Rule
Molefe Mafole
HE

on-going violence in African
townships in South Africa is
rooted in the system of apartheid
and its version of separate development
and the migrant labour system. The systern has for over 40 years been trying to
instil hatred, fear and suspicion among
the different racial and ethnic groups in
that country and when this does not seem
to work, especially as signalled by the
failure and collapse of bantustans, the
centre-piece of the policy of apartheid,
they resorted to their last trump card —
violence to destroy and disrupt the
emerging new order.
Where could they provoke this violence

T

if

not

BEWARE!
.

SåPfSADF

^AWB

in the hostels, the barracks where

migrant workers stay, the extensions of the
bantustan policy. It is the hostels that bring
the bantustans to the urban areas. They
contain in them the tribal

or

Photo:

ethnic

Uncertainty and hysteria: Neo-Nazis stand

stereotypes, prejudices, hatred, fears,

bigotry and suspicions nurtured and fanned
by the system. They remain instruments of
the perpetration of division and conflict in
the hands ofthe system. They are centres of
frustration, depression, misery, insecurity,
fear and suspicion. They are therefore explosive. The system knows that very well
and that is why they can release this force
and unleash it into the streets of surround-

ing townships when it suits them. To this
they have added a third force whose work
is to set off the explosion.
Work of Agent
The attack

Provocateurs

Inkatha Freedom

Party
rally, killing 23
and injuring scores others one week before
the national peace talks can only be interpreted as conspiracy to sabotage and disrupt the signing of the peace accord — a
prelude to the beginning of the next phase
of negotiations — constitutional talks,
members
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on

on

their way to a

Whoever the perpetrators of the savage
callous killings, this cannot escape

and
the

suspicion that it is the work of agent
provocateurs as it was last August when the
violence was exported'from Natal to the
Transvaal. The attacks smack of the

same

style and pattern. Clearly well planned,
well organi.sed and swiftly and neatly executed. Interestingly, these attacks happen
when the police are least suspicious, when
they are not near the scene of the carnage
and invariably not a simple suspect or perpetrator is apprehended and prosecuted,
This was the pattern last year when unsuspecting and innocent commuters were
shot and butchered in moving trains, buses
and at stations. When will the African
people enjoy

peace

and security in their

on

guard at

Peace Accord

a

Afrapix

rally

Signed Notwithstanding

Despite the terror and intimidation by the
agent provocateurs and their masters, the

signing of the national peace accord went
ahead as scheduled. Twenty-three political,
labour and church leaders including Gatsha
Mangosuthu Buthelezi, leader of the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), F. W. de Klerk,
leader of the white minority ruling National
Party (NP) and Nelson Mandela, leader of
the African National Congress (ANC). The
signing no doubt disappointed those behind
the agent provocateurs and perpetrators of
the senseless and wanton killing of innocent African people. The accord will
serve to expose those who are not for
genuine peace and progress towards what
they have qualified as a ‘new South Africa',
what is for the Africans, majority rule in a

homes, streets, neighbourhoods and in their

non-racial and united democratic South

country?

Africa.
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This is

precisely what those who are

behind the perpetrators
crime fear
no

or

of this hideous

dread most. It is clear there is

going back and the only alternative is to
confusion, create a state of insecurity

create

a

that

impose

an

insecurity and

interim solution that will

obviously not meet the minimum demands
of the African
manent
son,

majority and made per-

with those who

one-vote and

are

against one-per-

majority rule in a unitary

state.

The situation therefore calls for constant

vigilance and caution not to fall into the

with those who say
being used as a tactic in this

trap. We tend to agree
violence is

pre-negotiation phase. It is not only meant
to

terrori.se and intimidate the African

people and their leaders, it is meant to beat
the Africans into a position of hopeles.sness
so

that

they

can

be made to accept any

they want to see the

and suffering ended

as

quickly

as

possible. The Africans will enter into
negotiations from
and with

so as to

climate of violence and

then

carnage

find the pretext or
negotiations are not possible in

through violence
excuse

solution because

a

position of weakness

nothing to fall back

on.

Credibility at Stake
As the

struggle enters the crucial phase

of constitutional

negotiation there is bound

uncertainty and hysteria on the part of
those who have been lording it over the
African majority for over the last 339 years
since 1652. The thought that they must

to

be

share power or completely transfer it to the
African majority whether now or in future

is devastating. They have all along and
especially since 1948, had the illusion that
they could maintain minority rule and
privilege by apartheid, separate development

and the gun.

impending collapse and the alternative are so hard to imagine and live with,
hence the tendency towards destruction.
They would destroy rather than see the
The

hitherto enslaved and excluded from
power,

enjoy democratic rights and espe-

cially regain their natural right to detemtine
their own destiny in their country. The
process to majority rule is too advanced to
be tempered with and reversed. The gains
of the revolution must be sustained and
advanced with

more

detemiination and

relentlessness. The enemy must

be taken
seriously for we know that 'power concedes nothing without struggle’ and that no
ruling class has ever abdicated power
voluntarily and worse so for the settler
minority in South Africa. Let there be no
illusion about this.
It is

important therefore that in sustain-

ing and advancing the gains of the revolution, the African people must be given

security. They must feel secured in their
homes, in the streets of their neighbourhoods,
taxis,

on

the way to work in trains, buses,

cars

and at the stations and in the

whole of their country.

This is the urgent

task of the liberation movements if
must

maintain

they

credibility and support of the

oppressed mas.ses. Unity, organisation and

struggle

are more

than

ever

imperative. ♦
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GENDER ISSUES

Incorporating Gender
Analysis into
Political Science
Ruth Meena
he first part

of this paper is critiof the male orientation in this
discipline and in the academic
debates at the University of Dar-esSalaam. This is followed by a discussion
identifying areas in which gender
analysis can be integrated in the current
Political Science syllabus. The paper
posits that male biases in the development strategies of the African states can
partly be attributed to the male biases in
political analyses that have guided and
criticised development strategies.
After World War Two, political scientists
carried out comparative studies that sought
to compare the political processes of the

T

que

‘new states’ with those of the Western
states.

Within the modernisation

the Western

paradigm,
political institutions and struc-

provided

tures

a

model for the

new states.

Political scientists like neo-classical

economists, recommended ‘modernisation’ of the
states.

new

political

processes

of the

Political modernisation

meant

creation of institutions and

structures

such

the

parliament, multi-parties, trade
unions and so forth resembling those of the

as

Western

states.

in this context

of

The role of the universities
was to

facilitate

production

knowledge, ideas and values which

would have created
ment

a

conducive environ-

for

political modernisation. Most of
new states adopted
slight modification curriculum con-

the universities in the

with
tent

from the universities of the Western

states.

In the 1960s for

Science

instance, the Political

syllabus of the University of Dar-

es-Salaam, included among other subject
areas such as; Politics of Industrial States,
40

Politics of Developing Nations and International Relations. Politics of Industrial

States compared political pluralism of the
British and USA systems

sidered

as

which

were con-

democratic model, with the

authoritarian model of Soviet Union. Press
groups and various social movements in the
Western industrial states were used as an

indicator of

democracy. The discussion of

interest groups, however, did not include
the feminist movement. This is

fact that feminist

movement

powerful force which

was

despite the

was

a

very

challenging

male domination in the socio-economic

system. The feminist movement had
nificant
these

impact

states.

scholars

a

sig-

women’s liberation in
It is probable that feminist
on

pre-occupied with their
struggles or probably, they had not
been given a chance to influence the learning process in the new states.
International politics was seen as a
power game with Morgenthau’s theory of
political realism providing a dominant
theory that analysed power relations among
the major international actors. The emphasis was the bi-polar structure which had
were too

own

resulted from the East/West confrontation.

Although non-alignment was emerging as
a significant force in international
politics
during the 1950s, its members were conceived as passive victims of the East/West
manipulations. This type of analysis which
considered states and specifically major
state as main actors shaping global relations, did not provide room to consider
individuals and specifically women in
shaping international relations.
The politics of the "new states" were
analysed from a Eurocentric point of view.

The creation of nation

states was

associated

with colonial conquest

and territorial expansion. Very little attention was given to
the pre-colonial political entities. This gap
was, however, filled by the Department of
History as "nationalist" historians such as
Prof Temu and Prof Kinambo attempted to
analyse the pre-colonial societies from a
"nationalistic" point of view. The
nationalist historians dismissed the notion
of "stateless"

pre-colonial societies by
identifying two political categories. That is,
centralised and decentralised political organisations. Those political organisations
where the locus of power was not centrally
identifiable such

as

the Masai with their age

system of authority and the Kikuyu with
religious leaders wielding a lot of authority
set

were

referred

such

as

were

considered

the

to as

decentralised. The

rest

Nyamwezi, Hehe and Chagga
as

centralised state.

Although the nationalist historians menby way of foot-noting the role of
women in
pre-colonial societies, they did
not analyse the power
relationship between
the two genders. The analysis of the Shambala Kingdom of North-Eastern Tanzania,
tioned

for instance, had indicated that Chief Kimweri

able to expand and wield power
large territorial space because of his
wives. The specific role which those
women played in
maintaining the Kingdom
was

over

of Kimweri is

not

documented.

The nationalist historians al.so acknow-

ledge that most of what is today patrilineal
societies

were once

matrilineal. The transi-

tion from matrilineal where

women

wielded power

and authority into
patrilineal is not documented. The role of
women in the nationalist
struggles is extremely marginalised in literature. In Tan-
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zania, for instance, Bibi Titi, one of the first

scholars of the leftist orientation such

female

Walter

political veterans through the cul-

as

Rodney, Issa Shivji, John Saul and

Lionel Cliffe, Clive Thomas,

Dani Wadada

sentation of the female

gender in those
departments which had
"radicalised" the dominant paradigms

faculties and

tural dance groups was able to mobilise
both men and women into joining the

Nabudere, Yashpa Tandon, Maomood

facilitated male orientation in the

nationalist movement. Bibi Titi,

Mamdani

paradigm.

moreover,

few politicians who had the
guts of challenging the undemocratic practices within the party. She challenged the
was

among

manner

in which the famous Arusha decia-

passed and decided to resign
from party leadership and membership due
to undemocratic practices. Together with a
few politicians she was accused in a treason
case. This did not only end her political
ration

was

career,

but her historical role

was

also

organised intellectual debates
only discarded the modemisaparadigm but scared off all other

which not
tion

scholars who had

different world view.

a

For purposes of academic survival, most
scholars in the Faculty of Arts and Social

Sciences, in the Faculty
Institute of Development
Resource As.sessment

of Law and in the
Studies (IDS) and

(IRA) became "self-

The female student

population

was

new

also

very skewed group. As a matter of fact in
the ’80s, the female enrolment at the

a

University of Dar-es-Salaam and that of
Sokoine declined from 20% in 1983 to 17%
in 1988. There

was

also

a

decline in ab-

solute numbers from 611 to 543
same

during the
period. In the sciences, the number of

female students declined from 56 to 9.

professed" Marxists.
The Marxist orientation at the

University
impact on
the teaching of .social .sciences generally
and particularly the political science discipline. While the curriculum content did
not change, the orientation changed.
Whereas in the early 1960s the Western
states had provided the ideal model, in the

The.se trends reveal that the

University of
rather hostile environment for the female gender. The main campus has never cared to provide facilities for
child-care. The University dispensary does
neither have a gynaecological expert nor a
paediatrician. And yet, female academic
DSM

scrapped off from the history of the nation.
Since we are living in a historical epoch
when some of the political activists are still
alive, political scientists should take up this
challenge to facilitate production of more
balanced knowledge which acknowledges
and appreciates the roles which both
genders have played in the making of our
political history.
Despite the nationalist overtones which
influenced the teaching ofjxditical science
and other social science disciplines in the
early 1960s, these disciplines were heavily
influenced by the modernisation paradigm.
In principle, modernisation was suppo.sed
to have been gender neutral, but in practice,
modernisation was gender biased in favour
of the male gender. In the political arena,
power had been transferred to men who
controlled and created political institutions
which were supposed to resemble those of

of Dar-es-Salaam did have

discussions. Some few ..f the radical

popularly known as
a systematic campaign to impose torture, suffering and intimidation upon the female students
through- the .sexist literature. Sexist wall
literature did not constitute part of scholarly debate. It is no wonder that one of the
staunchest Marxist scholars, Prof Shivji,
who is also a respected human rights activist, failed to camouflage his male ego

the Western states.

scholars

when he defended "Mzee Punch" in

modernisation

acknowledged the existence of oppressed gender relations, but dismissed it as
a very secondary non-antagonistic con-

ment

tradiction which if allowed to surface

student who

would have diverted the

her life. The death of the female students

By the end of the 1960s, however, both

paradigm and the developstrategies were in a crisis. Political

modernisation did

not create

socio-

economic environment within which

"growth model" would have been functionof Africa
for their
legitimacy. The tendency was to rely upon

al. Political elite in most parts
lacked economic power base

coercive instruments of state to maintain

their power.
thus

The authoritarian model was
prefened to the democratic model.

Gender issues

had

no

room

in

an

70s, the Soviet Union

was

a

full

course

theories, there

offered

on

socialist

as

not

members of staff and female students

women

considered

in the socialist system
an issue for academic

struggle against
imperialist domination. Ironically, the
University of Dar-es-Salaam, which in the

are

on equal temis with
their male counterparts their reproductive
tasks not withstanding.

expected to compete

From the mid-1970s, moreover, the
"Mzee Punch" started

public sector. The role of the
analysed by Fredric Engels was
also not given attention in the political
science discipline. The subordinate posiwas

a

private/domestic sector

on

labour into the

tion of the

creating

famous wall literature,

discussions

which facilitate the release of the female

family

was

the

were no

socialisation of the

an

incident which Mzee Punch had caused
human

suffering and torture to a female
finally decided to terminate

forced feminist scholars to open up

the
gender debate for public discussion. The

1970s became the cradle for "revolution-

IDS Women's research and Documentation

ary" debates and studies, created an environment which reinforced oppressive
gender relations.
In the early 1970s, female academics in
various faculties and departments constituted a very skewed group. The Depart-

project organised a public .seminar to this
effect. In his presentation. Prof Shivji

of Political Science, for instance, did

ment

By the 1970s, intellectuals all over
challenging the basic assumptions underlying the modernisation
paradigm. Indeed, in the 197()s, the University of Dar-es-Salaam became a cradle for
"revolutionary paradigms". Outstanding

not have a
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the model. The

Soviet authoritarian system was considered
as "democratic centralism". Although there

authoritarian model.

Africa started

was

some

female Tanzanian member of

staff until the end of 1979. The

Faculty of
Law did not have any female Tanzanians
until the early 1980s. The Institute of
Development Studies recruited a female
Tanzanian the late 1970s. Under-repre-

defended "Mzee Punch" because of its historical role and also because of what he

claimed to have been space for articulating
political demands!! In this specific context,
the Professor was neither applying dialectical materialism

nor was

he defending the

of human rights. While specific instruments of struggle can be useful during

course

specific historical moments, same instruments can cease to play a progressive role.
As a result, instruments have to be refined.
41

modified and sometimes abandoned for the

of the

struggle. This analysis was
deliberately omitted by the professor due to
cause

his male ego.
The hostile environment at the Univer-

sity of Dar-es-Salaam seems to have
produced two contradictory effects. On the
one hand, it has discouraged female participation as students and as academic
members of staff. On the other hand, it has
created gender awareness among the

female academics. Of the Southern African
Universities (which includes all Universities in SADCC except

Angola), the
University of Dar-es-salaam has a highly
gender sensitive female academics in both
natural sciences and social sciences with

well-organised research collectives some
gender

of which have well established
documentation units. The

women

members

of academic staff in the Faculties of En-

gineering and Sciences have founded a research collective with an objective of
promoting women science and technology.
In the Faculty of Education, the female
academics have founded

a

research codec-

tive

promoting and researching on various
aspects of Women, Education and
Development. The Women’s Re.search and
Documentation Project which started as an
informal discussion group in the late 1970s
has emerged as a fully fledged non-govemment

research and documentation

or-

ganisation. It has a well-stocked documentation unit on gender at the university and
probably the best in Southern Africa.
Similarly, the IDS Women’s Research and
Documentation Project has been conducting research on various socio-economic
aspects which affect women. Most of the
research collectives have incorporated

university is

one of the socialising agents.
It can either contribute to the construction
of the gender roles or de-construction.
Political science

as a

discipline involves,

among others, the study of power. Power
has both tangible attributes and intangible

attributes.

Tangible attributes include
material resources such as funds, people,
land as well as knowledge. Intangible
aspects include moral authority, love, kindness

and

so

forth. Both attributes

are

sup-

posed to enable a person or groups of
people to influence and change the actions
of another person or other persons. Political
science

can

contribute

to

construction of

gender roles by adopting an analysis which
considers the male gender as the legitimate
power wielders. The male gender is associated with material

resources

while the

female

gender is associated with moral and
spiritual resources. The material resources
enable the male gender to control and
dominate the female gender. While the
spiritual and moral resources give the
female gender authority without power. An
analysis of various subject areas included
in the political science discipline, however,
demonstrate the possibility of de-constmcting gender roles by incorporating gender
analysis in the political science discipline.
The Political Science Syllabus constitutes some of the following subject areas:
History of Political Thought, The State:
Politics and Society in Contemporary
Western Europe and North America, Political Economy of Africa, Government and
Politics in (specified country or region).
The State and Society in Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, the State and Politics in
Selected Third World States; International

members from different academic levels.

Relations and African International Rela-

Most of the researches have been of dif-

tions.

ferent

disciplines and focusing

root women

and

most

of them

on grass-

are

policy-

oriented.
The

existing research collectives and the
the University

documentation units provide
of Dar-es-Salaam with rich

resource

for the establishment of either
studies

base

women

for the

incorporation of gender in
existing academic programmes. This
then, is the background which provides the
context, incorporation of gender analysis in
or

the

the academic programmes.

Gender

Analysis in Political Science
Discipline

Gender is

social con.struct.

Socialising
processes of the society are instrumental in
assigning to a specific gender its social
roles and defining its power status. The
42

a

While

gender analysis can be incorporated in most of the above topics, there
are a few topics which provide greater
room for the incorporation of gender
analysis. The History of PolWcal Thought,
for instance, has a strong engendering effeet. Although most or all political
philosophers have been men, an attempt
can be made to critique their perceptions
and conceptualisations on the female
gender. The attempt here is to de-construct
the various roles which political
philosophers have assigned to the two
genders. The feminist critique of political
thoughts should constitute part of the study.
The course of political thought should not
create an impression that men are and have
been creators of political ideas and women
the

The

of Politics and

Society
Europe or Africa
can also be engendered. The society should
not be looked at as a gender neutral society.
For North America and Western Europe,
course

Whether North America,

the feminist movement should be discussed

and its

impact on political processes should
analysed. In Africa, the role of women
in African agriculture should not be footnoted, it needs a fairer coverage. In
Southern Africa, for instance, the migrant
labour system has had a tremendous impact
on the people and political processes. The
apartheid system, for instance, has been
sustained because of the migrant labour
system. While the male migrant have
availed their labour at the very low costs,
women have offered unpaid domestic
labour to sustain their families. The impact
of migrant labour on both genders should
be fully analysed. The state and society in
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe should
cover in full the
position of women in the
socialist state. Specific attention should be
given to the socialisation process of the
private/domestic iqsks and its impact on
women liberation movement. The impact
of paradigmic changes on women liberation in Eastern Europe and Soviet Union
should also be analysed.
Non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) have emerged as significant actors
be

in the international relations. Some governments have preferred to use NGOs to channel their aid money

because of the possibility of their by-passing the existing

bureaucratic

By-passing existing bureaucratic structures of recipient

states

structures.

does constitute violation

or

under-

mining of the sovereignty of these states.
Women have been victims in this power
game. The role of NGOs including those
which carry a very progressive image
should constitute part of the study of inter-

national relations. Some of the NGOs have

exploited the existing oppressive gender
relations to pursue their objective. Particular attention should be paid to the
women in development officers in the
various aid agencies. There exists plenty of
room in this discipline for engendering.
What is needed is gender sensitive political
scientists. The first task ahead of

is,
therefore, to sensitise the academics both
and

us

way of facilitating
gender analysis in their respective areas in
women

this

men as a

discipline. ♦

consumers.
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that

Growing Older

means and why
lenge that naming.

Woman

as a

we must

begin to chal-

I must admit that the experience of growing older has made me look at myself more
closely, not just in the physical sense, but
more importantly in the way 1 have been

Patricia McFadden

constructed

as a

women/female within the

various African societies where 1 have lived

overnight, but w'e can
how the society (i.e.
men) define us in relation to the aging
process and not simply conform to ageist
stereotypes about older women.

when older men who have directed a college or some institution of higher learning,
or even a ministry retire, they get these fat
Jobs as consultants in the UN .system, or
with the World Bank and make a huge
amount of money being experts on
development. Suddenly they are trans-

question still persists:

fonned from bureaucrats into experts on

w

e

cannot

change prevailing

social attitudes about older
women

at least be aw'are of

Therefore, the

why do women have such a fearof growing
older? And, is it really the case that women
age

while men simply grow older, or it is in

fact

a

reflection of how

women are

socially

.sexually constructed?
Women continuously express their fear
of aging because it is supposed to be the
worst thing that could happen to them. It is
and

assumed that

women cannot

be beautiful

matters of population, environment,
such

invisible. Why do these and so many other

examples of female marginalisation occur
without any challenge on the part of
women, in particular?
It is because of
tance

ageism and our accepof the socio-cultural system as un-

they reach 45 and over, except if they
glamorous film stars or very rich; they
no longer have any sexual needs because
sexuality is associated with youthfulness,
and, they are assumed not to want to care
about their bodies, because they are now
grand-mothers and umai’ogo should not be

problematic. When women are no longer
considered consumable objects —.sexually

"smart".

women.

once
are

and

attractive, .sexually active and who take
care of themselves through exercjse and
careful dieting are usually labelled "aunties" and called various
meant to

derogatory names
they are not

remind them that

conforming to the stereotype of being
fat/overweight, wearing dull and unattractive looking clothes and generally being
non-descript in appearance and being,
What it really boils down to is being inUnlike for

growing older for
be a negating process,

men,

tends to

whereby one ceases to be a woman in virtually every sense of the word (sexually,

physically, emotionally and reproductively). Why do older women fade out of
society and become even less acknowledged than when they were young, while
older men grow in stature and importance
and generally enjoy the advantages of
being older. A friend drew my attention to
a

recent

exist for men.
exist for themselves as

cea.se to

women

well, they become invisible, old women,
Therefore age is a gender issue not only for
older women but as importantly for young
At

a

general level,

status, access to

age

determines one’s

economic

resources,

knowledge and power. But if age is
gendered, then one sees how gender
restructures

the above variables in favour

of the male,

especially in temis of access to
rights and privileges

denial of certain

or

which do have fundamental consequences

for young females. This is especially in

relation to socio-cultural and economic fac-

Young men are acknowledged as men.
whilst young women continue to be called
girls and treated that way. Ageism and
sexism are obviously the same side of the
coin and we experience them that way, yet

tors.

visible.

women

socially, they

And unless

On the other hand, older women who are

.

while

professors, who have worked on
issues for ages, retire and become

women

trend she had noticed,
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whereby

them as unprobleiTfatic.
reasons why I would
like to raise this issue in the hope of raising
awareness abut its importance to all
women, not just older women, because, at
the end of the day, tho.se of us who live long
enough will be defined as "just old women"
we

tend to accept

That is

and

we

one

need

of the

to come to terms

with what

the past

39 years. How does one begin
growing older, as a woman?
1 think this issue can be approached from
various angles and a multitude of issues
need to be discussed, becau.se it is a gender
issue in almost every sen.se of the word. It
raises issues of sexuality, appearance and
physical changes, visibility or invisibility,
.self-definition and social recognition.
Let me begin with the issue of appearance and physical changes and what it
means to women at a very general level.
Most women begin to notice that their
bodies are changing after they reach their
mid-30s; body shape begins to change and
almost overnight, fat deposits begin to appear where before one might have had a
curve and the waist steadily disappears. She

over

to

deal with

looks in the mirror and notices

else,

.someone

someone

she does not know, but

whose presence

she cannot disown.

"Crows-feet" (as wrinkles are called when

they appear in women’s faces), lead one
rushing to the pharmacy in search of that
anti-wrinkle lotion she heard about
television

or

on

the

radio.

Every time I ask my partner to bring me
his next trip to the US, I want
to kick myself, becau.se 1 know that 1 am
buying into a cosumerist lie that Oil of Olay
will make my face appear (and note the
word appear) younger. Women spend small
fortunes on all sorts of lotions, buying
every diet book they come across and exercise gadgets that are supposed to make
them stay young. Of late, the "abdomeniser" has been selling like hot cakes
and I must admit that 1 am tempted to get
one. I tell myself that as long as 1 am buying
it to make myself feel comfortable in my
body, then it is fine. But is that really the
reason? 1 can remember being a chubby
adolescent and listening to one of my
mother’s women friends advising her that
she should train me at the stage to hold my
tummy in. I suspect that my pre-occupation
with having a flat tummy (which I have
never succeeded in having) began then. But
Oil of Olay on

I

am not

alone in this sexist trap.
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the dominant stereotype of what a beautiful
woman should look like, can be such for

themselves; and those of

us

who do

not

conform to the stereotype, well, we do not
have to deal with that double bind.
By

focusing

on our

self-definition,
bodies in
as

long

a

in fact enjoy our
physical and spiritual sense for

as we are

For the

positive, woman-centred

we can

alive.

woman

who has reclaimed her

body for herself and has

a

woman-centred

concept of health, attractiveness and being,

growing older becomes a positive, much
enjoyed experience which she would not
swop for the fragility and in.security of
youth. She learns to eat less of certain foods
because she knows that her metabolism is

slowing down. She accepts that she can no
longer run up the stairs without extra effort
and that acceptance prepares her for other
physical changes which will require that
she seek out new ways of living her daily
life. Growing older is a process, it does not
happen overnight and once we accept that
our bodies are
becoming different and new,
yet even more familiar, we can adjust and
enjoy life even more fully.
By trying to stay "forever young" we not
only behave foolishly because we cannot
stop time and it will take its toll on us
physically, but we also miss out on the
opportunity to enjoy the changes that are so
inevitable. Growing physically older is
beautiful and I can remember realising that
when 1 first admired

old African

an

women

in Tanzania several years ago.

Photo: Zimbabwe

Growing older can be positive: advising a

Women who have

always dreamt of
having a flat tummy — the ultimate determinant of a perfect figure — are huffing
and puffing in the bedrooms trying to
achieve temporary perfection. If she is still
within the child-bearing age, she will have
to do

those exercises

over

and over, after

and if she is doing it becau.se she want to be healthy,
good. But
most of us are caught up in the
struggle
against time.
every pregnancy

Physical changes can be frightening and
panic often sets in, especially amongst
those women who have enjoyed their
bodies between the ages of 18-35/40. But
44

younger woman on

the

Ministry of information

breastfeeding

question is, did they enjoy their bodies

for themselves,

or was

it because

men

ad-

While

one

cannot

prevent men and

from

admiring one's physical and
intellectual strengths and beauty and really,
that

isj)art of the joy of living together as

humans. However, I think that

distinction

be made

an

important

by women, bebeing beautiful/attractive for
everyone else and being beautiful for yourself first, regardless of whether other
people, in particular men, find you attractive. Those women who are "lucky" to be
"naturally" attractive i.e. they conform to
tween

often think about her

as

redefinition of

as an

aging

part of my own

empowering

process.
The fear of

mired them?

women

She was
simply beautiful. The years of living —
joyful and sad — were etched on her face
and she wore that knowledge with such
confidence and pride, I was envious and

must

growing older is not only
physical changes for which we
are often not
psychologically and emotionally prepared. It is also very intrinsically
linked to the prevailing concept of
sexuality and its association with youthfulrelated

ness

to

on

the

one

hand, and women's

reproductive capacities

on the other. The
social construction of female sexuality in

virtually all human societies has tended to
be collapsed into women’s reproductive
rules. The fact that

and bear
basis for
defining what womanhood is, universally,
children has

not

women

carry

only served

as a
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.

but, it has also resulted in the assumption

have sexual needs because their

that

has been nullified

do not have

sexuality independent of this reproductive function. And,
unless one actually thinks about it and
women

a

makes the distinction between these
issues

two

fertility and sexuality — the tendency is to conflate one into the other.
Growing older brings this issue to the
fore, because, when women can no longer
bear children, not only do they lose their
reproductive role, but their .sexuality goes
with it. This has several very crucial implications for women whose import has not
been seriously considered, mainly because
such women are no longer considered
"women" and secondly, because they are
women in the first place.
The first consequence of growing out of
one’s fertility as a woman is that your social
status immediately changes. You’re expected to behave in a "resf)ectable manner"
which means accepting the process of
becoming invisible. Your clothing have to
change "to suit your age" and certain social
—

—

services become no-go-areas to you

i.e.
parties, dancing, musical shows, is for "young people".
And women accept this apartheid by
once again assuming, without resistance, a
male-imposed identity which is aimed at
further marginalising. For the older man,
his freedom is synonymous with these constraints on older women’s identity, space
and mobility. You see them all over the
night clubs at week-ends and in the bars
during the week, with their protruding bellies which they carry with nonchalant arrogance. In Ghana, a friend told me that
such men (in their 40s) caress their huge
belies and say with pride "Ha, 1 have invested a lot of money into this belly. These
are my goats on this side, my beer on this
side," etc. Of course it is disgusting, but it
is also very real.
entertainment like

It is also

aged

generally accepted that middle-

in their prime i.e. they are at
their most sexually active stage in life. So
when they take on young female lovers, the
tendency is to say, well, look at his wife,
she has had so many children, he has every
men are

by becoming

women, most women

will

not

sexuality
an older

some women.

admit to this

fact. Tied in with this sexist

Recently,

post-menopausal bleeding as the on.set of a
new menstrual
cycle. They were elated at
this occurrence because as far as they were
concerned, this meant that they were
regaining their womanhood, and their hus-

older

women

wives. And, it is

and

necessarily true that
opposite ca.se.
Women are in their prime sexually between
but because they are assumed not to
men

in their 4()s

not

are

in their
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area were

interpreting

The doctor was astounded at
interpretation of what was
very clearly a health problem. Postmenopausal bleeding can be a sign of cervical cancer, yet because the women did not
know this, in their anxiety to retain their
sexuality i.e. fertility, they had given acornpletely erroneous and life-threatening interpretation to this phenomenon. This is
just one example of how the social defmi-

women’s bodies which

happiness, and

are

anchored in the

culture and traditions of all African

societies.

Yet, for millions of women, the so-called

change of life is really a social rather than
physical change, and, while it is often assumed that only women become
menapausal, no one says anything about
male menapause, which is experienced by
every male above 40 years of age. Their
bodies also change, they usually become

tion of

no

life,

as women, we

accept the violation of

human and social

age" in an absolute sense and 1 think
that the following example not only shows
how we can sometimes misread the signals
that our bodies give us about a problem, but
at a social level, it brings out some of the

through

we must

dealt with. How many

of us consider our
grandmothers as women? Don’t we instead

needs of

our

life-threatening

women,

needs do not have to be known, let alone

men.

have been socialised to be stoical about

of

sexuality, self-identity and
begin to challenge
the sexist stereotyjjes that are impo.sed
upon us as woman, especially as we grow
older. The invisibility of older women in
our societies means that men can
enjoy
certain freedoms and privileges as a right
for being older, while women’s sexual,
health, social, emotional and physical

Christmas

we

take

Therefore, agei.sm has implications for

treat

issues very carefully, because they have
serious implications for women. Because

to

women’s health,

they exhibit many of
the symptoms of menapausal adults. Yet the
society does not declare them social hermits and as they say "life begins at 40" for
need to look at all these

excuses

lead to

the part
fault of their own.

described above and

we

have

on

obese and look like the characters I

Therefore,

not

women can

behaviour

them like

someone

if she is

or

minds. Yet she is

we

lucky,

birthday? That she rarely

see

on

at

her

crosses our

for

as long as
she lives and she continues to have the
a

a woman

woman, even

if the status of

"grandmother" makes tho.se needs invisible
and or low-priority in her community.
So, as women who are aware of the .sexist

underpinnings that structure and define
womanhood to the greater advantage of the

"old

as women

doctor noticed that

young wives.
the women’s

for

be considered

in her

bands would

having children is the social requirement
women to

woman

Ignorance on the part of both women and
to what happens to women’s bodies
during menapause, feeds into the assumption that women stop having sexual needs
and that, therefore, they should not express
their sexuality openly. For the middle-aged
man, a menapausal partner/wife is a socially legitimate excuse to take on a young
lover. For the women, acceptance of her
redefinition as a non-sexual being is yet
another aspect of womanhood which must
be accepted stoically. I can remember hearing my mother and her friends talking about
"the change of life" as though it was a death
sentence that they were helpless to prevent.
So many women accept the erroneous
sexist definition of menapause as an illness,
just as they accept that menstruation is
synonymous with being unclean and all the
other taboos and sexist superstitions about
men as

structed

Meanwhile,

a

ness.

of what womanhood is. However, women
do not always accept the marginalisation of

look elsewhere!

how

me

Camerounian

male,

to

colleague told

a

assumption is
the definition of menapau.se as a disease/ill-

rights as an inescapable part of the unproblematic package

reason

of ageist ostracism amongst

consequences

we must

redefining the

rise to the challenge of

way we are

as women,

socially

con-

of all ages, and resist

ageism amongst ourselves as women and as
it is practised by men and the society at
large. That, 1 think, is one of the major
challenges facing women individually and

collectively in oiir societies today. ♦
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ARTS AND CULTURE

How Common

are

Commonwealth Cultural

Development Programmes?
David

Moyo
in

nee

O

media

a

while, the local

announces

of awards in

ners

some

mass

enable it to deliver the

win-

Commonwealth Institute and the Com-

financial

monwealth Foundation

state

competitions

such structures it

are

often

cultural workers in member

tion about arts

Commonwealth

offered by
or

scholarships and grants

the Commonwealth Institute

the Commonwealth Foundation. In-

Africa do

role of these

deed, during the Commonwealth
(lames,

we

hear of the Commonwealth

Arts Festival

or some

artistic event

as-

not

seems

states

especially in Southern

organisations.

Indeed, it is not clear how artists and
cultural

organisations in member states in
particular, can relate to

Southern Africa, in

indicate the existence of

very

cultural

wealth

development

therefore, not irrelevant to ask how

common

other cultural workers
mon wealth

programme.
It is,

little information

the Commonwealth cultural

among
on

seem to

dividual artists and arts institutions in the

Commonwealth benefit from such

how the Com-

promotes the growth of culture.

Also evident is the absence of

there, in fact, national structures in member
states

of the Commonwealth which

Commonwealth’s cultural

the

The absence of cultural

development

programmes?
The

reason

obvious.

for these

questions is quite

Many times during the celebration

of the Commonwealth
made to indicate the

Day, attempts

are

importance of the

Commonwealth and its role in socio-cultural and economic

development of mem-

ber states.

are

also made to indi-

created

by the Common-

Attempts

cate structures

wealth to facilitate its role and indeed to
46

exchange

agree-

between member states of the Com-

monwealth does

not

make it easy

and cultural groups to
tours

responsible for this

affairs, it may also be the absence

appropriate structures within the Com-

monwealth Secretariat to promote

development
sence

programme as

of national

structures

well

cultural

as

the ab-

within member

of the Commonwealth which

propose

cultural development

for consideration

can

programmes

by the Commonwealth

Secretariat and the Commonwealth Summit. The absence of Commonwealth affiliated arts and cultural

another

reason

organisations is

for this poor status

in the Commonwealth's

arts

of the

development

programme.
Is it not time that the

or-

ganisations.

mance

implement

and

promote

arts

be argued that inadequate

resources are

question of cultural

development in the Commonwealth is put

a

and how is it promoted? Are

linkages

between artists in the Commonwealth

ments

programme

be

artists and

countries and indeed between

development programme is? How do in-

of

of

states

the Commonwealth. There does

Common-

of the

know of the existence and the

sociated with the Games. These events do
a

presented

that artists and

organised by the Commonwealth Institute. Occasionally, there is informa-

as

While it may

goods. Although the

for artists
undertake perfor-

within the Commonwealth.

the Summit

on

sters

agenda? Shouldn’t Mini-

of Culture in the Commonwealth

examine how the
resources

organisation

can

re-

pool

promote cultural exchanges

to

and to create

more

avenues

for the

con-

Commonwealth

sumption of Commonwealth culture by the

countries, very strange work permit regula-

people of the Commonwealth? Indeed,

There exists in many

tions which make it very
to

undertake

difficult for artists

perfomiance tours within the

Commonwealth countries. There
be

no

tradition for

preferential treatment of

arti.sts from member
mon wealth

seems to

countries.

in many

ComEqually noticeable is

states

shouldn’t the
as one

and culture be considered

of the tools of making

wealth much
person

arts

more

the Common-

relevant to the

ordinary

in member states?

Unemployment is

a

growing

concern

within the Commonwealth. Indeed, it is

the absence of jointly-produced

expected that unemployment and

wealth artistic programmes

economic

Commonwhich could
tour not only Commonwealth countries but

of the Commonwealth will be

other countries of the world.

the

performance by

many

poor

members

an

item

on

agenda of the forthcoming CHCXjM.
Sapem October. 1991

Cultural industries have tremendous potential in

creating employment and

economic activities in many

as

viable

developing

countries of the Commonwealth. It is in this

regard that

hopes the promotion of

one

cultural industries within the Commonwealth

can

become

a

major concern for the

practical

way

establishment of

for Cultural

a

cultural
promotion projects by citizens of the Commonwealth as long as their main target
would be Commonwealth countries. Many
cultural promoters in the Commonwealth
face tremendous difficulties in

Commonwealth Fund

establishment of cultural festivals which

Development

on

the lines of

promote the financing

dustries. Such
tical

a move

of cultural in-

would also be prac-

implementation by the Common-

wealth of the

objectives of UNESCO’s

Decade for Cultural

Development. Artists

are

Forthcoming Art and Culture Events
Event: Conference
tion in the SADCC

wealth would,

therefore, have

access to

on

Cultural

Coopera-

Region.

Venue: Arusha, Tanzania (Amsha International Conference Centre)
Date: Last week of November, 1991.

for projects which not

To map out a programme

of cultural
cooperation between SADCC countries;

only enhance cultural development of the
•

Commonwealth, but significant create

employment and wealth.

to

confirm the role of culture in

well

as

cultural

•

to

discuss

areas

and methods of cultural

cooperation in the SADCC;
•

•

up programmes of cooperation in
specific field of culture; and

to set

each
to

consider

setting

fund for cultural

up an

independent

cooperation.

Participation
Each member country
sented
a

will be

repre-

by three experts who could include

national director in

charge of culture,

an

expert in the country’s cultural situation, a
renowned

practising aitist to represent

ar-

tists of the country.

Conference Contact

Objectives
•

state as

facilities;

prized beyond the means of the ordinary

and other cultural workers in the Common-

financial support

SADCC member

citizens of the Commonwealth.

Development of Culture which can be used
to

register cultural policies of each

to

wealth when

of doing this would be

UNESCO International Fund for the

•

securing

support by governments of the Common-

organising cultural festivals
and other public cultural promotion events.
This lack of support has also led to the

organi.sation.
One

The fund would also support

develop-

Director of Culture and National Language. Ministry of Education and Culture,
P O Box 4248, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,
Tel: 28201/28053/29582.

ment;

LETTERS

The Editor invites letters from the

general readership of SAPEM.

Letters should have the full

and address of the writer but

name

pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters should be
about three hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The Editor,

SAPEM, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

World Economic Crisis: What Role for the

Commonwealth?
Change for the Better: Global Change and Economic Development, Report by
Commonwealth Group of Experts on the Impact of Global Economic and Political

Change

on

Reviewed

T

the Development Process

by Allast Mwanza

his report,

organisations. In Africa, there

an

form

which is a product of
impressive group of Com-

monwealth experts,

including

the Executive Director of SAFES, could
not have come at

ment in

opportune mo-

history. The crumbling of the

Soviet Union has
a

a more

brought the world from

bipolar world to one dominated by

superpower.
era

We have

now

one

entered tbe

of Pax Americana. Tbe socialist chal-

lenge to the capitalist system is

now

an

are moves to

African Common Market

over

and

above

existing regional groupings such as
the Southern Africa Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), the
Economic Organisation of West African

attempts to strengthen regional groupings
in Latin America and Asia.

Nations very
altruism.

rarely practise the policy of
They (nations) have no friends,

world is

ganisations as the G7 (which consists of the
USA, Germany, UK, Japan, Canada, Italy
and France), though they do have political

a

lead to increased

marginalisation of the Third World.
We

also

witnessing the increased
"regionalisation" of the world. The
European Economic Community is becoming more integrated with the approach of a
single monetary system. In North America,
a free trade area, grouping the United States
are

of America, Canada and Mexico is about to
be formed. Not to be outdone, the poor
world is also scrambling to form regional
48

The

(PTA). There are also reports of

but interests. Even such influential

moving back towards

countries involving diverse political,
ideological and cultural systems. Indeed,
the composition of the group of experts
who prepared this Report, also reflects this
diversity.
poor

States (ECOWAS) and the Preferential
Trade Area

probably at its weakest moment and the
reunification that may

the Commonwealth includes both rich and

or-

overtones, are, nonetheless, overwhelm-

ingly designed to

serve

and promote the

economic interests of member

states.

But

The main

Report: A Summary
of the

Report is global
change and how it will influence economic
development in the Third World. The first
chapter is essentially a catalogue of the
major political and economic changes in
the world since the early 1980s. Among the
major changes considered are the increasing indebtedness of the Third World debt,
the growth of regional integration, the inconcern

creased salience of small but influential
groups

in managing the world economy, the

the main characteristic of these

cessation of East-West conflict, the inten-

tions is

sification of economic relations and the

organisathat they obey the North-South

divide and thus fail to include rich and poor

decline in financial flows

countries within

countries. Debt is

organisations. Herein lies
the main potential source of strength for the
"British" Commonwealth. Membership of

developing
singled out as the most
important barrier to the economic development of the poor world. In fact, the increasto
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ing indebtedness is accompanied by a contraction of concessional lending and declining living standards in the poor countries.
These developments are buttressed at international level, by increased trade protectionism, declining use of raw materials pier
unit of output and increased regionalism.
Chapter 1 ends with a call for action at
global level that will help resolve these
problems.

The report

increasing the capacity of Third World institutions. It ends by noting that the Com-

al level. In that

Chapter Two discusses the world
during the 1980s and
paints a bleak picture facing the poor world
economy during the 1990s. The chapter
also highlights the differential impact of the

monwealth should try to protect

The final

economic situation

world economic conditions

on

Asia.
The rest of the book is then dedicated to
discussion of what the authors consider to
be

needing urgent attention. Chapter
3 discus.ses national systems of government
and their impact on economic development. The report alludes to the fact that
gtx)d governance is now linked to pluralism
and democracy. In recent years, democracy
and pluralism have been recogni.sed as the
foundation pf good governance. The chapter ends with a call for a reformed political
I

areas

and economic system

within

order. In the

a

democratic

following chapter (4) the international sy.stem is analysed with the main
emphasis being placed on economic issues.
Sapem October, 1991

report suggests that enhancement of human
resource

development is crucial if poor
absorb technology. Chapter

World Bank, GATT and UNCTAD but also

countries

calls for

9 discusses the world environmental

restructuring of the.se institutions

a

if

they are to play a meaningful role in
alleviating Third World poverty. Furthermore

the

chapter discusses the regionalisa-

tion of the Third World but recommends

the

security of small states. One way of achieving this would be:
to

different

regions. For instance, economic growth
resumed in the developed countries and
during the 1980-89 period economic
growth was 3.1%. Economic growth was
high in East Asia, where it rose on average
by 7.9%; in South Asia, GDP grew by 5.3%.
However, growth was concentrated in
China, India, Indonesia, Singapore and
Malaysia. Sub-Saharan Africa’s economic
performance was the worst. In fact, real
GDP per capita for the region contracted by
-1.4% during the 1980-89 period. Real
GDP per capita declined by -0.4% in Latin
America during the same period. Inspite of
the adoption of IMF-supported Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) "many
developing countries were left at the end of
the 1980s with a reduced capacity to
withstand any further internal or external
shocks" (p.24). However, although the
prospects are bleak for some countries,
growth will be sustained in East and South

recognises the role of the interorganisations such as the IMF,

national

provide

a way

of adequately

and

are to

con-

that there is

notes

as yet no global
of tackling this issue.
There is a suggestion that environmental
concerns can only be tackled at intemation-

cents

consensus on

cerns can

ways

case

environmental

con-

form the basis of multilateralism.

chapter presents the conclusion
and recommendations which are:

grouped according to whether they

rep-

require action by the developed

resenting the smaller and weaker

countries

of the South, the developed

countries within the international

countries

of the North,

system and mediating between them

community (p.IO).

and the

larger and stronger countries

(p.51).
Areas

Requiring Urgent Attention.

Chapters 5 to 9 are devoted to analysis
important issues, especially as they impinge upon the development of the Third
World. Human resource development is
regarded as key to economic and social
progress. The authors highlight the
problems caused by high population
growth and emigration of skilled personnel
and suggest ways and means of combating
these. During the 1980s, the developing
of

world received less external funds and most

of these countries
financial

were

resources

net
to

exporters of
developing

ment

assistance. But this

panied by

must

be

accom-

expand international
trade. In this respect there is need for more
open markets and more respect for multilaterally agreed trade rules on the basis of
transparency and non-discrimination.
moves to

Chapters 8 and 9 deal with issues of
technology transfer and the environment.
The report discusses the gains brought
about by new technologies but also notes
that

developing countries have

benefit from

yet to

technology development. The

the world

There is, in other words, to be shared

responsibility in the global effort to resolve
economic, political or social problems. The
last recommendation in the chapter is that
the Commonwealth must lead the world in

bringing these issues to the attention of the
world. But that this

must be done while

emphasising the universal interest of
humanity. The rest of the book consists of
a number of annexes on
demographic indicators, savings behaviour in rich
countries, world military spending, recent
debt initiatives,

proposals for relief of com-

mercial debt of

highly indebted countries

and

a

list of the authors of the report.

Emerging Issues

countries.

Recently the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe have become new
claimants on global savings. Chapter 6 further urges the international community to
help tackle the predicament of indebted
nations and/or increase official develop-

or

Is the "British"

the

Commonwealth, then,

right organisation

to

bring problems to

the attention of the world? In other words,
what kind of issues should the Commonwealth
a

itself with? We

are living in
period of rapid change. There is a tendenconcern

for humanity to be afraid of, and thus,
change. This is due to the fact that
change always includes gains and losses.
For instance the political changes brought
cy

resist

about

by ideological or political changes in
Europe have radically altered the
international balance of power, and con-

Eastern

tributed

to

the rise of Pax Americana. There

are

those who argue

era

implies intense exploitation of the Third

that the dawn of this

World. In other words, the world is back
the

era

of unbriddled

to

capitalism which
49

reigned prior to the .socialist revolution of
Eastern Europe. If this scenario is true, then
the Commonwealth has a role to play in
articulating the interests of a great majority
of its members. But let us not forget the
lessons of

history.
Commonwealth

formed, in part, as a result of
perceived need to strengthen the posi-

groups were

tions of France and Britain within the

first before

terests

change. There is great need to

problem facing the organisation is the
economic crisis faced by the poorer

ests,

really

a group

with shared inter-

it should be able to promote these

interests. The events of the last decade

in-

dicate that there has been some disagreewithin the

ment

Africa. But it is
Britain

the world

the time for

change with the times. Possibly the greatest

having access to veritable sources of raw
materials. However, the fornier colonies

interests within the EEC and
at large. This support was
the intense negotiation leading

is unfair dis-

tribution within the Commonwealth, this is

mutually of

only France and Britain could boast of

protect their

economic in-

promoting those of

within. If, for instance, there

their interests. If therefore, the Common-

over

depend on these two countries to

to predict. They

others. What unites nations is

European Economic Community. In fact

could also

are easy

will protect their political or

wealth is

The French and British

the

Nations’ actions

countries. The crisis is

debt burden,

high level of inflation and employment.

equally significant that

Commonwealth must insist that there be

rich

corresponding adjustment in the North. The

Canada

restructuring of Northern economies must

isolated

even

by

Commonwealth countries, such

some
as

and Australia. The real test to Common-

cooperation will be provided by

wealth

declining per capita GDP and

organisation, especially
against South

In this

the issue of sanctions

was

symbolised by the

deterioration in terms of trade, tlie rising

include
as

to

era

an

of Structural

Adjustment, the

assault on trade protectionism so

open

their market to Third World

Canada and Britain, both of which are

exports. The debt

members of the G7 and the Common-

since it has serious

During the London G& Summit
these two countries failed to influence other

health of the international financial system.

Lomé conventions. The main concern

during that period .seems to have been to

countries

reflected in
to

the formation of the first and second

ensure access

to raw

materials and markets

of ex-colonies. However, as the

World economic crisis worsened,
tions for
came

over

Third World (especially

Sub-Saharan Africa debt

The Commonwealth

the

Need to Restructure the

A time of

prolonged and frustrating; in-

change is also a time of great

opportunity. One area which has been the
cause

gained in previous negotiations!

of disagreement

within

any

least, support

design of useful debt relief initiatives

and non-concessional official debt

of

severely-indebted low income countries. In

Commonwealth?

subsequent Lomé conventions be-

rather

can, at

that will lead to reduction of concessional

crisis).

Third

negotia-

creasingly the Third World lost what they
had

wealth.

crisis concerns us all,
implications for the

grouping

other words the Commonwealth itself must

undergo such change that will enable it to
rise

to

the

challenge of the day. ♦

is the distribution of benefits and costs

•
•

> '

CURRENTTERMINOLOGY

.y*

;

Glossary of Commonly Used Terms
Compiled by Allast Mwanza
1.

and services

using resources
by the nationals of a given
country irrespective of where those

produced in

a year

4.

owned

resources are

2.

payment to

nominal wage may

50

wage
5.

declines.

a) Gross Profit: Excess of return
over

6.

costs.

Interest:

Payment made for use of

During Structural
Adjustment, there is a tendency for

borrowed money.

interest rates to increase.

purchase.

During periods of inflation the
rise while the real

Gross Domestic Product (GDP):
Total value of

3.

b) Net Profit: Excess of return overall

labour in terms of goods

and services that it can

located.

goods and services
produced in a country in a year.
Wage: Payment for labour services.
Wages are normally paid weekly
whereas salaries may be paid in a

also
paid to part-time employees.
Nominal Wages: Payment to labour
in monetary terms. A real wage is
month. Moreover, wages are

Gross National Product (GNP):
The total value of goods

7.

Invest: To
way as to

lay out money in such a

obtain

one may

lands,

in

or

a

a

profit

on

it. For

invest in stocks or
business.

instance,

outlay before deduction of over-

head costs.
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RESEARCH UPDATE

September 1990, (SAPEM, Vol. 3, No. 12), we
our readers of the launching of a major
Research Programme on Problems and Prospects of
Regional Cooperation and Integration in Southern
In

had informed

Africa. Since October,
teams

have been

1990,

a

number of reseeu-ch

carrying out research

on

the various

of Regional Cooperation within the SADCC
Specifically, research efforts have been
concentrated on the Mining sector. Transport and
Communications, Trade and Finance, Food Security
and Agriculture, and the overall field of Economic and
Political Relations. Concurrently, several sectoral
workshops have been convened to subject results to
peer assessment. The first of the research programme
is complete. The last of the sectoral workshops was on
the SADCC Transport and Communications sector
and convened on 15-16 September, 1991.
aspects

framework.

Issues in Southern African

Transport and

Communications

Transport and Comcovering
the Beira Corridor, the Nacala and Northern Corridor,
the TAZARA Transport system, the Airlines and
Telecommunications network in the region.
The sectoral

workshop

on

munications reviewed the research reports

Evidently, ten

years

region particularly railways, roads
and ports. But despite these huge investments the
operational efficiency of these infrastructures is far
from the expected results. One impediment to operational efficiency is the bureaucratic red tape at most of
the ports of the region, unnecessary and obsolete post
and border formalities; on three of SADCC majors,
frastructure of the

shipping and transhipment formalities are still
governed by a law passed in 1909, a law which has
the

Sapem October, 1991

long since been abandoned by major countries of the
world. Almost all SADCC border posts are only
operational during daylight hours, and at best, only
capable of clearing only a handful of haulage tmcks.
With respect to airlines, there is gross under-utilisation
of capacity at a regional level, despite the fact that
some airlines are too tiny to operate on their own.
Apparently, 90% of SADCC airlines do not adhere to
their

own

timetables. This in turn creates tremendous

problems for passengers on connecting flights.
Surprisingly, three insolvent airlines merged to launch
a company to service intercontinental routes, while
each one of them can hardly fulfill their domestic and
regional schedules! Yet all of these are overstaffed.
Worse still, despite these monumental problems, it is
almost impossible for the travelling public to change
tickets from

one

airline to another

even

the ticket-is-

suing airline has no flight for the same route until
several days later. So the travelling public has become
a prisoner of the airlines. While flight frequency has
increased almost four-fold between SADCC capitals,
mail takes up to 14 days between these capitals, a
distance which is covered by a modem jet in 30 to 90
minutes! So it is obvious that there are still many

challenges facing Southern Africa! For further details
on the workshop proceedings, contact SAFES Trust
Programmes.

since SADCC was launched,

substantial investment have been made in the in-
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
SAFES Trust Conference
Southern

on:

Whither SADCC?

Africa in the 1990s, 9-11 October, 1991,
Gaborone, Botswana

SAFES Trust will hold its second conference in

Gaborone, Botswana, 9-11 October, 1991. This year’s

follow-up to the results of a similar
gathering convened by SAFES Trust in October 1989.
The purpose of this year’s conference will be to dis-

conference is

a

51

the research results of the SAFES Trust Sectoral

Sheraton. For further details, contact, SAFES Trust,

changes in Southern Africa, Winfred Armstrong, New
York, U.S.A, researching on Alternative Economic
Approaches, M. Leon of University of Faris, research
on SADCC, N. Engez
working on Foreign Folicy of
SADCC States, Edmund Keller, University of California in Los Angeles, J. De Ubrel from University of
Faris, Frof. Douglas Auglin from Carleton University,

F.O. Box MF 111, Mt. Fleasant, Harare.

Canada, Bertil Oden from the Scandinavian Institute

cuss

Networks on the SADCC designed to

study the current
regional organisation. The conference will bring together scholars and
policy practitioners from the region, the rest of Africa
status

and future direction of this

and the North and will be held at the Gaborone

of African Studies

(SIAS) and Dr. Oliver Saasa from
(IAS), Zam-

the African Institute for African Studies

bia.

SAPEM ANNIVERSARY
In October this year, your
Fourth Anniversary. Every

SAPEM will mark its
October since 1988,
SAPEM holds its anniversary in Harare, Zimbabwe.
This year’s anniversary will be unique, for it will be
held outside Zimbabwe, away from the SAFES Trust
Central Secretariat, an occasion which will also witness

the

in the

launching of 14 books published by SAFES
last two years, and the official opening of

SAFES second conference

on

SADCC. Coincidental-

ly, one of the books to be launched is Multi-Party
Democracy in Botswana, a volume authored by eight
scholars from Botswana and edited by Mpho Molomo
and Brian Mokopakgosi. The function will also provide an opportunity for the SAFES Trust Regional
Board to review the activities of the organisation in
the last twelve months. The function will also be held
at

NEW

ACQUISITIONS FOR THE

SAFES LIBRARY AND
DOCUMENTATION

During the period August/September the SAFES
Library and Documentation Unit continued to expand
its acquisitions in the form of basic documents, notably books.
BOOKS

Achebe, C., Hyden, G., Okeyo, A. F. and Magadza, C.
(eds): Beyond Hunger in Africa: Africa 2057,

Heinemann, Nairobi, 1990.
Mascarenhas, O. and Mbilinyi, M. (eds): Women in
Tanzania, S^AS, Uppsala, 1983.
Mudimbe, V. Y.: The Invention of Afi ica Gnosis,

the Gaborone Sheraton.

Philosophy and the Order of Knowledge, Indiana
University Fress, 1988.
Nkebukua, A. K.; Women Involvement in Cooperatives in Tanzania: Seminar Proceedings, SIDA,
Dar

VISITORS TO SAFES

a

number of visitors from the

region and abroad either to

carry out

Southern African Affairs

familiarise themselves

or to

Salaam, 1987.

Thompson, C. B.: Harvest Under Fire, ZED Books,

During the period August to September, SAFES has
been honoured to host

es

research

on

1991.

Turok, B.: Mixed Economy in Focus: Zambia, Institute for African Alternatives, 1989.
DOCUMENTS

with the activities of SAFES Trust. These visitors
include Dr. Ben Kalima,

Department of Economics,
University of Malawi, on a research visit. Lisa Rakner
and Ashild Samnoy, both from the Christian Michelsen Institute, Norway, researching on current political
52

FTA: Trade and

Development Strategy for the 1990s,
September, 1991.
SADCC: Trade Facilitation Study / & 11, May, 1991.
SADCC: Improvement ofInvestment Climate, Harare,
September, 1991.
\
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES:

e
I/I

THE EMPLOYMENT
CRISIS IN AFRICA
Issues in Human Resources

Unemployment,
underemployment and overall
poor utilisation of human
resources are now
among the
biggest development challenges
facing African countries. The
economic recession and the

application of structural
adjustment programmes have,
undoubtedly, further
compounded these problems,
but faulty human resources
development and utilisation
policies have played their part
in making the search for
solutions more difficult.
This book examines the

magnitude of the
unemployment problem in the
African economy as well as the
prospects for the future of
Africa's growing labour force. It
also identifies the constraints

on

employment expansion and
proposes how they could be
removed. It then goes on to
situate the problem of

unemployment within the
broader context of human

development policy,
identifying lapses, imbalances
and defects, and recommending
resources

corrective

measures.

AVAILABLE FROM
LEADING BOOKSHOPS

Price: $25.04

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

OF EASTERN AND
SOUTHERN AFRICA AND BEYOND THROUGH I'RAINING, CONSULTANCY AND RESEARCH
ESAMI PROMOTES MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT IN COUNTRIES

Specialisations and Competence at AT ESAMI for Training
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Wide range

of Human Resources Management ;md Development
Management
Management Information Systems and Technology
Transport and Communications Management
Business Development
Health Services and Production Programmes Management
Operations and Production Management
Financial

Women in

ESAMI’s
—

—

—

—

—

Development/Management

Training Case Studies Development
Top Level Senior Ebcecutlve Management Development Programmes

Consultancy Capabilities

Review and Establishment of

Organisation and Management Systems

Strategic Corporate Planning
Sector Analysis

Institutional
Review of

Development
Organisational Structure and Management

materials are developed under the research programme.
premier Management Development Institute.
management development needs, contact:

ESAMl’s studies and training
ESAMI is your
For your

Headquarters

Zimbabwe

Director-General

Resident

ESAMI

ESAMI

P.O. Box 3030

P.O. Box 2627

Arusha

Harare

Tanzania

Zimbabwe

Telephone: 8384/7
Telex: 42076 ESAMI TZ

Telefax: 057-8285

Representative

Telephone: 706438
Telex: 26254 ESAMI ZW
Telefax: 706439

